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Abstract  

Purpose 

This work presents a unique perspective on the concept of role merging within the health care 

setting. The research explores the views, opinions and attitudes of dietitians and exercise 

professionals on an emerging role of the dietitian prescribing exercise advice to older adults, 

for the prevention and treatment of sarcopenia. 

Methods 

Following ethical approval, a qualitative methodology was employed to explore the 

perspectives from dietitians and exercise professionals. The research conducted in-depth 

interviews and focus groups using a purposive sample of participants from each profession. 

Data was analysed inductively using thematic analysis. Data was coded using latent and 

semantic coding, and then grouped into similar themes. A qualitative synthesis using meta-

ethnography was conducted to compare and contrast the findings from the two professionals’ 

perspectives, and draw conclusions. 

Findings 

An overall positive response from both professional groups acknowledged the need for a two-

pronged approach combining nutrition and exercise interventions for sarcopenia management. 

Four overarching themes emerged from the data, 1) patient related benefits of a two-pronged 

approach 2) risk management, competencies and training requirements 3) differing levels of 

exercise intervention and 4) improved efficiency and effectiveness. Therefore, health care 

professionals must work together to achieve improved clinical outcomes and manage increased 

patient demand. Basic messages around increasing physical activity and reducing sedentary 

behaviour were deemed a duty of care for all professionals as part of the Making Every Contact 

Count initiative. However, prescribed exercise advice was perceived as higher risk for patients 

in the frail, older adult population. Bespoke training and competency standards for dietitians 

was recommended by participants before dietitians consider offering prescriptive exercise 

advice. 

Conclusion 

With an ageing population there is a need to change the way practitioners manage patient care, 

as well as a call for dietitians to take on leadership roles in relation to the holistic prevention 

of disease. This study found positive affirmations from dietitians and exercise professionals on 

the dietitians extended role in exercise prescription in older adults for the prevention and 

treatment of sarcopenia. The findings suggest there may be benefits of role diversification in 

the management of sarcopenia. However, further research with diverse ranges of stakeholders 

including patients, dietetic managers, and clinical commissioners is required before practical 

recommendations can be made. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
This chapter provides an overview of the research question and an outline of the purpose and 

scope of the thesis, including the choice of research setting, and the vision for the research.  

1.1 Overview of the thesis 
The thesis evaluates the evidence surrounding the benefits of combined nutrition and exercise 

interventions in the prevention and treatment of sarcopenia in older adults, and explores the 

diversification of the role of the dietitian in providing exercise advice alongside nutritional 

advice. The scope of the thesis focuses on the role of the dietitian in preventing or treating 

sarcopenia in older adults in the community setting, in line with the evidence.   

The background chapter demonstrates my engagement with the existing body of literature and 

contextualises the current knowledge base surrounding the topic of sarcopenia, as well as 

synthesising this knowledge in relation to the role of the dietitian within a multi-professional 

setting in the prevention and treatment of sarcopenia. The methodology chapter provides a 

detailed account of the qualitative methodology, including justification of the chosen 

qualitative framework, description and justification for the procedures selected for sampling 

and recruitment, data collection, and data analysis, and the congruency with the research 

paradigm. To understand the context from which the conclusions of the research are drawn, the 

chapter will explore the philosophical standpoint of the researcher and the analytical lens, 

described through positionality and reflexivity.  

The findings from the two qualitative studies are presented independently in chapters four and 

five respectively. Chapter 6 is a synthesis and evaluation of these findings, identifying 

commonalities between the professional perspectives. The key areas of discussion include 

potential areas of conflict and reasons for this, resolutions, and recommendations and 

implications for future practice; all discussed within the context of the existing literature. The 

final chapter concludes the thesis by drawing out the key messages and summarises a final 

statement of findings.  

1.2 Research question 
What are the views, attitudes and opinions of dietitians and exercise professionals, about 

dietitians extending their scope of practice to deliver exercise advice in the context of 

sarcopenia management in older people? 

1.3 Aim and objectives of the thesis 
The aim of the thesis is to explore the views, attitudes and opinions of dietitians and exercise 

professionals on the extended role of the dietitian in the prevention and treatment of sarcopenia 

in older adults. The research takes a qualitative viewpoint in order to help inform 

recommendations for the professional body and education sector, to shape the evolving role of 

the future dietitian in sarcopenia management. Further research with a wider range of 

stakeholders such as dietetic manager, commissioners and patients will further strengthen 

recommendations for practice, however this is not within the scope of this research.  

The thesis addresses the research question through two qualitative research studies: 

Study 1: A qualitative study exploring the views, attitudes and opinions of dietitians on the role 

of prescribing exercise to older adults alongside nutritional advice, for the prevention and 

treatment of sarcopenia. 
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Study 2: A qualitative study exploring the views, attitudes and opinions of exercise 

professionals on the role of dietitians prescribing exercise advice to older people, in the context 

of prevention and treatment of sarcopenia.  

1.4 Scope of the thesis 
It is important to acknowledge the scope of the thesis in relation to the research aims. The thesis 

focuses specifically on the geriatric syndrome of sarcopenia, and therefore whilst areas such as 

malnutrition, cachexia and frailty share some characteristics with sarcopenia; such as the loss 

of muscle mass, they have differential aetiologies and characteristics. Therefore, whilst my 

research focuses only on sarcopenia, the associations between sarcopenia and malnutrition, 

frailty and cachexia will be briefly considered in this chapter to set the scene.   

The thesis is concerned with both the prevention and treatment of sarcopenia. Sarcopenia is a 

progressive condition with gradual decline of muscle strength as part of the ageing process 

(Cruz-Jentoft and Morley, 2021). Interventions aimed at the prevention of sarcopenia are 

similar to interventions aimed at the treatment for sarcopenia; i.e. optimising protein intake to 

meet increased nutritional requirements, as well as participating in regular physical activity, 

including resistance exercise training (Cruz-Jentoft and Morley, 2021). Older adults are at a 

higher risk of sarcopenia compared the younger adults due to normal ageing processes, 

however older adults who are sedentary, malnourished or have chronic illness are at increased 

risk of developing sarcopenia (Cruz-Jentoft and Morley, 2021). Therefore managing 

malnutrition in order to prevent sarcopenia is an important focus in this population group 

(Cruz-Jentoft and Morley, 2021). For people diagnosed with sarcopenia, the emphasis of 

intervention is on treatment to reverse or delay further declines in muscle mass, strength or 

physical function. Increasing protein intake in combination with gradually increasing exercise 

participation is recommended as the most effective treatment. Specific recommendations for 

the prevention and treatment of sarcopenia will be discussed in the next chapter. According to 

the latest available research, the only evidence-based treatments for sarcopenia are non-

pharmacological treatments focusing on diet and physical activity (Dent et al. 2018), therefore 

the thesis is only concerned with non-pharmacological interventions.  

Throughout the thesis, I refer to the nomenclature of older adults in regards to the target 

population. There are multiple definitions of an older adult, therefore for the purpose of the 

thesis older adults will usually refer to people aged over 65 years, as defined by NHS England 

(NHS 2021). However it can be argued that chronological age does not reflect biological age, 

which is perhaps more relevant in the context of health and disease. Therefore, the age related 

definition is loosely used and in reference to some studies, may stretch to include adults aged 

50 years and over. The older adult population is heterogeneous and diverse, and therefore, the 

literature often refers to population subgroups. The thesis refers to the following population 

subgroups, ‘healthy older adults’ (relating to those without co-morbidities), ‘older adults with 

co-morbidities/poly-morbidities’ (those with one or multiple chronic disease such as 

cardiovascular disease (CVD), diabetes, chronic kidney disease and cancer etc.). Population 

subgroups are also defined based on residential status such as; ‘community-dwelling’ (relating 

to those free-living within the community in their own home), ‘institutionalised’ (often 

referring to those residing in residential care facilities such as sheltered housing, supported 

living, residential care home or nursing home) or ‘acute hospitalised patients’ (referred to as 

inpatients in hospital wards, rehabilitation hospitals or hospices). The thesis will mainly focus 
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on community dwelling individuals and those who are mobile in residential care. Hospitalised 

in-patients are outside of the scope of this thesis.  

1.4.1 Malnutrition and sarcopenia 

Malnutrition is defined as a deficiency or excess of nutrients such as energy, protein, vitamins 

and minerals, causing measurable adverse effects on body composition, function or clinical 

outcome, and is both a cause and a consequence of ill health (NICE 2006; Cederholm et al. 

2015). Malnutrition in older adults is likely to relate to undernutrition caused by compromised 

intake or assimilation of nutrients, in association with acute or chronic inflammation, leading 

to altered body composition and diminished biological function (Cederholm et al. 2019). 

Malnutrition is closely linked to sarcopenia, with poor nutritional intake leading to a negative 

muscle protein turnover and subsequent loss of muscle mass, leading to a loss of muscle 

strength and physical performance (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019). Commonly used definitions of 

malnutrition are outlined in table 1 to demonstrate the diversity of definitions and criteria for 

malnutrition.  

Table 1: Definitions and criteria for the diagnosis of malnutrition 

Definition Diagnostic criteria 

ESPEN (Cederholm et al. 

2015) confirms malnutrition 

in patients who meet one of 

the following criteria: 

• BMI <18. 5kg/m2;  

• or patients who have experienced unintentional 

weight loss >5% over 3 months or >10% over any 

period, with a BMI <20 kg/m2 (<70 years old) or 

<22kg/m2 (>70 years old)  

• or low Fat Free Mass Index (FFMI) <15kg/m2 Males 

and <17kg/m2 Females (Cederholm et al. 2015).   

NICE (2006) criteria for 

diagnosis of malnutrition 

states that one of the 

following criteria must be 

met for a diagnosis of 

malnutrition: 

 

• BMI <18.5kg/m2 or unintentional weight loss >10% 

within the last 3–6 months  

• or BMI <20kg/m2 and unintentional weight loss >5% 

within the last 3–6 months.  

 

The GLIM (Cederholm et al. 

2019) criteria takes into 

account both the phenotype 

criteria and aetiology. The 

phenotype criteria for 

malnutrition includes 

reduced muscle mass as one 

of the criteria for 

malnutrition. 

• weight loss >5% with the past 6 months or >10% over 

6 months  

• or BMI <20kg/m2 (<70 years old) or <22kg/m2 (>70 

years old)  

• or reduced muscle mass.  

AND 

• reduced food intake or assimilation (<50% of energy 

requirements for > 1 week or any reduction for > 2 

weeks)  

• or any chronic gastrointestinal condition that 

adversely affects food assimilation or absorption, or 

inflammation from acute disease, injury or chronic 

disease 

 

Two of the above mentioned definitions of malnutrition in table 1 include low muscle mass or 

low fat free mass as part of the diagnostic criteria for malnutrition, which is also included in 
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the criteria for sarcopenia diagnosis; however the malnutrition definitions do not take into 

account muscle strength or function therefore may not detect all people with sarcopenia. 

Furthermore another drawback to using the malnutrition definition alone is that it only takes 

into account weight loss, and not body composition. People with sarcopenia are likely to have 

increased fat mass and reduced muscle mass (Cruz-Jentoft and Morley, 2021), and may not 

present with significant weight loss, therefore would not be identified using these definitions 

of malnutrition.  

1.4.2 Frailty and sarcopenia    

Frailty is described as a geriatric, multi-dimensional syndrome which involves physiological, 

psychological and sociological components. Frailty is a risk factor for poorer health outcomes 

such as decline in functionality, increased risk of falls, hospitalisation, disability and mortality 

(Cruz-Jentoft and Morley, 2021). Frailty is considered a dynamic state, whereby individuals 

move between various degrees of frailty (Cruz-Jentoft and Morley, 2021). Several definitions 

exist, however the following are more widely accepted definitions or criteria for diagnosing 

frailty: 

1. Fried and co-workers proposed a clinical phenotype definition as a well-defined 

syndrome with biological underpinnings. Frailty is defined by meeting three of the five 

phenotypic criteria; low grip strength, low energy, slowed walking speed, low physical 

activity, and/ or weight loss. The formulation of criteria was based on the 

Cardiovascular Health Survey (Fried et al. 2001).  

2. A second definition of frailty uses a cumulative deficit model and is known as the 

‘Frailty Index’ based on the Canadian Study of Health and Ageing cumulative deficit 

model (Rockwood et al. 2005). A 70 item list is used to identify individual deficits and 

can include a range of aspects of a person’s health, well-being and functional ability, 

such as diseases or conditions, symptoms or signs, or physical impairments. Severity 

of frailty is classified by the accumulation of deficits.  

 

There is some overlap between frailty and sarcopenia, with the physical phenotype for frailty 

diagnosis including grip strength and gait speed; consistent with the diagnostic criteria for 

sarcopenia. Frailty and sarcopenia also share common etiologies, including inflammation, 

reduced physical activity, nutritional deficits and endocrine factors (Cruz-Jentoft and Morley, 

2021). Sarcopenia is a powerful predictor of later-life disability and considered a precursor to 

the development of frailty (Fielding et al. 2011). However, there are marked distinctions 

between sarcopenia and frailty, for example the frailty criteria takes into account cognitive 

deficits, weight loss and fatigue, whereas sarcopenia does not include these.  

1.4.3 Cachexia and sarcopenia 

Cachexia is a metabolic syndrome categorised by severe weight loss, as well as loss of muscle 

mass and fat mass, and is usually associated with cancer or other underlying illness (Ali and 

Garcia, 2014). Both sarcopenia and cachexia involve muscle wasting and may lead to a loss of 

function, but the underlying pathological causes are different. Cachexia is a result of increased 

catabolism, caused by disease related inflammation, however sarcopenia involves muscle 

wasting due to age related inflammation and physical inactivity. There is some crossover 

between the two syndromes, whereby many people with cachexia are likely to meet the 

definition for sarcopenia, however the aetiologies are different (Ali and Garcia, 2014).   
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1.5 COVID-19 in context 
At the end of 2019, a respiratory virus know as SARS-CoV2, also referred to by the World 

Health Organisation (WHO) as coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) spread rapidly across 

the world causing devastating consequences. The latest recorded global death toll reaching an 

astonishing 2,290,488 deaths and 104,956,439 cases (as of 6th February 2021) and continues to 

rise (WHO 2021a).  

Older adults with COVID-19 experience more severe symptoms and are more likely to require 

nutritional support in intensive care compared to younger adults (Chen et al. 2020). Mortality 

from COVID-19 in older adults aged ≥65 years is higher than the general population, with 80% 

of all deaths being in older adults (Chen et al. 2020). According to the Centres for Disease 

Control and Prevention (CDC) data, advanced age increases the risk of being hospitalised for 

COVID-19; in June 2020, a total of 1041 hospitalisations per 100,000 inhabitants in the United 

States of America (USA) were aged ≥65 years (CDC 2021).  

Malnutrition and COVID-19 are interconnected, in that patients who are malnourished are 

likely to experience more adverse effects of COVID-19 and higher mortality (Barazzoni et al. 

2020). In addition, older adults infected with, or recovering from COVID-19 are more likely 

to become malnourished due to factors such as increased muscle protein breakdown and 

reduced muscle protein synthesis as a result of the inflammatory response to the COVID-19 

infection. Gastrointestinal symptoms including loss of appetite, decreased nutrient absorption 

and increased nutritional requirements as a result of COVID-19 will also exacerbate 

malnutrition (Barazzoni et al. 2020).   

Governments worldwide enforced national ‘lock-down’ periods of prolonged isolation and 

social distancing in an attempt to contain the virus and prevent transmission. Older adults and 

anyone with comorbidities were considered most clinically vulnerable and therefore advised 

by the government to ‘shield’. This prolonged period of confinement and physical inactivity, 

as well as those with COVID-19 related inflammation effecting muscle protein turnover, and 

poor nutritional intake, reduced appetite and a loss of taste and smell, has led to physical 

manifestations of acute sarcopenia (Welch et al. 2020).  

The rapid increase in hospital admissions and demand for health care services due to COVID-

19 has had a profound effect on resources and capacity. Clinicians were required to make 

ethically challenging decisions to prioritise treatment, with life or death consequences. Services 

had to adapt quickly to respond to changing demands on the health care service, with non-

urgent and elective services postponed, to enable redeployment of workers to acute, emergency 

and critical care settings (Cawood et al. 2020). During this time, clinicians had to rapidly adapt 

and be flexible in their role capacity. Many dietitians had training to cover areas of dietetic 

specialities that were in demand, such as on Intensive Care Units (ICU) (Cawood et al. 2020). 

We also saw an impact on community service provision, with community visits conducted via 

telephone or video conferencing to limit face-to-face contact for clinically vulnerable adults.  

The global pandemic has therefore resulted in the most rapid shift in working roles for the 

NHS, with health care professionals taking on roles outside of their scope or usual roles, often 

with very short notice, and a rapid period of upskilling and training in order to take on new 

roles effectively. A cultural shift as well as professional shift has been required, with integrated 
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team working, inter-disciplinary care and flexibility in roles being required more so than ever. 

As the pandemic resulted in a second ‘lockdown’ during the winter period for the UK, and a 

third ‘lockdown’ in spring 2021, we are yet to understand the lasting effects on the workforce 

and future role division. The pandemic will have an impact on the application of my research 

findings within the new ‘normal’, as it emerges following recovery from the pandemic. 

Therefore, the conclusions from my research are in the context of the changing and current 

climate concerning COVID-19.  

The next chapter provides an overview and background to sarcopenia management in older 

adults based on the current available literature. It includes appraisal of the evidence concerning 

nutrition and exercise interventions for the prevention and treatment of sarcopenia. The final 

part of the chapter discusses the current literature in relation to extended scope of practice and 

advanced practice for dietitians.   

 

 

 

Chapter 2: Background  

2.1 Sarcopenia and ageing 
Sarcopenia is described as a geriatric syndrome leading to reduced quality of life, lack of 

independence and ability to carry out activities of daily living, and increased susceptibility to 

illness (Landi et al. 2012). Sarcopenia is most recently defined as “a disease of muscle failure, 

rooted in adverse muscle changes associated with ageing but can occur in earlier life” (Cruz-

Jentoft et al. 2019: 25). The combination of low muscle strength and low muscle mass confirms 

a diagnosis of sarcopenia, with the loss of physical function an indication of the severity of 

sarcopenia (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019). Sarcopenia presents a major public health conundrum, as 

with an ageing population and people living longer, the consequences of sarcopenia may add 

additional pressure to already limited health and social care services. To date there are no 

pharmacological strategies for the management of sarcopenia (Damanti et al. 2019). In 2016, 

the WHO International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems 

(ICD) classified sarcopenia as a disease using the code ICD-10-CM (WHO 2021). 

The decline in lean body mass is one of the most marked changes that occur with ageing, and 

is strongly associated with a decline in muscle function. Evidence based on longitudinal studies 

have reported a clear decline in muscle mass, strength and power starting around 35 years 

onwards (Fielding et al. 2011). From 40 years of age, many adults experience on average a loss 

of 8% of muscle mass per decade, which after the age of 70 years accelerated to 15% loss of 

muscle mass per decade (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019). This loss of muscle results in decreased 

strength, metabolic rate, aerobic capacity and thus, functional capacity (Fielding et al. 2011).  

As the World Health Organisation (WHO) expects the ageing population to increase from 12% 

to 22% between 2015 and 2050, this means that the impact of sarcopenia will lead to even 

further morbidity, reduced quality of life and disability in older adults (Landi et al. 2012). 

Ageing is associated with physical changes as well as the psychosocial impact from major life 

events in later life such as retirement, relocation to housing that is more appropriate, and 

bereavement (WHO 2020). Common age-related health deteriorations include cognitive 
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decline, musculoskeletal pain and impairments, hearing or sight loss, poor dexterity, 

respiratory or circulatory diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), 

cardiovascular disease (CVD) and diabetes, as well as an increased susceptibility to mental 

health issues such as isolation, loneliness or depression (Kingston et al. 2018). These health 

considerations have implications on lifestyle behaviours such as dietary intake and physical 

activity levels, thus further contributing to sarcopenia, therefore it is important to recognise and 

implement the principles for prevention of ill health as early as possible in the ageing cycle 

(Cruz-Jentoft and Morley, 2021).  

As life expectancy increases, there is emphasis on maintaining functional health and reducing 

susceptibility to illness during the ageing process (Government Office for Science 2016). In 

older adults, there is both a desire to maximise life expectancy but also enhance quality of life 

within existing years, therefore not just an emphasis on reducing mortality but also reducing 

and managing co-morbidities and improve functionality for older adults (Government Office 

for Science 2016). 

Irwin Rosenberg first referred to the age-related phenomenon as sarcopenia in 1989 (Rosenberg 

1989), however until recently, there has been a lack of agreement on criteria and definition for 

sarcopenia, therefore making it difficult to quantify and diagnose. The following section will 

outline the evolution of definition and criteria for the diagnosis of sarcopenia over recent years.  

2.2 Defining sarcopenia  

In 2010, the European Working Group on Sarcopenia in Older People (EWGSOP) first 

published an agreed definition and diagnostic criteria for sarcopenia, with emphasis on the 

presence of low muscle mass with reduced physical function. They defined progressive stages 

of the disease as ‘pre-sarcopenia’, ‘sarcopenia’ and ‘severe sarcopenia’ (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 

2010). The causes of sarcopenia are complex and multifactorial, however the group 

recommended that sarcopenia is classified into two categories depending on the aetiology; 

‘primary sarcopenia’ relates to age related losses in muscle mass and strength, and ‘secondary 

sarcopenia’ is associated with physical inactivity, nutritional inadequacy and chronic 

inflammation or disease (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2010). A criticism of this report was that it did not 

provide detailed cut off points for diagnosis of sarcopenia. The report focused on muscle mass 

as the main diagnostic criteria, however with limited methods to accurately measure muscle 

mass, as well as muscle strength being a stronger predictor of morbidity and mortality, the 

updated report in 2019 placed more emphasis on muscle strength as a diagnostic factor (Cruz-

Jentoft et al. 2019).  

In 2011, the International Working Group on Sarcopenia (IWGS) published a consensus 

definition on prevalence, aetiology and consequences (Fielding et al. 2011). They agreed a 

definition, that sarcopenia is an age-related complex syndrome presented by loss of muscle 

mass and function. The report agreed with other publications that causes of sarcopenia are 

multifactorial, therefore recommend consideration of sarcopenia in all patients who experience 

clinically significant declines in physical functioning, strength, or health status. In the IWGS 

guidelines, the cut off points for diagnosing sarcopenia are based on set criteria of gait speed 

(<1m/s) and low muscle mass (measured using Dual-energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA)) 

(Fielding et al. 2011).   

The Asian Working Group on Sarcopenia (AWGS) updated their consensus on sarcopenia in 

2019 (Chen et al. 2019). They did not make any changes to the original definition of sarcopenia, 
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defined as age-related loss of skeletal muscle mass and loss of muscle strength and/or reduced 

physical performance, which remains consistent with the EWGSOP definition (Chen et al. 

2019). A strength of this paper is that the authors use specific cut off points for muscle mass, 

function and strength, specific to South-East Asia older adult populations. The authors defined 

their older population as >60 years or >65 years depending on the country's definition. They 

dismiss the use of the terminology ‘pre-sarcopenic’, however recognise the need to prevent or 

screen for sarcopenia in patient groups that may be at most risk (Chen et al. 2019).  

 

Table 2: Overview and comparison of sarcopenia cut-off points for diagnosis 

References in table: (1) Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019, (2) Fielding et al. 2011 

Abbreviations in table:  

ASM = Appendicular skeletal muscle mass.  

SMI = Skeletal muscle mass index (Calculated by ASM (kg) / [Height]2.  

SPPB = Short physical performance battery test.  

With many different groups defining sarcopenia with slight variations, it adds confusion and 

inconsistencies in reporting sarcopenia prevalence, and reduces the validity in relation to 

intervention testing. However, the EWGSOP2 is the most widely adopted and supported 

definition, supported by the Foundation for the National Institution of Health (FNIH), the 

European Society of Clinical Nutrition and Metabolism (ESPEN) and the International 

Sarcopenia Initiative (ISI) (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2014; Dent et al. 2018).  

2.3 Pathophysiology of sarcopenia 
Muscle protein turnover relies on a constant balance between muscle protein synthesis (MPS) 

and muscle protein breakdown (MPB) (Breen and Phillips (2012). A disruption in the 

regulation of skeletal muscle protein turnover resulting in an imbalance between MPS and 

MPB is thought to be attributed to the age-related loss of skeletal muscle mass (Koopman, 

2009; Breen and Phillips, 2012). Whilst basal MPS rates do not seem to differ substantially 

between the young and elderly, there is a blunted response in MPS to anabolic stimulus such 

as protein ingestion or resistance exercise in older adults, which may result in an overall 

negative protein turnover (Koopman, 2009; Breen and Phillips, 2012; Shad et al. 2016).  

In addition to a gradual decline in muscle mass, there is a notable decline in strength with 

ageing. This loss of muscle strength is likely due to a decline in muscle fibre size and number 

(Kim et al. 2010). Evidence suggests there is more of a decline in type II fibre type in older 

adults, possibly with the preservation of type I fibres (Shad et al. 2016). This is likely due to 

This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis 
can be found in the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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the decline in activities that stimulate type II fibres (more explosive type activities), while 

activities such as walking and endurance type activities of daily living promote the recruitment 

of type I fibres. Changes in musculoskeletal structure include a decrease in tendon stiffness, 

leading to a reduction in specific force (Kim et al. 2010). Ageing is associated with a greater 

decline in lower body than upper body strength, and extensor compared to flexor strength. 

There is a greater decline in strength than muscle mass, thus explaining decline in gait velocity 

that occurs with ageing (Fielding et al. 2011).  

Factors for age related decline in muscle physiology and capacity include genetic heritability, 

nutritional status, physical inactivity, hormonal changes, ROS, insulin resistance, 

atherosclerosis, and changes in circulating pro-inflammatory cytokines (Fielding et al. 2011; 

Kim et al. 2010).  

Age-related differences in gender could be due to changes in hormonal levels in both men and 

women. For women, following menopause, the concentrations of both oestrogens and 

androgens decrease dramatically. In men, after 80 years, testosterone concentrations decline 

rapidly explaining the accelerated decline in muscle mass in later years compared to women 

(Shafiee et al. 2017).  

2.4 Sarcopenic obesity 
In addition to the definition of sarcopenia, there is also sarcopenic obesity. Herber first used 

the term sarcopenic obesity in 1996 following a study using bioelectrical impedance analysis 

(BIA) to assess body composition of 306 obese patients (Herber et al. 1996). Sarcopenic 

obesity describes the simultaneous presence of both sarcopenia (reduced muscle mass and 

strength) and obesity (increase adiposity); two conditions associated with poorer health 

outcomes (Lombardo et al. 2019). Sarcopenic obesity is increasing in prevalence as the result 

of two growing health concerns worldwide; an ageing population and rising obesity rates (Batis 

and Villareal 2018).  

Reduced physical activity, reduced mitochondrial volume and reduced oxidative capacity all 

contribute to the loss of muscle mass in ageing (Batsis and Villareal 2018). In turn, this leads 

to a reduction in basal metabolic rate (BMR), and consequently a gradual increase in body fat 

as people age (Lombardo et al. 2019). Obesity is associated with inflammation, interfering with 

muscle protein synthesis, thus further exacerbating sarcopenia (Lombardo et al. 2019). 

Intramuscular fat deposits lead to insulin resistance, a decrease in mitochondria and an increase 

in the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Lombardo et al. 2019). Hormonal changes 

during aging are associated with increases in fat mass, such as post-menopause in women, and 

rising cortisol levels with ageing in men (Lombardo et al. 2019).  

People with sarcopenic obesity are more likely to experience physical disabilities, reduction in 

functional fitness including gait problems, reduced balance and increased risk of falls 

(Lombardo et al. 2019; Buch et al. 2016). Data from the Framingham and National Health and 

Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) found that older adults with high body fat, and low 

muscle mass, had the highest rate of physical disabilities such as reduced mobility and impaired 

independence for activities of daily living (ADL) (Fielding et al. 2011).   

A systematic review and meta-analysis by Hita-Contreras et al. (2018) investigated the effects 

of exercise alone, and exercise with nutritional supplementation on outcomes related to body 

composition, muscle mass, strength and performance in older adults aged over 65 years with 
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sarcopenic obesity. The review included seven randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of mixed 

quality; two of high risk of bias and three studies considered high quality. The results showed 

exercise interventions with and without nutritional supplementation produced a significant 

reduction in primary outcomes of body fat percentage (Mean Difference (MD) 0.85% 95% 

Confidence Interval (CI) -1.61 to -0.08% P = 0.005), and an increase in appendicular skeletal 

muscle mass (MD 0.40kg 95% CI 0.18 to 0.63 P = 0.0005). However, these small changes are 

not clinically significant. There was also statistically significant overall improvements in grip 

strength (MD 1.30kg, 95% CI 0.58 – 2.01), gait speed (MD 0.05m/s, 95% CI 0.03-0.07), total 

fat mass (MD -1.77kg, 95% CI -2.49 to –1.04) and waist circumference (MD -1.40cm 95% CI 

-1.99 to -0.81), all of which are clinically relevant. Longer duration interventions (16-28 weeks) 

were more likely to result in statistically significant changes (Hita-Contreras et al. 2018). The 

quality of the systematic review was considered good due to the inclusion of risk of bias 

assessment of the studies, appropriate meta-analysis and clear inclusion criteria and outcome 

measures.  

Physical activity has anti-inflammatory benefits, and is recommended for the management of 

sarcopenic obesity (Lombardo et al. 2019). Evidence suggests aiming for a combination of 

aerobic activity as well as resistance training for benefits associated with muscle mass and 

strength (Lombardo et al. 2019). A controlled calorie restriction along with physical activity 

will aid gradual weight loss in older adults, although adequate protein intake (1.0g -1.2g/kg/day 

(Deutz et al. 2014)) is required to protect muscle protein synthesis (Lombardo et al. 2019). The 

Global Leaders in Malnutrition (GLIM) criteria for malnutrition diagnosis advise a higher body 

mass index (BMI) cut off point for older adults compared to younger adults when assessing for 

malnutrition using BMI cut off points <20kg/m2 (<70 years old) or <22kg/m2 (>70 years old) 

(Cederholm et al. 2019). In addition, higher all-cause mortality was associated in older adults 

>65 years old with a BMI <23 kg/m2 when compared to those with a BMI of 23kg/m2 (BMI of 

21.0-21.9; HR 95% CI 1.12 (1.10, 1.13); BMI of 20.0-20.9; HR 95% CI 1.19 (1.17, 1.22)) 

(Winter et al. 2014). Therefore higher BMI (>22kg/m2) may have a protective effect against 

all-cause mortality in older adults, and weight loss should be managed conservatively to ensure 

muscle mass is preserved (Lombardo et al. 2019).  

 

2.5 Prevalence of sarcopenia 
The prevalence of sarcopenia has been historically difficult to quantify due to a lack of 

agreement of diagnostic criteria, and therefore possible underreporting (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 

2014). However there are numerous observational studies which have been undertaken which 

provide an understanding of the prevalence of sarcopenia (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2014; Shafiee et 

al. 2017; Chen et al. 2019). Following scoping of the literature, two systematic reviews 

collating the prevalence of sarcopenia were identified. The first systematic review of the 

prevalence of sarcopenia by Cruz-Jentoft (2014) included eighteen observational studies from 

multiple settings, and investigated the prevalence of sarcopenia in adults over 50 years of age. 

The authors found that up to 30% of adults living in the community, up to 68% of those living 

in care institutions, and 10% of those in hospital care were likely to have sarcopenia using the 

EWGSOP definition (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2014). The review found prevalence of sarcopenia 

increases with age, however, did not find any overall differences between genders. The lack of 

difference in prevalence between genders could be due to many studies providing insufficient 

information (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2014). The systematic review was robust in the searching and 
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selection of studies and had a clear inclusion criteria, presented in a Prisma diagram. The data 

extraction was presented clearly in a results table, however there was no screening for quality 

reported by the authors. Due to the nature of the data available and the variation in prevalence, 

only narrative results were provided. A limitation to the findings are that the paper only 

included papers that had used the definition of EWGSOP (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2010) therefore 

may have missed studies on prevalence that have used other sarcopenia definitions.  

A subsequent systematic review and meta-analysis looked at prevalence of sarcopenia 

worldwide in people aged over 60 years (Shafiee et al. 2017). The review only included studies 

with community dwelling participants, and excluded studies with participants that were in 

hospital/ care settings (Shafiee et al. 2017) therefore the study findings are only generalisable 

to a community dwelling population. The paper was strengthened by its inclusion of multiple 

definitions for sarcopenia based on EWGSOP, AWGS or IWGS and excluded studies that had 

only used muscle mass to define sarcopenia. Thirty-five studies were eligible for meta-analysis. 

Twenty-one of the studies were conducted in Asian countries and fourteen were from non-

Asian countries therefore included a diverse range of participant backgrounds making the 

findings more generalisable to different populations. The paper reported the prevalence of 

sarcopenia was found to be 10% (95% CI: 8-12%) in men and 10% (95% CI: 8-13%) in women 

overall, with non-Asian individuals having slightly higher prevalence (statistically significant) 

compared to Asian participants (statistically significant) (11% vs 10% in men) and (13% vs 

9% in women) respectively (Shafiee et al. 2017). Some differences in age and gender were 

observed between studies, with some studies showing higher prevalence of sarcopenia in 

women than in men aged between 60-70 years, whereas other studies found higher prevalence 

of sarcopenia in men aged over 80 years old compared to females of the same age. An 

explanation may be due to gender specific hormonal changes at different ages such as post-

menopausal women in early ageing and gradual declining testosterone levels in men as they 

age (Shafiee et al. 2017).  

Additionally, the varying methods for measuring muscle mass may have an impact on the 

prevalence of sarcopenia. The review by Shafiee et al. (2017) included 18 studies that had 

measured muscle mass through Dual Energy X-Ray Absorptiometry (DXA) and 16 studies that 

used the Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA). Studies using DXA found lower prevalence 

of sarcopenia compared to studies using BIA respectively; 3% (95% CI: 7-19%) vs 8% (95% 

CI: 7-9%) in men; 8% (95% CI: 6-11%) vs 13% (95% CI: 9-19%) in women. Therefore, 

specific cut off points for each method of assessment are required to quantify sarcopenia 

prevalence.  

Although data from observational studies varies greatly, it is considered a higher prevalence of 

sarcopenia is associated with older age and a great number of co-morbidities (Chen et al., 

2019). Sarcopenia has a significant impact on health care costs associated with increased length 

of hospital stay and increased admissions, resulting in up to a 5-fold increased health care costs 

for people with sarcopenia compared to those without (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2014). 

Approximately 14% of people aged 65–75 years require help in basic activities of daily living, 

a proportion that increases to 45% in people over 85 years of age (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2014).  

Whilst no cost estimation has been published in the United Kingdom (UK) for sarcopenia, it 

has been estimated that in the United States, sarcopenia results in an excess cost to the health 

care system of approximately $18.4 billion a year (year 2001), due to associated disability 
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(Fielding et al. 2011). Therefore preventing and treating sarcopenia to reduce prevalence will 

have financial and economic benefits. It is also considered that targeted screening can be a cost 

effective solution for the identification and early intervention for sarcopenia (Dent et al. 2018).  

2.6 Screening for sarcopenia  
Screening for sarcopenia is recommended in the EWGSOP guidelines (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019) 

for the early identification and treatment of people at risk of sarcopenia, and to allow for 

targeted interventions. Screening should take place for all older adults annually or when 

clinically indicated (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019; Dent et al. 2018; Fielding et al. 2011). There are 

several screening tools available, most of which are suitable and validated, therefore, a tool 

should be selected which has been validated for the target population. Clinical indications for 

screening include observed declines in physical functioning, strength or health status, self-

reported mobility related difficulty, history of recurrent falls, recent unintentional weight loss 

(>5%), recent hospitalisation, and those with chronic conditions associated with loss of muscle 

mass (e.g. type 2 diabetes mellitus, coronary heart disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease, chronic kidney disease, rheumatoid arthritis and cancer) (Fielding et al. 2011). With 

over 50% of adults aged over 65 having two or more co-morbidities, many older adults are 

likely to meet this criteria (Kingston et al., 2018).  

People who screen positive for sarcopenia will require a more detailed assessment to diagnose 

sarcopenia. The IWGOS recommend further assessment in those identified as being at risk of 

sarcopenia, firstly assessment of physical function including chair raise and gait speed, 

followed by assessment of muscle mass and body composition using DXA in those identified 

with reduced function (Fielding et al. 2011). Given the costs and specialist equipment required 

for assessment using DXA, these recommendations are not likely to apply in large numbers of 

patients within a clinical setting. A position paper by Bhasin et al. (2020) used expert consensus 

to recommend statements for the measurements and outcomes for sarcopenia. The expert panel 

agreed that DXA derived measures of lean muscle mass were not good predictors of reduced 

health outcomes associated with physical function or mortality following a review of the 

evidence. However the experts were reluctant to remove low muscle mass from the definition 

of sarcopenia (Bhasin et al. 2020).  

There are many screening tools available, with EWGSOP and ICSFR recommend the use of 

SARC-F tool (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019; Dent et al. 2018). Strengths of the SARC-F is that it 

has been validated in different clinical populations, different languages and against other gold-

standard diagnostic modalities (Piotrowicz et al. 2021). A limitation is that the questions are 

based on a patient’s self-reported perception of their limitations in strength, walking ability, 

rising from a chair, stair climbing and experiences with falls therefore is subjective. However, 

the tool is a quick and simple to administer without training, and can be used in a variety of 

settings. It has a low-to-moderate sensitivity and a very high specificity to predict low muscle 

strength (Malmstrom et al. 2016).  

The Ishii screening test is another screening tool that estimates the probability of sarcopenia 

using an equation-derived score based on three variables (age, grip strength and calf 

circumference) and accounts for gender. Therefore, it can be considered a more reliable and 

sensitive method compared to self-reported questionnaires using only subjective assessment. 

However using the tool will require specialist equipment and training to undertake 
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anthropometric measures. Additionally, the tool was validated in a predominantly Japanese 

population therefore may not be generalisable to a UK population (Ishii et al. 2014).  

A validated screening tool (Sar-QOL) specifically to assess the impact on quality of life (QOL) 

in older adults with sarcopenia was developed in 2015 (Beaudart et al. 2015), in response to 

the recognition that sarcopenia and the adverse physical consequences will likely have 

psychological and emotional impact on the patient. At that time, only generic QOL tools 

existed (Beaudart et al. 2017). The Sar-QoL tool is a self-reported questionnaire consisting of 

55 items translated into 22 questions, rated on a 4-point Likert scale. The questions are 

organised into seven themes; physical and mental health, mobility, body composition, 

functionality, activities of daily living, leisure activities and fears (Beaudart et al. 2015). The 

tool is quick and simple to administer, requires no specialist equipment or training, and can be 

administered in any setting.  It provides a more holistic assessment of the impact of sarcopenia, 

and can measure the effectiveness of interventions on psychological benefits as well as physical 

changes. The tool was validated in a study of 296 subjects with a median age of 73.3 (68.9-

78.6) years, of which 42 patients had diagnosed sarcopenia. QOL scores were significantly 

lower for sarcopenic (54.7 (45.9-66.3)) vs non-sarcopenic (67.8 (57.3 - 79.0) individuals 

(Beaudart et al. 2017). Internal validity was high with test-retest data showing a strong 

correlation of 0.91 (95% CI 0.82-0.95) (Beaudart et al. 2017). Therefore, the tool is 

recommended for use in clinical practice as a routine screening tool in patient’s diagnosed with 

sarcopenia, to identify those who have low QOL measures, and to be used to measure outcomes 

based on interventions to treat sarcopenia in older adults.  

2.7 Assessment and diagnosis of sarcopenia 
Following positive screening or clinical indication for sarcopenia, a more in-depth assessment 

is required to confirm diagnosis and assess the severity of sarcopenia (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019). 

The ICFSR recommends “health practitioners use an objective measurement tool for the 

diagnosis of sarcopenia, utilising any of the published consensus definitions” (grade: 

conditional recommendations; moderate certainty of evidence) (Dent et al. 2018). The ICFSR 

advisory group advise to assess for sarcopenia prior to starting treatment interventions, and 

recommend the use of validated tools based on cut off points that are appropriate to the 

populations clinicians are working with (Dent et al. 2018). The choice of tools and 

measurements should take a pragmatic approach considering cost effectiveness, access and 

availability, accuracy of the measurements and invasiveness and safety of the patient (I.e. not 

exposing them to unnecessary radiation) (Shaw, Dennison and Cooper 2017). Diagnosis for 

sarcopenia is confirmed using the criterion outlined by EWGSOP as the combination of low 

muscle strength and low muscle mass. The loss of physical function is an indication of the 

severity of sarcopenia (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019).  Assessment methods and diagnosis criteria 

are discussed in the sections below.  

Muscle Strength 

Isometric/ isokinetic leg strength is recommended as the gold standard for measuring muscle 

strength, however is costly and requires specialist equipment and training (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 

2019). Grip strength is considered an alternative measure for assessing strength in sarcopenia 

and is recommended in the EWGSOP guidelines (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019). A cross-sectional 

study in >3000 men and women aged over 55 years, found handgrip strength in older adults 

was a strong predictor of mobility limitations (Sallinen et al. 2010). However clinicians should 

be cautious as handgrip measures do not account for factors such as arthritis, pain, depression 
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(affecting effort and motivation) as well as other cognitive or central neural factors which can 

all effect the accuracy of the results (Sallinen et al. 2010; Bhasin et al. 2020).  

The Sarcopenia Definition and Outcomes Consortium (SDOC) published a paper in 2020 

following a collaboration between the National Institute of Ageing (NIA) and the Foundation 

for the National Institutes of Health (FNIH) (Bhasin et al. 2020). The authors conducted a 

review of the current evidence from epidemiological studies, cohort studies, RCTs and 

population-based studies to develop evidence based cut off points for lean mass and strength, 

to predict outcomes such as mobility disability, falls, and mortality (Bhasin et al. 2020). The 

collaboration then provided 13 position statements based on expert consensus and published 

research. These were categorised into four areas; grip strength, lean mass measured using 

DXA, gait speed and summary statements. The panel then voted on the statements during the 

Sarcopenia Position Statement Conference on the extent they agreed with the statements. The 

panel agreed that both low grip strength and low gait speed were good predictors of adverse 

health outcomes (Bhasin et al. 2020). However, consideration is needed for gender-specific cut 

off points that account for age, race, disease condition and other factors (Bhasin et al. 2020). 

Findings from the review found grip strength cut off points varied between genders and 

comorbidity status. Grip strength cut off points in women had higher sensitivity but lower 

specificity than males (Bhasin et al. 2020). Based on the EWGSOP definition for sarcopenia 

(2019), the cut off point for handgrip strength is <27kg in men and <16kg in women and this 

has been updated from the EWGSOP 2010 consensus statement (Cruz and Jentoft, 2019).  

A cross-sectional study conducted on 1,084 men, and 1,562 women aged 55 and older, using 

data collected in the Finnish population based health survey found cut off points for handgrip 

strength of <37kg (men) and <21kg (women) predicted mobility limitations. They used a 

definition of mobility limitation as a difficulty walking 0.5km or climbing stairs. (Sallinen et 

al. 2010). These cut off points are higher compared to those recommended by EWGSOP for 

diagnosing sarcopenia, however, they may be useful in detecting early signs of sarcopenia in 

older adults.  

An alternative measure of leg strength to diagnose sarcopenia is the ‘chair stand test’ or ‘sit-

to-stand’ (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019). The test is a good predictor of postural sway, 

proprioception and risk of falls (Lopez et al. 2018). Patients rise from a seated chair five times 

consecutively as fast as they can without using their arms for support. The diagnostic cut off 

point for sarcopenia based on the EWGSOP consensus is >15 seconds for five rises for both 

men and women (Cruz-Jentoft, 2019). Providing the patient has some mobility, this is a simple 

test conducted in most settings without the need for specialist equipment or training.  

A study conducted in an intensive care setting in Brazil found no adverse effects and high 

reliability of the 5-time sit to stand test, when tested on 96 older adults upon discharge from an 

intensive care unit (Melo et al. 2019). Inclusion criteria was adults >60 years, able to sit to 

stand unassisted, and be clinically and haemodynamically stable (resting heart rate, blood 

pressure and oxyhemoglobin), however, only 29.8% of patients on the ward met the suitability 

criteria to undertake the test, which may indicate the test is more suitable for high-functioning 

older adults. No adverse effects were reported, and high test-retest and interrater reliability 

(intra class correlation coefficient ≥ 0.99) was found (Melo et al. 2019).  

Variations of this test are used in studies such as 10 sit-to-stand ‘as fast as possible’ which tests 

muscle power, and the 30-second chair stand, where participants aim to complete as many sit 
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to stand from chair as possible in 30 seconds. Jones et al. (1999) validated the 30-second chair 

stand as a measure of lower body strength in sixty-six, community dwelling older adults aged 

60 years and over. A moderately high correlation of r=0.78 and r=0.71 (men and women 

respectively) was found between chair stand performance and maximum weight-adjusted leg 

press performance. Performance decreased significantly across age groups in both genders 

(Jones et al. 1999). Whilst this test is not described in the EWGSOP guidelines, it provides a 

useful indicator of strength endurance. 

Muscle Mass  

Low muscle mass features as one criteria for the diagnosis of sarcopenia, stated in the 

consensus guidelines by the EWGSOP (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019). However most methods used 

to measure muscle mass in the clinical setting are based on calculations to estimate muscle 

mass derived from limited data sets, therefore reducing the reliability. Direct measures of 

muscle mass are most accurate however, the only available direct method is urinary creatinine 

measured over 24-hour periods and is costly and resource intense to carry out in a routine 

clinical setting (Fielding et al. 2011; Shaw, Dennison and Cooper 2017). Indirect measures 

include anthropometry (e.g. triceps skin fold, mid arm muscle mass, calf circumference), 

bioelectrical impedance, dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA), other imaging techniques 

(e.g. computerised tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)), ultrasound or 

total body potassium (Fielding et al. 2011). One of the limitations in indirect measures of body 

composition is that assumptions are used to predict muscle mass. These assumptions may not 

always be reliable, for example, most indirect measures of fat free mass assume that skeletal 

muscle remains a constant component of 60% of fat free-mass however this is not the case, 

particularly in older adults, as body composition changes with ageing (Fielding et al. 2011).  

CT and MRI are currently deemed gold standard measures for lean body mass however are 

costly and have higher radiation exposure than DXA, therefore are not advisable to use 

routinely in the detection of sarcopenia (Dent et al. 2018). DXA can be used to identify lean 

body mass, and has been approved to do so in the ICD-10 classification and diagnosis of 

sarcopenia (WHO, 2021; Dent et al. 2018). However, the ‘Sarcopenia Definitions and 

Outcomes Consortium’ concluded in a paper published in 2020 that appendicular lean mass 

measured by DXA is not a good predictor of adverse health-related outcomes such as mobility 

limitation, falls, ADL, and mortality in community-dwelling older adults (Bhasin et al. 2020). 

DXA can also be influenced by the hydration status of patients (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019).  

Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA) is endorsed by the EWGSOP and AWGS for 

measuring muscle mass as it is portable, inexpensive and requires little training to use, however 

it is less accurate than DXA (Dent et al. 2018). BIA relies on a calibration calculation based on 

DXA to assess body composition. These calculations have advanced from the basic two-

compartment model of fat free mass (FFM) and fat mass (FM), but will vary depending on 

equations used in the development of the measurement device (Gondelez et al. 2017). Several 

studies have quantified sarcopenia by indexing fat-free mass or appendicular fat-free mass by 

dividing by height squared, fat mass or total mass. This adds confusion when using cut of points 

for diagnosis of sarcopenia, as the different methods of calculating require specific cut off 

points using that calculation method. Skeletal muscle mass index (SMI) adjusted for the 

squared height (kg/m2) are the measurements used to diagnose a low muscle mass in EWGSOP 

(2019) consensus. Other definitions use absolute skeletal muscle mass (ASM) (kg). Cut off 
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points for the diagnosis of sarcopenia, based on the EWGSOP definitions include ASM <20kg 

(men) and <15kg (women) and ASM/H2 <7.0kg/m2 (men) and <5.5kg/m2 (women) (Cruz-

Jentoft et al. 2019).  

A surrogate measure for measuring muscle mass is calf circumference. It has been shown to 

predict performance and survival in older people (cut-off point <31 cm) and is therefore 

recommended by the EWGSOP guidelines (2019) (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019). It is a simple and 

easy method that requires very little training or equipment therefore is also recommended as a 

useful measurement to use in clinical practice to identify patients with sarcopenia.  

The Health, Ageing and Body Composition study, a three-year longitudinal study conducted 

with 1880 older adults aged 70-79 years in USA, investigated changes in muscle mass and 

strength in adults with no-functional or mobility impairments at baseline compared to 3-year 

follow up (Goodpaster et al. 2006). The study measured knee extensor strength using isokinetic 

dynamometry, as well as whole body and appendicular lean and fat mass using DXA and CT 

at baseline and three-year follow up. The study found that strength losses were overall 3 times 

greater (3.6% in men and 2.8% in women per year) than the losses in muscle mass per year (on 

average 1% loss per year), suggesting a decline in the quality of muscle has a greater impact 

on strength loss compared to declines in muscle mass. Additionally, those who maintained lean 

mass or even gained lean mass did not necessarily gain or maintain strength, therefore further 

confirming muscle quality is a more relevant indicator of muscle strength (Goodpaster et al. 

2006). Differences between ethnicities in muscle mass in older adults were observed. In 

general, higher lean muscle mass were observed in Black and Hispanic adults compared to 

White adults, however Black African American participants lost more lean leg mass than White 

participants over the three year period (Goodpaster et al. 2006).  

Prevalence studies use varying methods for measuring muscle mass, as well as different cut off 

points for diagnosis, therefore it is difficult to determine true prevalence of sarcopenia in given 

populations using muscle mass alone (Fielding, 2011). Whilst DXA is a preferred option for 

measuring muscle mass in research, it is not easily accessible for all patients and can be more 

costly, therefore, BIA or calf-circumference as a surrogate measure is recommended for use in 

clinical practice (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019).  

 

Physical performance / physical function 

Sarcopenia is associated with functional decline and disability, measured through physical 

performance (Fielding et al. 2011). Low muscle mass and declining strength can have 

significant impact on physical capacity to carry out activities of daily living (ADL) (Fielding 

et al. 2017) leading to a loss of independence, as well as poor balance and low endurance and 

an increased risk of falls (Landi et al. 2012). The EWGSOP (2019) identified poor physical 

function as an indicator of severity of sarcopenia (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019).  

Physical performance can be assessed through a number of physical function tests. Gait speed 

tests assess usual walking speed as an indicator of slowness. Slow walking speed is also 

considered an indicator of frailty in the definition by Fried (Lopez et al. 2018). Gait speed can 

be assessed using a 4-metre walking test with a single cut off point of ≤0.8m/s (for both men 

and women) to indicate a diagnosis of sarcopenia (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019). The EWGSOP 

also recommends the timed up and go (TUG) test as a tool to assess physical performance. 
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Individuals rise from a standard chair, walk to a marker 3m away, turn around, walk back and 

sit down again. A cut off >20s indicated reduced physical function and is a good predictor of 

mortality (>15s likely to be impaired function) (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019). A cross-sectional 

study assessed the use of TUG in 68 older hospitalised patients (mean age 70.4±7.7 years, 

22.1% diagnosed with sarcopenia). The study found moderate sensitivity (67%) and high 

specificity (88.7%). TUG was reported to be a good predictor of sarcopenia (0.80; 95% CI 

=0.66-0.94; p=0.002) (Martinez et al. 2014). However, it must be noted, the cut off point used 

in this study is lower than the cut off advised by EWGSOP (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019). Another 

cross-sectional study measuring TUG, studied 413 community-dwelling and 78 

institutionalised mobile elderly women aged between 65 and 85 years (Bishoff et al. 2013). 

They found 92% of community dwelling healthy older adults were able to perform the test in 

<12 seconds compared to only 9% of institutionalised women. All community dwelling women 

performed the test in <20 seconds however in the institutionalised women, only 42% achieved 

<20 seconds, 32% had results between 20 and 30 seconds and 26% were >30 seconds (Bischoff 

et al. 2003). Therefore, by using a cut-off point of >20 seconds to identify impaired function 

(Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019), the test is more likely to identify those who had significant 

impairments to physical function.  

The short physical performance battery test (SPPB) is a composite test that includes assessment 

of gait speed, a balance test, and a chair stand test. It is a useful tool to predict clinical outcomes 

such as hospitalisation, disability, morbidity and mortality (Lopez et al. 2018). The maximum 

score is 12 points, and a score of ≤ 8 points indicates poor physical performance. This test can 

be used in the clinical setting and is easy to administer.  The test showed high sensitivity (82–

100%) but low specificity (36–41%) for diagnosing those with severe sarcopenia based on the 

EWGSOP definition, in a cross-sectional analysis of 294 community-dwelling older persons 

(≥65 years) (Phu et al. 2020).  

The EWGSOP consensus guidelines describe physical performance as a measure of whole-

body function, involving the assessment of balance, endurance and flexibility as well as central 

peripheral nervous function (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019). Functional decline is considered to 

reflect the severity of sarcopenia (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019). Several validated tests can be used 

in both research and clinical settings to measure physical function, with many tests requiring 

little training or specialist equipment to perform.  Gait speed is considered a good predictor of 

outcomes such as physical disability, hospitalisation, fall risk and mortality and can easily be 

administered in clinical settings (Bhasin et al. 2020). There are varying protocols for measuring 

usual gait speed but the 4-metre timed walk is suggested as a validated measure for usual gait 

speed by the EWGSOP (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019).   

2.8 Lifestyle interventions for the treatment of sarcopenia 
There are no pharmacological treatments currently recommended for the treatment of 

sarcopenia. Evidence suggests nutrition or exercise-based interventions are the only recognised 

treatment for sarcopenia.  

Numerous randomised controlled studies have investigated the effectiveness of nutrition, 

exercise or a combination of both interventions for the treatment of sarcopenia. Scoping of the 

literature found many systematic reviews and meta-analysis reviewing these randomised 

controlled trials. This section provides an overview of nutrition, exercise and a combination of 

the two interventions, and their effectiveness on treating sarcopenia in older adults. Systematic 
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reviews were critiqued for quality using the CASP tool for systematic reviews (CASP 2021), 

and an overall assessment of quality was made as poor, moderate or good (see appendix 1). 

The included systematic reviews deemed moderate or good quality, and are relevant to 

sarcopenia outcomes in older adults, are discussed below in relation to nutrition interventions, 

exercise interventions or combined nutrition and exercise interventions.  

Nutrition interventions 

Whilst there are multiple systematic reviews into the clinical outcomes of nutrition 

interventions in older people (Milne 2009; Malafarina et al. 2013), very few studies have 

focused specifically on sarcopenic individuals. Similarly, there are several systematic reviews 

that have considered the effectiveness of exercise interventions in older people on clinical 

outcomes, however few have specifically focused on sarcopenic populations. This thesis 

focuses on those studies that included outcome measures relating to sarcopenia (muscle mass, 

strength or physical function) and conducted with patients who are confirmed sarcopenic using 

the EWGSOP2 definition (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019). These systematic reviews are discussed 

below.  There is a decrease in energy requirements as people age (usually due to reduced 

mobility and physiological changes in muscle mass), and this is usually matched by a 

significant decline in food and energy intake (Denison et al. 2017). Older people also 

experience a reduction in appetite and a lack of hunger, known as the ‘anorexia of ageing’ 

(Landi et al. 2016). Consequently, this results in poor nutritional status leading to malnutrition, 

and can lead to an associated gradual decline in body weight and body mass index (BMI), as 

well as changes in body composition, such as loss of muscle mass and increase in fat mass, 

having further consequences on health (NICE 2006). 

Inadequate protein intake causes upregulation of mRNA transcripts associated with negative 

proliferation, and down-regulation of transcripts associated with muscle stem cell proliferation, 

leading to a gradual decline in net breakdown of muscle protein (Kim et al. 2010). The blunting 

response of muscle protein synthesis (MPS) to anabolic stimuli, such as protein ingestion in 

older adults, is thought to be due to alterations in the mTOR signalling pathway (Kim et al. 

2010). A higher threshold to stimulate MPS is required in older adults, therefore the reference 

nutrient intake (RNI) for protein of 0.75 g/kg/day (DoH 1992) may not be adequate for older 

adults, particularly those who participate in physical activity or with chronic illness (Campbell 

2007). The most recent ESPEN guidelines on protein intake recommend at least 1.0g-

1.2g/kg/day for adults aged >65 years old and 1.2-1.5g/kg/day for those participating in 

exercise or with chronic or acute illness (Volkert et al. 2019; Deutz et al. 2014). Due to the 

anabolic resistance to stimuli, there is evidence to suggest a bolus intake of at least 25-30g of 

protein in one sitting/mealtime is required to stimulate MPS and overcome the increased 

threshold to stimulate protein synthesis (Kim et al. 2010; Norton et al. 2016). However, many 

older adults do not meet the RNI protein requirements of 0.75g/kg/day therefore effective 

strategies to increase protein intake in older adults are of utmost importance (Nascimento et al. 

2019).  

The ICFSR working group state that an adequate protein intake in older adults with sarcopenia 

was extremely important, and that a food-based approach should be instigated before 

considering pharmacological therapies (Dent et al. 2018). However, there is currently a lack of 

high quality RCT evidence for nutrition interventions in sarcopenic populations due to 

limitations in study design. Therefore, there is a need for higher quality, rigorous trials to assess 

the effectiveness of protein supplementation in sarcopenic individuals.  
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One systematic review and meta-analysis by Cheng et al. (2018) investigated the effects of 

protein supplementation alone or with rehabilitation, on muscle mass, strength and physical 

function in older adults (>60 years). The study specifically targeted studies that had included 

older adults who were frail, malnourished, sarcopenic and across all settings (community 

dwelling and institutionalised). Thirty-nine RCTs were included. The results found protein 

supplementation alone showed small but significant benefits on fat-free mass (SMD 0·21; 95 

% CI 0·07 - 0·35, P<0·01), strength (SMD 0·27; 95 % CI 0·10 - 0·44, p<0·01) and physical 

function (SMD 0·24; 95 % CI 0·13 - 0·36, p<0·01). Subgroup analysis showed malnourished 

older adults benefited most in both strength and physical function (SMD 0.55 and SMD 0.50 

respectively), and essential amino acids (EAA) rather than protein had the most profound 

effects on strength (SMD 0.82) and physical function (SMD 0.82). Study duration ranged from 

2 weeks – 24 months however, no significant effect was found on duration of intervention. 

Only seven out of 39 studies had low risk of bias and many study designs had high 

heterogeneity. The systematic review was conducted well, assessing risk of bias and being clear 

in the presentation of findings including sensitivity analysis and subgroup analysis.  

Overall, there is limited evidence to demonstrate benefits of nutritional supplementation alone 

on outcomes related to sarcopenia such as muscle strength and physical function. However, it 

is clear from the literature that nutrition plays an important role in the regulation of MPS. 

Adequate nutritional intake is required to prevent age related declines in muscle mass, and the 

benefits of nutritional supplementation appear to be more profound in individuals who are 

malnourished or consuming sub-optimal protein. Physical activity stimulates post-exercise 

muscle protein accretion therefore, protein supplementation in timely relation to physical 

activity may promote muscle protein synthesis in the elderly (Koopman, 2009; Cermak 2012; 

D’Angelo et al. 2019).  Consideration should account for the amount, type, frequency and 

timing of protein to stimulate muscle protein synthesis. The evidence provided in this section 

suggests higher intakes of protein (>1.0g/kg/day, minimum of 25-30g protein per mealtime) 

and leucine (>2.5g per meal) may overcome the increased anabolic threshold for stimulation 

of MPS in older adults (Kim et al. 2010). There is a lack of consistency amongst interventions, 

which vary in the amount, type and duration of nutritional intervention, as well as inconsistency 

in study design. This makes it difficult to compare or combine interventions to make conclusive 

recommendations on optimal nutritional interventions for sarcopenia.  

 

Exercise interventions 

Physical activity is defined as any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that result 

in energy expenditure (Rikli, 1999; D’Angelo et al. 2019). Exercise is described as planned, 

structured and repetitive bodily movement to improve or maintain one or more components of 

physical fitness (Rikli, 1999; D’Angelo et al. 2019). Exercise interventions can be categorised 

depending on the frequency, intensity, duration, type of training used and the setting in which 

the intervention is delivered. Exercise is therefore considered part of physical activity, however 

the term ‘exercise’ can be daunting for some older adults, therefore the term ‘physical activity’ 

may be more acceptable and is often used in preference to the term ‘exercise’.  

There is sufficient evidence to suggest regular exercise in older adults improves endurance, 

balance, physical function and strength. This has resulting benefits in improved quality of life, 

activities of daily living (ADL), and reduced frailty and risk of falls (Angelo et al. 2019; Gine-
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Garringa et al. 2014; Nascimento et al. 2019; Chase et al. 2017; Lopez et al. 2018; Weening-

Dijksterhuis et al. 2011; Liu and Latham, 2009). In community dwelling older adults, the most 

important clinical outcome to assess is functional fitness, which refers to the ability to perform 

ADL’s safely and independently without fatigue (Rikli, 1999). As many older adults’ function 

close to their maximum physical capacity on a normal day, only small increases in physical 

activity may be needed to achieve desirable outcomes (such as increases in strength, balance, 

coordination, flexibility or aerobic capacity) (Rikli, 1999).  

An acute bout of exercise produces a contraction-induced signalling of MPS (Kim et al. 2010). 

A systematic review by Kim et al. (2010) found that older adults (60-75 years) exhibit blunted 

cellular and molecular responses to MPS following resistance exercise training (RET) 

compared to younger adults (20-35 years). This is likely due to a reduced myofiber regenerative 

capacity in older adults, therefore a higher threshold for exercise is required to overcome this 

blunted effect (Kim et al. 2010). There is also a significant decline in the nervous system 

functioning during ageing, leading to a reduction in motor control (Nascimento et al. 2019). 

Older adults experience a reduction in size and total firing rate of motor units, thus resulting in 

reductions in force generation. Reduction of myelination of the axonal fibres during ageing 

impairs peripheral nerve condition and leads to slowness (Nascimento et al. 2019). In addition 

to the physiological benefits for muscle health, exercise exerts an anti-inflammatory (decrease 

in C-reactive protein and interleukin-6) and anti-oxidative effect therefore has potential to also 

attenuate muscle wasting in sarcopenia (Bowen, Schuler and Adams 2015; D’Angelo et al. 

2019). Several mechanisms have been proposed for the benefits of exercise on increasing 

muscle mass, including enhanced expression of IGF-1 (an anabolic growth factor that can 

stimulate protein synthesis), increased insulin sensitivity through enhanced expression of 

GLUT-4 transporter, and activation of mTORC1 signalling pathway which has been directly 

linked with muscle hypertrophy (Gould, 2013).  

The ICFSR group recommended that physical activity to overcome sarcopenia should have a 

functional based outcome, and follow evidenced based prescription in terms of intensity, 

volume and progression (Dent et al. 2018). Older people may experience many barriers to 

exercise, such as pain, poor mobility, lack of awareness of the benefits, social awkwardness 

and anxiety around participating in exercise alongside younger people, or a fear of injury or 

falling, which were reported in a qualitative systematic review (Franco et al. 2015). Therefore, 

it is advised that interventions should focus on patient centred goals and preferences, measuring 

holistic changes and benefits such as quality of life and increased independence for daily 

activities of living and reduced fear of falling/ increased confidence and self-efficacy (Dent et 

al. 2018). The ICFSR working group recommend that reducing sedentary time in older adults 

with sarcopenia is effective messaging to change behaviour in older adults (Dent et al. 2018). 

The ICFSR also recommended group exercise sessions are more cost effective than one-one 

sessions therefore should be considered as interventions to increase physical activity in older 

adult populations, however some individuals may not be able to access group activities due to 

poor mobility. The ICFSR recommended that referral pathways to physiotherapy or exercise 

physiologists must be considered in service provision planning for older adults, to ensure 

patients are directed to the correct services for targeted interventions (Dent et al. 2018).  

A systematic review by Liu and Latham (2009) found RET had the most marked impact on 

strength (SMD 0.84, 95% CI 0.67-1.00) and physical function (improvements in gait speed; 

MD 0.08m/s 95% CI 0.04 – 0.12) in older people (Liu and Latham, 2009). Similarly, a 
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systematic review by Weening-Dijksterhuis (2011) included 27 RCTs focusing on people over 

70 years old living in long term care facilities or nursing homes. There was no meta-analysis 

conducted however the review concluded a combination of progressive resistance training, 

balance and functional training improved clinical outcomes related to strength and physical 

function. The review conducted a risk of bias of all RCTs and excluded those with a high risk 

of bias therefore making the results more reliable. Neither of these systematic reviews 

specifically included people with sarcopenia therefore the generalisability to a sarcopenic 

population is limited. 

RET refers to any physical activity which produces skeletal muscle contractions, by using 

external resistance such as dumbbells, free weights, resistance bands or body weight itself 

(D’Angelo et al. 2019). For some older adults, with low exercise capacity, using their own 

body weight will be sufficient to achieve such gains including muscle hypertrophy, strength 

gain and improved physical performance (Dent et al. 2018). Progression is important for 

increased gains in strength, as training will increase the capacity of the muscle for working 

against the resistance, therefore to continue to stress the muscle, gradual and incremental 

increases in resistance should feature as part of the training programme. Skeletal muscle 

requires a minimum workload of 60% of maximum available strength (measured through one-

repetition-maximum (1RM)) to gain increases in strength (Avers and Brown 2009). In a 

practical sense, this equates to lifting or moving a load that the person can manage 15 

repetitions working “somewhat hard” (12-13 RPE (rate of perceived exertion) (Borg 1998)) 

where there is fatigue observed on the last 1-2 repetitions (Avers and Brown 2009). Greater 

strength gains are achieved with higher intensities of 80% 1RM based on a load that the person 

can lift or move for 10 repetitions and working at a perceived intensity level of “hard to very 

hard” (15-17 on the BORG scale) (Avers and Brown 2009; Nascimento et al. 2019).  

Many systematic reviews have investigated the effectiveness of exercise in older adults on 

clinical outcomes related to sarcopenia and muscle health. In order to focus on the most relevant 

and reliable evidence, only systematic reviews that have included sarcopenic individuals (or 

those that included frail individuals using ‘reduction in muscle strength and function’ to define 

frailty), and are deemed moderate or high quality based on critical appraisal using the CASP 

tool for systematic reviews are discussed below (see appendix 1). 

Gine-Garriga et al. (2014) conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis, which included 

19 RCTs, to investigate the benefits of physical activity interventions on physical function in 

community-dwelling, frail older adults (65 years or older). The strengths of the systematic 

review are that a clear search strategy was used to ensure thorough searching of databases, and 

risk of bias was conducted on the included studies, and data was combined to conduct the meta-

analysis based on intention to treat. These aspects of the study design mean the findings are 

more reliable. They found statistically significant improvements in normal gait speed (MD = 

0.07m/s 95% CI 0.04 - 0.09) and gait speed measured by time taken to walk 10m (decreasing 

by 1.73 seconds with exercise training, 95% CI 0.26 -3.20). In addition, significant 

improvements were observed in endurance, measured by the sit-stand test which improved by 

an average of 2.35 seconds (95% CI 0.35-4.35), and improved short physical performance 

battery (SPPB) test (MD= 2.18, 95% CI 1.5 - 2.80). There were no significant improvements 

found in timed up and go or activities of daily living between the exercise and control groups. 

Slower gait speed has been linked to increased risk of falls, therefore any improvement in gait 

speed will be beneficial. The results for gait speed may be clinically significant in a population 
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group who are at a higher risk of falls, however, noting the large spread within the confidence 

limits, those at the lower end of the confidence interval may not see clinically significant 

improvements. Most of the interventions included multicomponent exercise interventions 

therefore the review was unable to draw conclusions on the type, frequency or duration of 

exercises that were the most effective. Only five trials showed low risk of bias. There were 

some adverse effects reported in 7 studies, including tendinitis (1 case), fractures (1 case) and 

falls (approx. 4%), and in one trial 81.60% of participants reported muscular soreness, however 

muscular soreness is expected with exercise training and therefore participants should be made 

aware of this before participating in exercise interventions. Home based interventions had 

higher adverse effects than clinic-based interventions. There were no statistically significant 

differences found in adverse outcomes between the exercise groups and control groups in most 

studies. The number of adverse effects are still minimal and the benefits of exercise in this 

population outweigh potential risks.  

A systematic review and meta-analysis investigated the effects of PA on physical function in 

community-dwelling older adults (aged over 65 years) (Chase et al. 2017). Twenty-eight 

studies were included and standardised mean differences were used to pool data from studies. 

Session durations ranged from 20 – 90 minutes, sessions per week ranged between 1-3, and 

duration of workouts ranged from 40- 270 minutes per week. Overall, exercise improved timed 

up and go (TUG) test by a mean of 0.92 seconds, which is considered clinically significant and 

may reduce risk of falling. Physical function (measured by the standardised difference in 

means) significantly favoured the exercise group (d (mean difference) =0.62; 95% CI= 0.40–

0.84) (Chase et al. 2017). When comparing differences in subgroups, exercise tended to be 

more effective in improving physical function among frail participants (d=1.09) than 

participants who were not frail (d=0.35).The systematic review concluded that longer 

interventions (minutes per week) (p<0.01) and longer duration of intervention sessions (p<0.1) 

were associated with significantly greater intervention effects, however number of sessions per 

week and number of sets performed were not associated with significant effects on performance 

outcomes (Chase et al. 2017). The methods of the systematic review were high quality, with a 

detailed and thorough searching of databases to include all relevant studies. Risk of bias was 

assessed using the PEDro tool. Sufficient information on participant and study characteristics 

were reported allowing for more transparency and generalisability. However, only studies that 

included composite measures of physical performance (such as SPPB test) were included, and 

studies that assessed only one component such as chair rise or ADLs were excluded. These are 

important patient outcomes and relate to physical functional definition in diagnosing 

sarcopenia, therefore not including these studies will limit the generalisability of the findings 

to a sarcopenic population. 

Another systematic review by Lopez et al. (2017) reviewed the effect of RET or multimodal 

exercise training in frail older adults aged 65 years and over. Sixteen studies were included for 

qualitative analysis, and found that RET alone or as part of multimodal programmes improved 

maximal strength (6.6-37%), muscle mass (3.4-7.5%), muscle power (8.2%) and functional 

fitness (4.7-58.1%) in frail older adults. The review recommended training levels of 1-6 

sessions per week with a training intensity of 1-3 sets of 6-15 repetitions at an effort of 30-70% 

1RM to promote clinically important gains in muscle strength, power and physical function. 

However, not all studies included reported positive outcomes. The review did not pool data or 

provide a meta-analysis, and there was no reporting of statistical significance in the results, 
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however the study methods only set out to provide a qualitative analysis. Based on the 

improvements shown in the studies discussed, there is sufficient evidence to confirm benefits 

of RET and multimodal exercise interventions in frail older adults to improve physical function 

and strength. These outcomes are clinically important for the prevention and treatment of 

sarcopenia in a clinically vulnerable population (Lopez et al. 2018). Nine studies reported 

adverse effects, of which seven reported no adverse events, and two reported non-critical 

adverse events, thus indicating supervised RET may be a safe physical intervention for frail 

older adults to prevent sarcopenia. Risk of bias was assessed against five criteria (random 

sequence generation, concealment of allocation, blinding of outcome assessor, description of 

losses and exclusions and intention to treat analysis) provided in the review. Overall, studies 

varied in quality therefore the results are interpreted with this is mind.  

Based on the review of the literature investigating the effects of exercise on outcomes related 

to sarcopenia in older adults, there is a clear benefit of exercise for older adults with sarcopenia, 

to improve muscle mass, strength and physical function. The type, intensity, frequency and 

duration of the exercise intervention varies between studies and will impact on clinical 

outcomes. Resistance exercise appears to be the most effective type of exercise for sarcopenia, 

and due to its low risk for adverse effects, should be advised for older adults with sarcopenia. 

 

Combined exercise and nutrition interventions 

Scoping of the available literature found multiple systematic reviews and meta-analysis 

comparing the combined effects of exercise and nutritional supplementation, compared to 

monotherapy, on outcomes related to muscle strength and function in older adults with 

sarcopenia (Liao et al. 2019; Shad et al. 2016; Finger et al. 2015; Malafarina 2013; Cermak 

2012), Databases were searched using key words, to identify relevant systematic reviews. The 

systematic reviews were critiqued to assess their quality using the CASP tool for systematic 

reviews (CASP 2021) (see appendix 1) and are discussed below.  

A systematic review and meta-analysis by Liao et al. (2019) found the combination of protein 

supplementation and muscle-strengthening exercises had greater effects on whole body lean 

body mass (SMD = 0.66; p < 0.00001), appendicular lean mass (SMD = 0.35; p < 0.00001), 

leg strength (SMD = 0.65; p < 0.00001) and walking capability (SMD = 0.33; p = 0.0006) than 

exercise intervention alone. This study focused on community dwelling older adults with 

sarcopenia and frailty, as well as institutionalised older adults. Subgroup analysis showed 

institutionalised individuals achieved greater benefits from protein supplement and exercise 

training compared to community dwelling individuals, likely due to an inadequate habitual 

protein intake and lack of physical activity at baseline. This further supports the 

recommendations to incorporate protein-based nutrition intervention and muscle-strengthening 

exercises to treat sarcopenia (Liao et al. 2019). A risk of bias analysis was conducted on the 

included studies using the PEDro tool, and 12 out of the 19 included studies were classed as 

high quality, with the remaining studies scoring medium for methodological quality.  Clear 

inclusion criteria were provided and a PRISMA diagram was included to show which studies 

met the inclusion criteria. Based on critical appraisal of this systematic review using the CASP 

tool, the findings from this study are deemed reliable due to the quality of the conducted 

systematic review.  
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A systematic review by Shad et al. (2016) included 24 randomised controlled trials, non-

randomised clinical trials or comparative studies (48 study arms), to compare MPS responses 

to exercise and protein ingestion between healthy young (18-35 years) and older adults (mean 

age ≥ 55 years). The study used three different models to compare the effects of protein alone, 

exercise alone and combined protein and exercise. In model 1 comparing MPS to exercise 

alone, eight of the studies found a difference between MPS in the young and the old, however 

nine studies did not see a significant difference in MPS in response to exercise between the 

young and the old. An explanation for this inconsistency in the findings may be due to 

differences in the interventions. For example, one study found significant differences in MPS 

between the young and old when exercise was performed at a lower intensity (3 x knee 

extensions at 40% 1 repetition max (1RM)) however when the exercise was repeated at a higher 

intensity (3 sets at 75% 1RM), no significant differences between the young and old groups 

were seen; further confirming the hypothesis that a higher intensity exercise threshold in older 

adults is required to stimulate the same MPS responses to exercise in younger adults. The study 

also reported that differences in study findings might be due to differences in participant 

habitual exercise behaviours at baseline, proposing that trained individuals may react 

differently to un-trained individuals in response to exercise stimulus. In model 2 which looked 

at protein ingestion alone, only 8 studies out of 21 studies found evidence of age-related muscle 

anabolic resistance, however when the results were pooled together, there was an observed 

difference in the magnitude of MPS response between older and younger individuals indicating 

a lower overall MPS response in older ages. The authors noted the dose between studies varied 

considerably, as well as the delivery method of amino acid/ protein (i.e., individual amino acids 

compared to protein-based foods). The minimum level of protein required to stimulate MPS 

per meal in older adults, reported in individual studies was found to be 0.4g/kg. This equates 

to approximately 30g of protein per meal in an average individual weighing 75-80kg. Subgroup 

analysis compared studies that had provided 0.4g/kg protein per meal and found no differences 

in MPS between older and younger groups, therefore, this is likely to suggest the threshold to 

overcome anabolic resistance was achieved in these studies (Shad et al. 2016). 

Supplementation of the branched chain amino acid Leucine found that a dose of >2g leucine is 

required to overcome the blunted anabolic threshold (Shad et al. 2016). When comparing 

combined interventions between young and old, many trials found no difference in MPS, 

therefore concluding that the combined effect of both nutrition and exercise stimulus is 

sufficient to overcome the age-related anabolic threshold for MPS. This study highlights the 

need for tailored interventions for older adults, to achieve sufficient muscle protein synthesis 

to maintain muscle mass and prevent sarcopenia. However, the systematic review did not 

specifically include participants who were sarcopenic therefore the findings are limited in the 

generalisability to a sarcopenic population. The heterogeneous nature of the included RCT 

study designs mean the results from studies could not be combined for meta-analysis. The 

variation in interventions and methods of measuring MPS may explain the inconsistencies 

within the study findings. No assessment of quality was mentioned in the review therefore the 

quality of the included studies is unknown, thus limiting the quality of the study and the 

usefulness of the findings. Whilst the findings from this study highlight potential benefits of 

combined exercise and protein stimulation to overcome the threshold for muscle protein 

synthesis, the study has not provided sufficient information on the dosage for optimum 

effectiveness to make recommendations for clinical practice and therefore we cannot use the 

findings of the study to draw practical recommendations.  
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A systematic review by Finger et al. (2015) compared the effects of resistance exercise training 

alone to the addition of protein or amino acid supplementation. Nine randomised controlled 

studies were included. Overall findings found FFM increased significantly in the supplemented 

groups compared to the exercise only groups (SMD 0.23, 95% CI 0.05-0.42) however, no 

significant changes were observed in muscle strength or muscle mass (Finger et al. 2015). Only 

one study included only participants with sarcopenia, therefore the results of the systematic 

review are limited in generalisability to a sarcopenic population. Supplementation dosage and 

type of protein varied between studies therefore showing high heterogeneity between study 

designs. The quality of the systematic review is strengthened by the fact that the systematic 

review used a clear search strategy and well-defined inclusion criteria, and the quality of studies 

were assessed for risk of bias. In addition, prisma flow chart was provided for transparency 

therefore increasing the reliability of the findings.  

Cermak et al. (2012) compared the effects of protein supplementation with resistance exercise 

in both younger adults and older adults. They included 22 RCTs in a systematic review and 

meta-analysis. Six studies included were carried out with older adults (>50 years) and 16 

studies were carried out with younger adults (<50 years). The review had strict inclusion 

criteria around outcome measurement methods and intervention protocols. Outcomes of 

interest were fat mass, fat free mass, muscle fibre cross sectional area and strength measured 

by 1RM. Studies had to include a nutritional intervention (protein supplementation or dietary 

intake >1.2g/kg) compared to a placebo group (no supplement control or exercise only group). 

The mean protein provided on training days was 42g +/- 30g (range 6g-106g). Resistance 

training duration ranged from 6-24 weeks, with the number of exercise training sessions 

ranging from 2-5 per week. Protein supplementation compared to placebo in older adults 

showed a significant improvement in strength (13.1kg: 95% CI 0.32-25.9kg, p<0.05), and FFM 

(0.48kg, 95% CI 0.10-0.85kg, P<0.01). The confidence intervals for strength show a wide 

range of improvement therefore further exploration of participants who achieved the lower end 

of the improvements would be useful to understand reasons for this large discrepancy. It is 

important to note this, as participants at the lower end of the confidence interval may not 

experience clinically significant benefits. No effect on was observed on type I or type II muscle 

fibre cross-sectional area in older adults in contrast to improvements that were found in the 

younger adults. There were limited studies that had measured fibre cross-sectional area, which 

may present limitations in the findings. Overall, the results support the proposed mechanisms 

that protein supplementation can augment the adaptive response of skeletal muscle to resistance 

training by potentially overcoming the blunted anabolic threshold in older adults for MPS. The 

study only included healthy subjects therefore there are limited generalisability to sarcopenic 

individuals. Risk of bias was analysed to assess the quality of the studies included, which 

increased the reliability of the findings.  

The conclusions from the systematic reviews report that combined interventions are likely to 

be more effective than single component interventions (such as exercise or nutrition alone) at 

improving clinical outcomes related to sarcopenia, due to the culmination effect on anabolic 

stimuli to overcome the higher threshold for MPS associated with ageing. Interventions where 

insufficient nutritional supplementation are provided to overcome the anabolic threshold for 

MPS are likely to not see any additional significant improvements in sarcopenic related 

measures compared to exercise alone. In addition, habitual protein intake is likely to impact 

the outcomes of interventions.  
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The combined (nutrition and exercise) approach to interventions to improve sarcopenic 

outcomes are in line with the ICFSR working group who recommend a combined approach to 

sarcopenia management using protein and physical activity interventions; although this was 

rated using ‘Grade’ as ‘conditional, low certainty of evidence’ (Dent et al. 2018). Given the 

evidence to suggest the benefits on muscle health for older adults of the two-pronged approach 

through nutrition and exercise, it poses the question as to how this is translated into practice. 

The next section provides an overview of the current role of the dietitian working within a 

multi-disciplinary health care system and sets the scene for the role of the dietitian prescribing 

exercise in the context of managing sarcopenia in older adults.  

 

2.9 Behaviour change and motivation for older adults undertaking physical activity 
There are many barriers for older people participating in exercise or physical activity. Findings 

report that 45% of people aged 60 years and over do not meet the recommended level of 

physical activity (Hallal et al. 2012). This increases with age, with 75% of people aged over 75 

years old not meeting the recommendations (Hallal et al. 2012). A systematic review and 

thematic synthesis by Franco et al. (2015) included 132 qualitative studies on older adult 

perspectives of physical activity. They used thematic analysis to identify six themes identifying 

factors influencing participation in physical activity reported by older adults. The themes 

include social influences, physical limitations, competing priorities, access difficulties, 

personal benefits of physical activity and motivation and beliefs. The first theme, social 

influences considered the value of peers, instructors, and others for motivation. This theme also 

touched on the social awkwardness that may hinder participation in physical activity. Some 

older adults reported feeling intimidated if participating in groups that had younger people in, 

and cultural sensitivity and ethnicity should be considered when supporting patients to 

participate in physical activity. The second theme identified a barrier to exercise with physical 

limitations such as pain or discomfort, comorbidities and fear of falling. Other barriers 

identified in other themes were competing priorities and access issues such as financial and 

environmental factors. Benefits of exercise was associated with increased motivation for 

participating in physical activity. However, motivation and limiting beliefs such as apathy, 

irrelevance, inefficacy and maintaining habits were hindrances (Franco et al. 2015). The review 

concluded that recommendations for increasing physical activity in this population group 

should include raising awareness of the benefits of physical activity and improving the 

environmental and financial access to physical activity opportunities (Franco et al. 2015). The 

review was conducted in line with the Enhancing Transparency of Reporting the Synthesis of 

Qualitative Research (ENTREQ) framework, and detailed the search methods and inclusion 

criteria clearly. The review excluded papers focusing on specific health conditions such as 

diabetes or heart disease. As many older adults have co-morbidities, it could be argued that 

excluding these studies may have restricted the insights that could be obtained that would be 

relevant to patient with these conditions. However, the authors provided sound rationale for 

their reason for exclusion to avoid patients with specific health conditions who may have 

perceptions on physical activity unique to the general population of older adults. The paper 

also excluded studies that had used structured surveys. This is relevant to the qualitative nature 

of the study focus. Overall, the results are consistent with existing knowledge of physical 

activity motivations in the general population and therefore can be considered useful for 

applying to my research findings when making recommendations for dietitians.  
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It is essential to consider the significance of behaviour change strategies for individuals when 

planning interventions, and consider the effectiveness and efficiency of brief interventions 

delivered by any professional who has contact with patients who would benefit from lifestyle 

interventions such as physical activity (NICE, 2014). According to the NICE guidelines on 

Behaviour Change in individuals, local and national policies should document the process for 

behaviour change strategies to ensure a coordinated approach, working with stakeholders, 

making the use of existing skills and expertise including analysis of training needs of the 

workforce. Interventions must consider social and cultural contexts and ensure equity of service 

provision, in particular, targeting vulnerable groups, intervention characteristics, follow up and 

support, and access to resources once the intervention has finished to ensure maintenance of 

the behaviour change (NICE 2014).   

Role flexibility and merging of professional roles offering holistic advice to patients and makes 

the most of every contact to ensure consistent and repeated exposure to health-related 

messages. This will ultimately lead to better care for the patient and streamline the number of 

health care professionals involved in a patients care (Stanley and Borthwick 2013).  

2.10 Role of the dietitian 

This section outlines the current role of the dietitian in managing sarcopenia, and their position 

within the UK health system, as well as global comparisons. The section discusses key drivers, 

including national policy and position papers, from a political, cultural, economic and 

commercial perspective. The literature considers the role of the dietitian working within a range 

of settings, and the impact and influence dietitians have at each level. At the individual level, 

dietitians work directly with patients and patient groups, using behaviour change approaches 

applied to health and disease, including prevention and treatment of disease. Dietitians work in 

teams, including within their own dietetic team as well as working within multi-disciplinary 

teams (MDT) with other health care professionals (including but not limited to doctors, nurses, 

speech and language therapists, occupational therapists, physiotherapists and carers) 

(Chamberlain-Salaun, Mills and Usher 2013). Dietitians also work at a strategic level having 

influence and impact on policy, national guidelines and frameworks, which inform clinical 

decision-making. Dietitians must evidence cost effectiveness and clinically relevant outcomes 

in order to secure funding for increased dietetic provision within local clinical commissioning 

groups (CCGs) who commission services at a local level. The BDA have produced an outcome 

guidance document, which provides a framework for evaluating effectiveness of dietetic input 

(BDA 2019).  At a national and international level, dietitians influence professional 

frameworks such as Allied Health Professionals’ (AHPs) into Action, clinical guidelines such 

as National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE), European Society for Clinical Nutrition 

and Metabolism (ESPEN), and support government led agendas and campaigns such as NHS 

white papers.  

The BDA recognise and support the need for advancing the dietetic profession, and recognises 

that dietetics must be a constantly evolving profession, in order to meet the demands of the 

service and patients (BDA, 2020). The BDA as a professional body, emphasise the importance 

of ensuring patient safety is at the forefront of every decision therefore dietitians must ensure 

they continue to practice within their scope of practice as outlined by the HCPC Standards of 

Proficiency (HCPC 2013).  
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Experienced practitioners are challenging the traditional professional boundaries as new roles 

begin to emerge in response to service demand. With this in mind, there is an increasing 

demand for extended/advanced roles to emerge to support the multidisciplinary workforce, 

which have so far involved dietitians branching out into what could be described as traditional 

medical roles. Various dietetic roles have been described in published literature, however not 

all of these roles may exist within the UK setting. Examples of dietitians in extended roles 

within the UK include supplementary prescribing (BDA, 2017), inserting nasogastric (NG) 

feeding tubes and changing of percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) tubes (Stanley and 

Borthwick, 2013; Simmance et al. 2019), as well as insulin adjustment in diabetes, managing 

metabolic disorders, eating disorders, weight management and allergy (Hardy et al. 2021). 

Aligned with the scope of this research, dietitians in other countries have described prescribing 

physical activity (PA) as an advanced role (Manore et al. 2017; Spidel et al. 2004; Huntington 

et al. 2020). A UK based survey was conducted in 2004 with dietitians working in clinical 

roles, to understand current practice in regards to dietitians promoting PA to patients 

(McKenna, Henderson and Baic, 2004). The study found the majority (93%) of dietitians who 

responded reported promoting PA with new patients. Dietitians reported receiving very limited 

training on prescribing PA, and 95% of respondents reported they would like more training. 

The strengths of the study include the detailed information on the patient groups the dietitians 

reported working with; with the majority working in obesity and diabetes. A limitation for this 

study was that only a quarter of respondents reported working with older people therefore 

whilst the results can be generalised to dietitians working with older adults, this was not the 

primary focus of the study. The results of this study is useful to provide an insight into current 

dietetic practice for prescribing PA, however this study was conducted nearly 17 years ago. To 

further support the findings, a follow up study was conducted in 2015, which replicated the 

methods and survey to a similar sample of dietitians to see if the responses had changed 10 

years on. Only a conference abstract of this study is available (McIntyre and McClinchy 2015). 

The authors found similar responses, with 92.5% of dietitians reporting that PA promotion was 

part of their role and 85.4% reported promoting PA to their patients. Dietitians working with 

older adults were least likely to promote PA. Further qualitative research to understand the 

barriers for dietitians promoting PA to older adults is needed.  

Additionally, data is not available to understand how many registered dietitians hold additional 

qualifications in sport, exercise or physical activity related fields within the UK. This 

information would be useful to identify those who are already qualified to provide physical 

activity or exercise advice to patients. This is a gap in the knowledge and a potential for future 

research.  

A similar survey with 13,278 dietitians in the USA (17% response rate) investigated dietitian 

reported practice in promoting PA with patients (Marin et al. 2013; Rosen et al. 2013). 91% of 

responders felt PA promotion was part of their role, and 81% reported currently promoting PA 

verbally rather than through a referral scheme. Older dietitians and those with more years of 

experience were more likely to promote PA with patients, as well as dietitians working with 

obese patients (Rosen et al. 2013). Dietitians reported training would increase their likelihood 

to promote PA (Marin et al. 2013). The study was not solely focused on dietitians working with 

older adults therefore the results have limited generalisability to dietitians working specifically 

with the older adult population.  
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A study conducted in Canada found that dietitians who attended a workshop on promoting 

physical activity designed to increase dietitian’s self-efficacy in prescribing physical activity, 

were more likely to refer patients to physical activity services than those who did not attend 

the workshops (Johnson et al. 2007).  

Whilst surveys are useful to collecting large samples of data from a broad range of the 

population, there are limitations to the in-depth date that can be obtained with this method. To 

build on the survey data, a more in-depth qualitative study is required to understand the barriers 

and enablers for dietitians promoting PA with patients in the older adult population.   

 

2.10.1 Role of the Dietitian within the Context of the Multi-Disciplinary Team 

Dietitians are the only registered nutrition professional regulated and governed by the Health 

Care Professions Council (HCPC) in the UK. Dietitians must adhere to a set of professional 

standards, working within their scope of practice (HCPC Standards of Proficiency, 2013), and 

abiding by ethical conduct (HCPC Standards of Conduct, Performance and Ethics, 2016) to 

remain on the HCPC register of dietitians (HCPC Register, 2020). A dietitian is qualified to a 

minimum approved degree standard, and has the knowledge, skills and expertise to translate 

complex scientific knowledge and apply it to real world settings using a holistic, patient centred 

and goal-orientated approach (BDA 2020). Dietitians may work with individuals, groups, or at 

a population level, and work in a range of settings including clinical, research, education, 

industry, media or freelance but this list is not exhaustive (BDA 2020). They work to both 

prevent and treat disease and ill health, and will work with people across the whole life course. 

Dietetics training provides graduates with enhanced communication skills, behaviour change 

techniques, nutritional counselling and motivational interviewing skills to support and 

empower people to make positive and informed changes to their lifestyle, outlined in a 

curriculum framework published by the British Dietetic Association (BDA 2020). Dietitians 

provide evidence based nutritional advice for a range of disease related conditions as well as 

promoting and optimising health, nutritional status and mental wellbeing within the general 

population. Dietitians are fully autonomous practitioners, offering tailored, evidence based 

individualised interventions (Hickson, Child and Collinson 2017). The HCPC Standards of 

Proficiency state that dietitians should “be able to practise as an autonomous professional, 

exercising their own professional judgement” (HCPC Standards of Proficiency (Section 4.0) 

2013).  

The profession is continuing to grow, with a 50% increase in registered dietitians observed in 

the last decade (BDA, 2020), and now has over 9000 dietitians registered with the HCPC 

(HCPC 2020). Advances in science, technology and medicine mean the role of a dietitian is 

rapidly expanding in response to changes in health care delivery, as well as changing health 

demands of the population (HEE 2017).  

2.10.2 Evolving vision of the NHS 

With an ageing population, people are living longer and therefore more people are living with 

complex long term health conditions into older age (NHS, 2019). The emphasis of health care 

provision is being placed on supporting and empowering patients to self-manage their 

conditions and a shift to multi-disciplinary team working, particularly in the community 

setting, to provide support in patients own homes (NHS 2019). There is also a shift towards 

public health initiatives, encouraging people to engage with healthy lifestyle behaviours to 
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prevent ill health, and strive for positive health and wellbeing (NHS 2014; NHS 2017). The 

‘Allied Health Professions (AHPs) into Action report’ (2017), in response to the NHS England 

paper ‘Five Year Forward View’ (2014), describes a framework to transform health care and 

wellbeing with the patient at the centre (Chief Allied Health Professions Officer, 2017). The 

framework outlines four key areas for impact; including the focus on health and wellbeing, the 

need to address the increasing demand on GP and emergency care, to ensure integration of 

services, and evidence-based practice to improve service quality (Chief AHP Officer, 2017). 

The report is a call to action for AHPs to lead change and further develop their skill set to 

enable them to respond to the changes. Dietitians are in a strong position to respond positively 

to this, having the skills to work flexibly across boundaries, adapt and manage change (BDA, 

2020).  

The NHS England ‘Five Year Forward View’ (2014) and subsequent ‘Next Steps on the NHS 

Five Year Forward View’ (2017) were the precursors to the NHS Long Term Plan (2019), and 

laid the foundations as the drivers for change within the NHS reform, setting out the vision for 

future health care provision. The 2014 report recognised that increasing pressure and demand 

on health care services, financial constraints, as well as workforce shortages lead to increased 

concerns for patient safety, quality of care and the impact on staff wellbeing and retention 

(NHS 2014). Since publication of this report, there has been a move towards merging and 

expanding of professional roles within the medical and health care profession, particularly in 

line with advancements in technology and publication of new research (NHS 2014). 

The need to invest in training of health care professionals shifted to the forefront in the ‘Public 

Inquiry into the Mid Staffordshire NHS Trust’ report (2013), which identified learnings from 

an inquiry into the needless deaths at the Mid Staffordshire NHS trust (Francis, 2013). The 

report recommended a complete change in culture and total reform of health care systems, to 

put the patient first in everything that is done, to embody the NHS constitution and values, to 

create open and supportive environments without fear of blame, thus sharing accountability at 

all levels, and the need for structured leadership (Francis, 2013). This seminal report has been 

a catalyst for change within the NHS and particularly in how health care professionals are 

recruited, trained and supported. A recent report in 2019 called ‘Closing the gap: key areas for 

action on the health and care workforce’ outlines the commitment to invest in developing the 

future workforce in relation to staff shortages, in particular in GP and nursing professions. In 

response to the rapidly changing patient needs, and advanced in technology require all frontline 

staff to adapt and enhance their skills (Beech et al. 2019). There is a need for more robust policy 

planning to ensure continuity and future proofing of the future workforce, therefore emphasis 

placed on the training and education of the next generation of workers in line with workforce 

needs. A review of the roles, responsibilities, skills and capabilities that are needed across the 

health care system is required, as well as an investment in leadership to achieve more effective 

workforce planning (Beech et al. 2019). This is therefore a timely opportunity to review the 

role of the dietitian to address the shortcomings in skills and vacancies across the NHS, by 

upskilling dietitians and diversifying the role to adapt to the changes in the workforce needs.  

The Long-Term Plan (NHS 2019) published on the 70th anniversary of the NHS set out the 

plans for UK health care over the next 10 years. The report aimed to continue to build on the 

work streams set out in the Five Year Forward View (NHS 2014), to optimise the additional 

funding to address challenges facing the NHS such as staffing, increasing inequalities, and 

pressures from a growing and ageing population (NHS 2019). Different models of health care 
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were proposed, to enable more choice and better care for patients. Joined up care is a key 

element within the proposals, with primary care working in integrated care teams of GPs, 

community health and social care staff. The future NHS, aims to support patients in their own 

homes, reducing pressure on A&E, minimising the need for hospitalisation, better supporting 

people in care homes, and investing in community services. The plan sets out how there will 

be changes in the workforce, service model delivery (with more emphasis on prevention) and 

innovation and efficiency. Greater workforce flexibility will be achieved through new 

emerging roles and inter-disciplinary credentialing programmes. New primary care networks 

will provide flexible options for GPs and community staff within primary care (NHS 2019).  

2.10.3 Emerging roles and extended roles 

In response to the Francis report (2013), as well as commitment to the NHS forward view (NHS 

2014; NHS 2017), clinical organisations have developed advance practitioner roles to address 

some of the workforce and patient safety issues. The aim of the advanced clinical practitioner 

roles is primarily to enable each health care professional to practice to their full potential, and 

optimise service availability to meet the needs of all patients through different service delivery 

models and multidisciplinary working (Health Education England (HEE), 2017). HEE have 

developed a framework and standards to ensure consistency and standardisation for the level 

of competency required for an advanced clinical practitioner across professions. Core 

capabilities are applied across the following four pillars (1) clinical practice (2) leadership and 

management (3) education (4) research (HEE, 2017). This capability framework was designed 

to recognise the level of experience of the practitioner; their ability to adapt to change, as well 

as apply new knowledge to formulate and problem solve complexities (HEE 2017). The 

capabilities apply to all health care professionals regardless of setting, job role, clinical 

background or subject area (HEE, 2017). The BDA have created a framework for advanced 

practice of dietitians, which recognises that the scope of practice may be different for individual 

practitioners depending on their area of speciality, and may evolve over time through 

experience or role demands (BDA, 2020). The HCPC Standards of Proficiency for Dietitians 

standard 1.1 regarding scope of practice states dietitians must “know the limits of their practice 

and when to seek advice or refer to another professional” (HCPC Standards of Proficiency 

(Standard 1.1), 2013). 

There is varying terminology used to describe these emerging roles, such as extended role, 

enhanced role, advancing practice, expert or specialist however the ‘advanced practitioner’ is 

formally recognised within the NHS as a qualified status (HEE 2017). To differentiate between 

these roles, a review by Saxon (2014) proposed ‘extended roles’ as those that work outside the 

usual scope of practice, with activities undertaken within the scope of practice as ‘advanced 

roles’ (Saxon et al. 2014). The HEE define advanced practice as practitioners who are educated 

to master’s level and have the knowledge and skills to expand their scope of practice across 

professional boundaries (HEE, 2017). 

The HCPC describes the scope of practice as the “limits to your knowledge, skills and 

competencies” (HCPC; Scope of Practice, 2020). The HCPC provides an outlined scope of 

practice for each profession, known as the ‘Standards of Proficiency’. However, the HCPC 

also recognises that scope of practice may vary between individuals within the same 

professional group, depending on training and experience within their role. Therefore, it is the 

responsibility of the individuals to judge their own scope of practice, and a recognition that the 

scope of practice may change over time. The HCPC emphasise that performing a role safely 
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and effectively is of upmost importance when considering if it is within the scope of practice 

of an individual practitioner (HCPC Scope of Practice, 2020). 

The HCPC recently commissioned a report into advanced practice (Hardy et al. 2021). They 

carried out qualitative research to understand the diversity of advanced practitioner roles that 

exist within AHPs, as well as to determine regulatory or training needs considered necessary 

by advanced practitioners. The report used focus groups, surveys and literature scoping to 

understand the regulatory requirements and to assess potential patient risk for these advanced 

practitioner roles. The aim of the report was to determine how the HCPC should respond as a 

regulatory body. The findings from the report concluded that there is currently a lack of 

consistency across professions and organisations for advanced practice role definitions and 

responsibilities. The desire to promote the professional status may lead to role protection, 

professional tension where professional roles are shared, or boundaries cross over between 

professions (Hardy et al. 2021). There is also some ambiguity between AHP professional 

groups in regards to role responsibilities, which makes it difficult to provide clear-cut defined 

areas for advance practice in one profession. For example, an area of work that is considered 

advanced practice for one professional group, may be considered a core role for another 

profession. Barriers to further expansion of the advanced practitioner role include a lack of 

access to appropriate education, and role protectionism from medical professionals who may 

perceive the non-medical advanced practitioner role as a cost saving substitute, with concerns 

raised for patient safety. From the survey findings, dietitians were one of four professional 

groups who reported they had the most access to advanced practitioner education (Hardy et al. 

2021). Participants reported that advanced practice usually emerges over time with gradual role 

extension and extended scope of practice, therefore competencies, knowledge and experience 

are usually gained throughout the practitioner’s career. There was an agreement amongst the 

stakeholders interviewed that master’s standard qualifications are required for advanced 

practice, however there is ambiguity to what this level of qualification should include (such as 

the full master’s programme or individual modules) (Hardy et al. 2021). With the demand 

rising for advanced practice roles due to the changing demands of health care, technology and 

the drive to create a flexible workforce that is adaptable and able to offer holistic patient care, 

more advanced practice roles are being developed, suggesting the need to standardise 

credentials or professional accreditation across the AHP groups.  

The report detailed the methodology used in the study as well as a detailed description of 

participant characteristics therefore making the results of the study credible and transferable. 

The focus group recruitment and selection were transparent and recruited a selection of 

participants from across the four UK nations, and from a range of stakeholder groups across all 

of the AHP groups, including managers, advanced practitioners as well as patients, non-HCPC 

registered medical and health care professionals. Survey response data provided detail on 

respondent background characteristics and responses were grouped by job grade, job role, 

professional group, to show trends in responses. This provides credibility to the findings, with 

a range of perspectives included. It also means the findings are transferable across the range of 

HCPC registered practitioners. The report concluded that the regulation of advanced 

practitioner is not a responsibility of the HCPC at this time. There is a large variation between 

professional groups governed by the HCPC, with each profession having distinct remits, 

bespoke educational programmes, and defined clinical roles and activities therefore a ‘one size 

fits all’ approach would not be possible to define the advanced practitioner role. The advanced 
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practitioner role for dietitians has been further developed in other westernised countries such 

as Canada, Australia and USA. Therefore, learning from these countries (in terms of their 

credentialing, role definition and framework of competencies and role activities), can help 

inform the development of more specific role descriptions and competency frameworks for 

dietitians practicing at an advanced level or taking on extended roles, within the UK. 

A systematic review by Saxon et al. (2014) updated the evidence from a previous review in 

2006, surrounding the extended roles for AHPs. The review compared patient satisfaction of 

patients treated by an AHP to patients treated by a medical professional. The reported patient 

satisfaction scores showed no significant difference between groups suggesting patients do not 

perceive a lower quality or satisfaction based on the type of professional delivering the advice. 

The limitations to the study are that the review only focused on three AHP groups 

(physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech pathology) therefore it is difficult to draw 

conclusions from this review on the extended role of the dietitian. However, the review 

provides an awareness of extended roles within other members of the multidisciplinary team. 

The review recommended the consideration of formal training or credentialing, similar to that 

commonly used in military settings to increase capacity of their workforce as a ‘force 

multiplier’ (Saxon et al. 2014). The review found the majority of the extended scope roles 

emerged due to increasing patient demand. This is similar to other studies into extended roles 

(Stanley and Borthwick, 2013). One of the main outcomes considered in the articles focused 

on patient waiting times which were reported to improve with role merging. The review 

concludes that despite the earlier review in 2006 calling for more robust evaluations 

surrounding the impact on patient outcomes, cost effectiveness and training requirements, there 

appears to be limited research reported on the topic. With one of the main drivers for 

diversification of roles being financial constraints and resource pressures, it is imperative to 

demonstrate the financial efficacy of extended roles. It is also important to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of extended roles on patient outcomes (Saxon et al. 2014).  

Extended roles of dietitians have emerged in clinical areas within the UK setting, for example, 

a study by Stanley and Borthwick (2013) carried out a qualitative study to investigate the 

experiences of dietitians working in an extended role to carry out enteral tube care in the 

community. The study conducted six semi-structured interviews with dietitians who have taken 

on extended roles. Five themes emerged from the study including, impact of staff shortages on 

role vacancy, benefits to patients and services, raising the profile for the profession with 

enhanced status, role boundary negotiation and role boundary conflict. Participants reported 

that roles emerged mainly from a ‘task’ vacancy and funding shortages, leaving the dietitian in 

a good position to step in and fill that role. The new roles were negotiated with community 

nurses and other medical staff to establish training and competencies for dietitians to undertake 

the extended role. Dietitians in the study did not report any resistance from other professionals. 

In fact, they felt nurses appreciated their expertise rather than perceived them as a threat. They 

reported gastroenterologists and radiographers were also happy to delegate tasks, such as 

balloon gastrostomy replacement, to dietitians to manage their workload capacity. Where there 

was role overlap (with nutritional nurses), there were reports of some role conflict, however 

the patient demand outweighed the supply, therefore it was considered beneficial to the patient 

to have increased access to expertise. The reported benefits of role extension for patients and 

services, such as preventing avoidable hospital admissions, providing a central point of contact 
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and ultimately cost savings and accessibility to expertise within the community (Stanley and 

Borthwick, 2013).  

2.10.4 International comparisons of extended roles and advanced practice in dietetics 

A Canadian study by Wildish and Evers (2010) used a modified Delphi study to establish 

consensus by creating a questionnaire to agree a definition for advanced practice in dietetics. 

The initial Delphi phase consulted with seven dietitians to agree a 50-item survey, which was 

then sent to a randomised sample of 885 dietitians across Canada. The definition for advanced 

practice was defined as “the depth and breadth of dietetic knowledge, skills, and diversified 

experience across practice settings and disciplines” (Wildish and Evers 2010). This is similar 

to the UK HEE definition of advanced practitioners. The ‘depth’ relating to specialist clinical 

areas where advanced practice has been reported for dietitians (working for example in 

diabetes, allergy or weight management) (Hardy et al. 2021). The ‘breadth’ referring to roles 

within generalist settings such as within GP surgeries or primary care, where practitioners see 

a range of patients from across a range of clinical conditions (Hardy et al. 2021). In the 

Canadian study, the participants referred to the advanced practitioner definition as the level at 

which the dietitian works, rather than the specific skills or tasks they carry out. Advanced 

practitioners were described as innovative leaders who are change agents at local, national and 

international levels, and work across a broad range of perspectives. This is also similar to the 

HEE framework ‘leadership’ dimension (HEE 2017). Wildish and Evers identified four 

dimensions from the survey responses to create a high-level framework for advanced practice 

(depth, breadth, enablers and outcomes). The first dimension of depth, describes the clinical 

specialism of in-depth knowledge relating to a specific patient population, disease or setting. 

The breadth recognises the need for dietitians to operate diverse roles and responsibilities in a 

range of settings. Outcomes feature as part of the framework to establish measurable data to 

demonstrate clinical and cost effectiveness. Respondents reported the need for recognition or 

an incentive to become advanced practitioners, and half of responders felt a master’s degree 

qualification was important (Wildish and Evers, 2010). This is also similar to the findings of 

the HCPC commissioned report with UK advanced practitioners and stakeholders (Hardy et al. 

2021). In the study by Wildish and Evers found lack of funds, organisational structure and 

senior management support were reported by participants as barriers, where as mentors, 

recognition of the dietetic profession and a progressive organisational culture were deemed 

enablers. The study incorporated the views of a diverse range of practitioners across the 

profession, and a reassuring response rate of 35% was deemed a good response (Wildish and 

Evers, 2010). The study based their work on the advanced practitioner role in Australia, 

therefore adapted concepts and learnings from other countries.  

Advanced practitioner competencies first established in Australia in 2004, describe the role of 

the advanced practice dietitian as a broad generalist rather than a narrow specialist (Tapsell 

2005). A credentialing system was introduced to support dietitians to continually develop and 

evidence their level of practice beyond basic entry level. Applicants can apply to become a 

fellow through a rigorous credentialing process. Two credentials are available, advanced 

practitioner and fellow (Tapsell 2005).  

A qualitative study conducted in Australia (Ryan, Pelly and Purcell 2017), explored health care 

professional’s perceptions of the extended scope of practice for a dietitian-led gastroenterology 

clinic. Semi-structured interviews conducted with four health professionals (the dietitian, the 

gastroenterologist and two nurses from the same service). The review used the Systems 
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Engineering Initiative for Patient Safety (SEIPS) model of work system design for patient 

safety, which places the person at the centre; in this case, the person was the dietitian. 

Following analysis of the interviews, the key factors identified by the participants was that 

individual factors such as the dietitian’s personality, ability to think innovatively, and 

determination, deemed crucial determinants for the success of the dietetic-led clinic. 

Furthermore, the dietitian’s experience, knowledge and training were considered important, 

however it was felt training availability for specialist dietitians was currently inadequate. 

Therefore, the authors proposed the development of a new training pathway for dietitians 

specialising in this area, to aid succession planning and sustainability of the dietitian-led clinic. 

MDT support was reported by participants as essential for the success of extended scope of 

practice, to avoid role conflict or feeling of their role being threatened. The main limitation of 

this study is the very small sample size therefore making it difficult to draw any conclusions 

that can be transferred outside of this context. All researchers of this study were dietitians, 

which could influence the findings of the study through bias, however, the researcher kept a 

reflective journal to reflect on any pre-conceptions, thus increasing trustworthiness of the 

findings. A topic guide of the questions provided to allow transparency for the reader. The 

report of the findings did not report any negative views of the participants, which is not 

consistent with some studies conducted on extended scope of practice who have reported some 

role conflict or role protection.  

A qualitative study conducted by Palermo (2017) used focus groups and in-depth interviews to 

develop a framework for advanced practice competency standards for dietitians in Australia. 

Seventeen participants were included in the focus groups, and 10 of the participants identified 

as advanced practising dietitians were interviewed one-one about their role. Leadership 

emerged as a key theme to define advanced practice, along with four subthemes; (i) outcome 

focused (ii) influence others and advocate (iii) innovate and embrace change and (iv) inspire 

others and are recognised for their practices. The study concluded that leadership skills were 

seen as more important than specialist practice skills in determining the advanced practitioner 

role. The participants in the study represented a range of settings and areas of work therefore a 

range of perspectives across the profession were considered. A topic guide was presented 

which provides a transparent observation and reduces any potential bias from the researcher.  

A more recent qualitative study published in 2019 explored the barriers and perceptions of 

dietitians in Australia applying for fellow status, and developing through the advanced 

practicing dietitian pathway (Palermo et al. 2019). The study conducted six focus groups with 

30 participants identified as current fellows or advanced practitioners, as well as senior 

dietitians who would be eligible to apply for either pathway. The researchers set out to explore 

the political and social influences on dietitians applying for the credentials, therefore, they 

applied a theory used to explain the complexity of the health care workforce, known as the 

cultural history activity theory (CHAT). The study investigated barriers and perceptions that 

prevent dietitians in Australia applying for and advancing through the credentialing and 

advanced practitioner pathway. One barrier included the feeling that fellows are expected to 

exhibit high-level leadership which can be off putting for some dietitians. In addition, there is 

a perception by some dietitians that the credential is out of reach, therefore a lack of self-

efficacy and a belief that they will never be good enough. Furthermore, a lack of recognition 

deters applicants due to the large amount of time and effort in the application process. The 

research has been used to inform changes to the credentialing process to enable and encourage 
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more dietitians to apply. The findings from this study can help inform credentialing processes 

in the UK to ensure there is sufficient incentives to encourage applicants to apply, as well as 

balancing the amount of time and effort required of applicants in the application process.  

A qualitative study carried out in 2014 in USA, explored the existing advanced practitioner 

role of dietitians. Brody et al. (2014) conducted a large-scale Delphi study of three rounds, to 

identify clinical activities carried out by Advanced-Practice Registered Dietitian-Nutritionists 

(APRDN). Out of 117 eligible professionals, 85 experts contributed to the call for open-ended 

details of the role activities in round one. Seventy-six of those experts participated in all three 

rounds. 129 activity statements were generated from round one and two, and the activities were 

categorised under the headings of the Nutrition Care Process (NCP) domains; Nutrition 

assessment, Nutrition diagnosis, Nutrition intervention and Nutrition monitoring and 

evaluation. Rounds 2 and 3 were used to rate each statement to determine how essential the 

activity was to the role; 25 statements were rated as highly essential. The main APRDN’s tasks 

identified were being patient centred, require a comprehensive, advanced knowledge and 

expertise in clinical nutrition, and use advanced communication, interviewing and counselling 

strategies. The study undertook three rounds of consensus and agreement mapping, and 

compared non-responder demographics to responder demographics to ensure there were no 

obvious differences, which may have indicated responder bias. The methods were piloted with 

a small group of experts to begin with and comments and feedback informed the development 

of the data collection tools. The study also acknowledged that the findings represent the 

reported activities of APRDN but did not distinguish whether those activities are solely carried 

out by advanced practitioners, or whether the activities are common across all levels of roles. 

Many of the roles that were described are common with other role descriptors for all qualified 

dietitians and nutritionists, however, the level and advanced techniques applied within those 

tasks may be the differentiation of an advanced practitioner. A criticism of this study is that the 

activities and themes are heavily influenced by clinical roles, however not all advanced level 

practitioners will work in clinical settings.  

Experienced dietitians in USA can become credentialed specialists providing they can 

demonstrate advanced level competencies, knowledge and experience in a specified area of 

clinical practice. Additionally, dietitians who perform at an advanced level demonstrating skills 

in leadership, autonomy, and expertise to influence strategically, may also be recognised as 

advanced level practitioners. Brody (2015) set out to develop an advanced practice credential 

to complement the specialist credential that already exists. The paper describes the steps taken 

to establish the need and justification for a certificated programme to recognise advanced level 

practice. The finding from this study is useful in determining the process to create a 

credentialing system for advanced practice dietitians within the UK. It is worth noting the 

governance for dietitians in USA is different to the HCPC within the UK, however the 

credentialing assessment process and monitoring can be applied in a UK setting with similar 

benefits.  

2.10.5 Current climate and the future roles of dietitians within the UK 

In 2017, a paper was published in support of the BDA, titled ‘Future Dietitian 2025: Informing 

the Development of a Workforce Strategy for Dietetics’ and was intended to inform the 

workforce strategy for dietitians 2020-2030 (Hickson, Child and Collinson 2017). There were 

3 phases to the research, the first was an environmental scan, scoping of the existing service 

provision, literature and current climate in the context of health care and nutrition topics. The 
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second phase was an online conversation, which invited input from all dietitians within the UK, 

input from other professions, international input as well as service user input. This phase had 

835 participants who took part in the online conversation, of those, 726 contributors were 

members of the BDA and 109 were other interested stakeholders. The third phase was 

formulated around an appreciative enquiry event and took 53 participants through a five-stage 

cycle of Define, Discover, Dream, Design and Destiny. The research generated five 

overarching themes for prioritising 1) professional identity, 2) strong foundations – creating 

structure and direction for the profession, 3) amplifying visibility and influence, 4) embracing 

advances in science and technology, and 5) career advancement and emerging opportunities. 

The findings demonstrated a desire as a profession to evolve, and strive for more visibility, role 

clarity and future growth (Hickson, Child and Collinson 2017). The final theme of ‘career 

advancement emerging opportunities’, explored the diverse opportunities to dietitians and the 

consideration to develop this further through postgraduate training. The desire for dietitians to 

influence beyond traditional parameters for embedding into the future dietitian’s role aligns 

with the aspirations for my research.  

2.10.6 The dietitians’ current role in managing sarcopenia in older adults 

The role of the dietitian in the older adult population is primarily to prevent or treat under-

nutrition and over-nutrition to optimise nutritional status.  

Following screening and identification of malnutrition, patients are usually referred into 

dietetic services through a locally agreed referral pathway and criteria. Screening tools are used 

by any health or social care professional to identify patients at risk of malnutrition who may 

benefit from nutritional intervention or dietetic input. Commonly used screening tools in the 

UK include Malnutrition Universal Screening Tool (MUST) (BAPEN 2013), Nutritional Risk 

Score (NRS), Mini Nutritional Assessment tool (Nestle Nutrition Institute, n.d) or Subjective 

Global Assessment (SGA) (Detsky et al. 1987). Patients who are screened positively and meet 

the criteria for dietetic input are referred to the local dietetics service where they are triaged for 

treatment. The British Dietetic Association (BDA) Model and Process for Nutrition and 

Dietetic Practice (BDA 2020) outlines the process for dietetic intervention. Dietetic input 

begins with a detailed nutritional assessment, which informs the nutritional diagnosis. A 

nutrition care plan negotiated and devised around patient centred goals is implemented, usually 

via dietetic counselling and manipulation of habitual dietary intake. Dietitians use advanced 

counselling and behaviour change skills to negotiate goals, educate and advise patients with an 

appropriate plan. Timely monitoring and review is carried out to assess the effectiveness of the 

intervention and adjust the plan where necessary, and ultimately to evaluate the outcome and 

impact of the intervention (BDA, 2020). Dietitians are holistic practitioners, taking the bio-

psycho-social approach to assessment and treatment, taking into consideration the patient’s 

lifestyle, wider determinants of health as well as the patient’s goals, motivations, attitudes and 

barriers.  

Dietitians are seen as experts in the field of nutrition, however are not often considered as 

providers of advice on physical activity (PA) (Spidel et al. 2004; Manroe et al. 2017). A study 

conducted in the USA by Manore et al. (2017) conducted an online survey with registered 

dietitians (n=3,715 responders) and exercise professionals (n=1,759 responders) to investigate 

the knowledge and beliefs that promote or hinder collaboration among registered dietitian 

nutritionists and certified exercise professionals. The study recognised that both professions 

work closely and have clear distinct roles, however neither are trained to provide both nutrition 
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(healthy diet) and exercise advice. The survey asked participants to rate their knowledge on 

their own scope of practice (SOP) and their knowledge of the other professions SOP. The 

majority of exercise professionals (59.4%) rated themselves to be ‘aware the SOP exists for 

dietitians but have not read it’ however 10.8% were not aware the SOP for dietitians exists at 

all. The survey asked participants to rate activities as ‘within’ or ‘not within’ the professions 

scope of practice for each profession. With regard to dietitians providing advice on PA, only 

3.3% of exercise professionals said dietitians should ‘not discuss physical activity’. However, 

when asked about the level of PA advice that was considered within the dietitians SOP, 63.8% 

of exercise professionals were happy for dietitians to provide ‘advice based on the government 

guidelines for PA’, but only 5.9% indicated ‘guidance on a PA routine to increase the strength 

or size of various muscle groups’ were within the dietitians scope of practice. Additionally, 

only 9.2% felt ‘guidance on a PA routine for a specific disease/condition’ was within the 

dietitian’s scope of practice. The survey reported a high proportion of dietitians (83.2%) felt 

providing ‘government guidance on PA’ was part of their scope of practice, and 13.2% and 

22.8% of dietitians felt ‘guidance to increase strength or size of various muscle groups’ and 

‘guidance for a specific disease/ condition’ were within the dietitians scope of practice 

respectively.  

In the Manore survey, dietitians were asked to report which activities they currently undertake 

regards to PA advice with clients. A small proportion, 16.2% reported they do not offer any 

guidance on PA to any of their clients, whereas a third reported offering it to less than half of 

their clients, and just one fifth offering it to more than half of their clients. Over a third (38.7%) 

of dietitians reported currently providing PA advice to achieve weight goals in the majority of 

their clients, compared to only 7.3% of dietitians reporting offering PA for increasing strength 

or muscle size to the majority of their clients. Most of the dietitians reported they do not offer 

advice on strength or muscle size to any of their clients (Manore et al. 2017).  

The survey by Manore (2017) also reported that the majority (55%) of exercise professionals 

strongly agreed that collaboration with dietitians is valuable vs 35.7% of dietitians who believe 

that exercise professionals are valuable colleagues to collaborate with. Both professions were 

equally neutral when asked whether the other profession respects their own SOP. It is important 

to note there are differences in qualifications and recognised roles for exercise professionals in 

USA compared to the UK. However, the survey supports a positive response from both 

professionals to work closely together, as well as some acceptance of crossover of activities 

within their roles. The survey did not gain deeper insights into the reasoning or attitudes behind 

the responses therefore, a more in-depth qualitative study is needed with each professional 

group to explore this further.   

A strong link exists between exercise and diet, particularly for achieving changes in body 

composition and therefore having a marked effect on sarcopenia and management or 

prevention of lifestyle related disease, hence dietitians would be ideally placed to provide 

prescriptive advice on physical activity to complement nutritional counselling (Spidel et al. 

2004; HEE 2020). The HCPC standards of Proficiency for Dietitians makes references to 

physical activity advice in standard 9.5 stating dietitians must “be able to empower individuals, 

groups and communities to make informed choices including diet, physical activity and other 

lifestyle adjustments” (HCPC Standards of Proficiency, 2013, pg. 10). Different intervention 

approaches exist with varying levels of involvement from a practitioner. This can range from 

basic generalised advice on physical activity with minimal involvement from the practitioner, 
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to physical activity advice specifically targeted for older adults requiring some level of 

prescription. Targeted exercise prescription in specialised populations for the treatment or 

management of disease or injury may be regarded as a clinical treatment, however generic 

physical activity interventions may be regarded as public health strategies (NICE, 2013). 

Therefore, all dietitians should consider providing physical activity advice for all older adults 

in line with the CMO guidelines, as a minimum (CMO, 2019). The guidelines advise “Each 

week older adults should aim to accumulate at least 150 minutes of moderate intensity aerobic 

activity, building up gradually from current levels… undertaking activities aimed at improving 

or maintaining muscle strength, balance and flexibility on at least two days a week” (CMO, 

2019, page 40). However, a higher level of resistance exercise training may be required for 

sarcopenia related gains in older adults according to the evidence discussed earlier in this 

chapter. Research into the views of dietitians on providing physical activity advice to patients 

has highlighted barriers and preconceptions of dietitians that prevent them from going further 

than basic first line advice (Spidel et al. 2004; Huntington et al. 2020). For some dietitians, 

they see providing physical activity advice as part of their role, whereas for others, they do not 

see the dietitian’s role as providing advice on physical activity. Some of the barriers identified 

in previous research included fear of causing harm, limited knowledge or expertise in advising 

on physical activity, and lack of time or competing priorities with prioritising dietary advice 

(Manore 2017; Spidel et al. 2004; Huntington et al. 2020). Therefore, for all dietitians to 

provide (as a minimum) first line advice according to the CMO guidelines, further exploration 

of these barriers need to be explored, and interventions put in place to enable dietitians to be 

able to deliver this advice.   

Providing key health promotion messages is part of the Making Every Contact Count (MECC) 

initiative launched by Health Education England and supported by Public Health England 

(PHE) (HEE, 2020). All health care professionals are expected to offer basic education, 

signposting and brief interventions for a range of lifestyle behaviours such as alcohol, smoking, 

healthy eating and exercise (HEE, 2020). The behaviour change model supports all 

organisations and individuals to deliver healthy lifestyle messages in line with government 

guidelines (HEE, 2020).  

A recent qualitative study by Huntington et al. (2020) explored the beliefs and behaviours 

relating to dietitians prescribing physical activity (PA) advice and advice on sedentary 

behaviour (SB) to patients in Canada. The study interviewed 20 registered dietitians, and used 

the theory of planned behaviour to contextualise the findings. Dietitians reported a preference 

towards talking about increasing physical activity rather than reducing sedentary behaviour due 

to promoting positive lifestyle behaviours rather than focusing on reducing negative 

behaviours. All dietitians reported using some sort of motivational interviewing or counselling 

techniques to discuss PA in the same way they would with diet. Dietitians in the study reported 

currently providing general advice on PA and signposting to resources to allow the patient to 

self-monitor and initiate PA themselves. Participants reported discussing sedentary behaviour 

only in patients when high levels of sedentary behaviour were mentioned. Participant’s views 

on PA and scope of practice for dietitians were divided, with eight dietitians agreeing basic PA 

is within their scope of practice, and five dietitians reporting lack of training and knowledge 

preventing them giving advice on PA. Twelve dietitians reported prescribed exercise is outside 

of their scope of practice (Huntington et al. 2020). Dietitians’ attitudes towards the perceived 

effectiveness of the advice on PA from dietitians varied. Their perceived normative behaviour 
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in relation to others’ expectations of the dietitian in providing PA advice also varied. Some 

dietitians reported they perceived that non-dietitian colleagues expected them to provide some 

sort of advice on PA as part of the holistic care, whereas others felt that non-dietitian colleagues 

only expected the dietitian to advise on diet. This belief may influence behaviour due to the 

perceived expectations of others to provide the advice. However, this perceived belief of 

others’ expectations may have influenced the dietitians to report more favourable behaviours 

in relation to physical activity advice, thus potentially reducing the trustworthiness of the 

findings.  

The study by Huntington et al. (2020) used robust methods for data collection and data analysis, 

which aids the credibility of the findings. Whilst the findings can inform our understanding of 

dietitian’s perceptions towards physical activity, the role of the dietitian, setting and training in 

Canada is different to that of the UK, therefore the transferability of the findings is limited. 

Another limitation to the study is that the clinical population or work setting of the dietitians 

has not been provided therefore it is difficult to generalise the findings to dietitians working in 

particular health care settings. For example, older adults are a defined population with distinct 

characteristics and bespoke health needs that may be different to the rest of the population 

therefore the results are interpreted with this in mind. One of the strengths of this study are that 

the terms ‘physical activity’ and ‘sedentary behaviour’ have been defined and distinguished to 

present the views of dietitians in relation to both scenarios. In addition, the theoretical 

framework is underpinned using the Theory of Planned Behaviour, therefore providing some 

theoretical structure to the analysis.  

Another qualitative study conducted with dietitians in Canada, used focus groups to explore 

the dietitian’s perspectives on providing advice on physical activity to patients alongside 

nutritional counselling (Spidel et al. 2004). Dietitians reported they did not feel confident in 

prescribing specific advice on physical activity but would encourage and motivate clients to be 

more physically active through generalised health messages around physical activity. There 

was agreement for enhanced collaboration between exercise professionals and dietitians, and 

the need for more education to improve knowledge on physical activity to promote it 

effectively. Barriers identified included a lack of self-efficacy in their knowledge of exercise 

physiology, concerns over public and other professionals’ perceptions, challenges balancing 

time for nutrition education with physical activity advice. Dietitians did not see their role in 

monitoring physical activity. The study focused on providing exercise advice to the general 

population therefore did not specifically explore the perspectives in relation to exercise 

prescription in older adults in the context of sarcopenia. The study was conducted nearly 14 

years ago, therefore it is possible that attitudes of dietitians may have changed. A more recent 

study discussed above, found more acceptance from dietitians for providing advice on physical 

activity therefore it is possible attitudes and behaviours have changed somewhat over time 

(Huntington et al. 2020).  

A systematic review investigated the literature on allied health professionals and non-medical 

professionals in relation to providing advice on physical activity to patients (Crisford et al. 

2018). Thirty-seven studies were included in the review; however, many studies were lacking 

in quality and only three out of the 37 studies focused solely on dietitians. The study identified 

factors influencing behaviour of health care professionals in relation to promoting physical 

activity, and stratified the results into two main categories: the attitudes and beliefs; and 

knowledge and training of the professionals. Many factors were identified in the studies that 
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either encouraged or deterred practitioners from providing physical activity advice. Perceived 

patient barriers, perceived effectiveness of physical activity (ranked highly influential in 

dietitians in particular) and personal interest in physical activity were identified as strong 

predictors for health care professionals giving exercise advice. Additionally, the lack of time 

and limited resources was commonly reported as a barrier for practitioners. PA promotion 

training was positively associated with increasing the likelihood of practitioners providing 

advice on PA (Crisford et al. 2018). A PRISMA flowchart was provided in the review, and 

detailed a thorough and relevant search strategy and rigorous screening process. Detailed 

comparisons and qualitative analysis were provided however, results were unable to be pooled 

quantitatively.   

In some circumstances, particularly within the community setting the dietitian may be the only 

AHP a patient will have involvement with, in others they may also be seeing exercise experts 

like physiotherapists. Regardless of this, the best chance of reducing sarcopenia is to maximise 

every opportunity with a health care professional to provide comprehensive and holistic advice 

to maintain muscle health (HEE 2020).  

2.11 Aim of thesis 

Scoping of the current literature has identified a lack of knowledge and understanding of the 

role of the UK dietitian in prescribing exercise with older adults. In addition, there is no current 

research conducted within the UK which has explored the views of exercise professionals on 

dietitians taking on this role. The scientific evidence outlined in this chapter has highlighted 

the importance of regular resistance exercise training to prevent sarcopenia and improve 

muscle health in ageing, as well as the importance of adequate protein intake to prevent muscle 

breakdown and promote MPS to prevent sarcopenia. There is a need for dietitians to understand 

their role in sarcopenia management to ensure patients receive coordinated support on both 

dietary and physical activity, to optimise nutritional status and achieve positive clinical 

outcomes.   

The aim of my research is to explore the extended role of the dietitian in prescribing exercise 

to older adults, from a qualitative viewpoint, to gain in-depth understanding of the attitudes, 

views and opinions of dietitians and exercise professionals. The findings from this research 

will help inform recommendations for the professional body and education sector, to shape and 

inform the evolving role of the future dietitian in sarcopenia management. Through increased 

research activity, dietitians will have greater opportunity to influence national and local policy 

and practice. The motivations for the thesis are to influence practice at a strategic level, to drive 

dietitians to the forefront of sarcopenia management and leading evidence-based practice.  

My research will build on the recommendations from future dietitian report (Hickson et al. 

2017), to consider a future extended role for dietitians in the treatment of sarcopenia. The thesis 

will consider the dietitians position in relation to the wider health care sector. With the 

possibility of change on the horizon, this thesis is a timely opportunity to focus on the emerging 

role of the dietitian and raise the profile of the dietitian in the treatment of sarcopenia.  

Chapter 3: Qualitative Methodology 
The background chapter provided an overview of the current literature on the role of the 

dietitian and the evidence around the management of sarcopenia. It explored the complex and 

evolving health care system in which dietitians are positioned, and the drivers for change within 
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the profession, both nationally and internationally. The evidence to support the effectiveness 

of exercise and nutrition interventions in the prevention and treatment of sarcopenia were 

critically evaluated and presented, formulating an argument to support the exploration of the 

extended role of the dietitian in the management of sarcopenia in older adults through the 

provision of exercise. However, this concept is a new and emerging role for dietitians not yet 

formally explored in the literature. The research in this thesis will therefore explore the 

perspectives of dietitians and exercise professionals around this emerging role.  

3.1 Aims and objectives of the thesis. 
The aim of the research is to explore the views, attitudes and opinions of dietitians and exercise 

professionals on the extended role of the dietitian in the management of sarcopenia in older 

adults.  

The thesis addresses the research question through two qualitative research studies: 

Study 1: A qualitative study investigating the attitudes and opinions of dietitians prescribing 

exercise to older adults alongside nutritional advice, for the management of sarcopenia. 

Study 2: A qualitative study investigating the attitudes and opinions of exercise professionals 

on the role of dietitians prescribing exercise advice to older people, in the context of managing 

sarcopenia.  

3.2 Chapter overview 
This chapter provides details on the methodological approaches used in the two qualitative 

research studies conducted as part of the thesis. The two studies focus on similar aspects for 

investigation, but take the research from different professional viewpoints. One from the 

perspective of dietitians, and one from the perspective of exercise professionals. The chapter 

explores the qualitative research paradigm, analytical lens, theoretical approaches and methods 

applied to ensure rigour. Rationale is provided to support the decision for the chosen 

approaches in this research thesis and to explain the alignment of methods with the chosen 

research philosophy. 

3.3 Research paradigm 
A research paradigm is a shared set of assumptions and perceptual orientations agreed by the 

research community (Green et al. 2018). Research paradigms explore the philosophical 

underpinnings, and are agreed upon at the beginning of the research journey. The research 

paradigm sets about a model for which the beliefs, values and methods align (Green et al. 

2018). There are four philosophical underpinnings of the research paradigm (ontology, 

epistemology, methodology and data analysis) which are discussed in this chapter (Rehman 

and Alharthi, 2016).  

In research, there are two main types of reasoning, deductive and inductive. A deductive 

approach is generally used in quantitative research. It starts with a hypothesis and looks to test 

against the hypothesis by gathering evidence to prove or disprove it (Green et al. 2018). An 

inductive approach is common in qualitative research, and involves theory building to create 

the hypothesis (Green et al. 2018). In my research, I chose to use an inductive approach, to 

allow the data collected from my participants to inform the hypothesis.   

The aim of this research is to unearth new knowledge that will ultimately shape and influence 

the future direction of dietetic practice (Caelli et al. 2003). The research question is to explore 
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the in-depth attitudes, opinions and views of dietitians and exercise professionals about the 

extended role of the dietitian prescribing exercise to older adults in the context of sarcopenia 

management. Therefore, a qualitative approach is required to engage with the participants in a 

meaningful and interactive way, which could not be achieved with a quantitative methodology 

(Darawsheh, 2014). The qualitative approach was chosen to build on the existing body of 

literature that has mainly used surveys as the data collection method. Qualitative methodology 

can build on the existing body of literature and gain deeper insights into the phenomenon. The 

chosen epistemology for my research is interpretivism, using relativist ontological 

assumptions. This underlying theoretical position will be embedded throughout the entire 

research process to ensure the methods are congruent with the research philosophy. The 

theoretical alignment will be discussed throughout the rest of this section.  

3.4 Epistemology  

Epistemology is a branch of philosophy that study the nature of knowledge and the process of 

acquiring and validating knowledge (Green et al. 2018). The epistemological standpoint for the 

thesis will take a subjective approach. The subjective approach, predominantly follows the 

theoretical underpinning aligned with interpretivism, that believes we understand and interpret 

the world through our experiences and social, cultural, moral, ideological and political 

understanding (Bowling, 2014).  

Traditionally in medical science, the philosophical stance regarding the knowledge base around 

the effects of nutrition and exercise on sarcopenia aligns to a quantitative paradigm that draws 

upon knowledge derived from objective facts, deduced from hypothesis testing under 

controlled conditions (Green et al. 2018). Therefore, the background and drivers behind my 

research into sarcopenia has taken a positivist philosophical approach. The existing body of 

research around sarcopenia takes an objective epistemology, implying that knowledge is 

acquired through the seeking of facts. Quantitative hypotheses are sought to be proven with 

replicable quantitative studies producing empirical data. Through a positivist approach, the 

realist ontology is the belief that there is one single objective reality, which is tested, subject to 

the law of scientific methodology (Green et al. 2018).  

My research seeks to explore the attitudes, opinions and experiences of the participants. 

Therefore, for my research studies, I adopted an interpretivist philosophy to consider the 

perceptions of participants to inform practical recommendations for dietetic practice.  

Dietetics is a dynamic and evolving profession, and the evolution of the scope of practice for 

the profession is one that is currently being investigated through the British Dietetic 

Association and the ‘future dietitian’ review (Hickson, Child and Collinson 2017). In order to 

influence a professional and cultural change of a longstanding profession, an interpretivist 

approach will allow new knowledge to be acquired, taking an inductive approach using a 

qualitative framework. In my research, I question the traditional health care roles defined for 

dietitians, and using the literature (refer to background chapter), attempt to understand how 

these roles are determined. By suggesting the possibility of disruption to these traditional roles 

in health care, we can start to understand how people feel about the traditional roles and explore 

their reactions when those role boundaries are challenged. This is where the research is unique 

to other research on role defining which have used surveys, Delphi or professional expert 

consensus to formulate guidelines (see background chapter). The research instead seeks to 

understand the reactions, opinions and views on the diversifying role of the dietitian, from the 
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perception of the dietitians and exercise professionals whom the role change will affect. By 

learning more about the perceived barriers and enablers, a more practical approach to 

recommendations for practice will inform the implementation of the new role. A Delphi 

approach is useful for agreement of competency standards or role task definition for 

credentialing, and recommended as the next stage towards agreeing a formalised recognition 

of the extended role.  

3.5 Ontology 

The ontology refers to the nature of our beliefs about reality. For my research, I have used a 

relativist ontological approach. I believe that the reality of my participants is socially 

constructed rather than a stable, one-reality, waiting to be discovered (Green et al. 2018). A 

relativist approach is based on the concept that one’s reality is formed on their own 

interpretation of the world; therefore, they can only ever view the scene from their perspective. 

Relativism takes the belief that there are multiple socially constructed realities and that truth 

and reality are created not discovered (Bowling, 2014). It recognises that human beings behave 

in a way that is not always predictable or determined. They instead are complex, reflect on their 

behaviour, try to make sense of their world and may react differently depending on how they 

interpret their surroundings, including how they respond to the researcher (Bowling 2014). The 

purpose of the qualitative research is to understand human behaviour rather than try to explain 

it. In my research, I am interested in the participant’s interpretations of their reality rather than 

what the reality may actually be.  

3.6 Methodology 

Methodology reflects the beliefs about the development of knowledge and reality that arise 

from the values in the chosen philosophical framework (Green et al. 2018). The type of 

methodology will guide the research strategy for constructing a particular type of knowledge, 

and will govern the reporting of findings (Caelli et al. 2003). This thesis takes a qualitative 

approach to the research question. A qualitative approach is required to gain a deeper 

understanding of the complexities around role defining and diversification of roles, and 

exploring the potential barriers and enablers to bring around role change. My research intends 

to understand the views of both dietitians and exercise professionals around the potential role 

of dietitians prescribing exercise. 

In qualitative methodology, it is important that the researcher clarify the methodology within 

the qualitative domain to show explicit alignment of the approaches, including data collection 

and analysis (Bowling, 2014). The rest of the chapter will provide a detail of the qualitative 

framework implemented. 

3.6.1 Qualitative framework 

There are many qualitative frameworks to choose from within qualitative research. Each has 

their own uses, benefits and application depending on the nature of the research being 

undertaken. These include phenomenology, ethnography, case study, grounded theory and 

generic framework (Green et al. 2018). These theories were all considered as possible 

frameworks for the research. I have outlined the key concepts of each framework and my 

consideration within the context of my research. The qualitative research carried out as part of 

this thesis takes a ‘generic qualitative framework’, which will be explored and discussed below. 

Phenomenology is the study of conscious human experience in everyday life and therefore 

participants are studied in their natural settings, jointly participative by investigator and 
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respondent (Green et al. 2018). Social systems are believed to be that individuals only exist as 

interacting with each other and that social ‘facts’ are recognised by their meaningfulness to 

members of the social world (Bowling, 2014). For my research, I was interested in the thoughts 

and opinions of professionals on a role that may not exist within their current experience; 

therefore, my aim was to gain insights into the potential of a change in role. This could not be 

achieved through phenomenology. 

Grounded theory is a process of simultaneous data gathering and analysis, whereby a theory is 

inductively generated from the data systematically. Data gathering, analysis and theory have a 

reciprocal relationship (Bowling, 2014). The knowledge relating to the understanding of 

dietitians taking on a role to provide exercise in older adults in the management of sarcopenia 

is still an under represented area of research, therefore the aim is not to develop a new theory, 

more so to gain a deeper insight which to inform future theory. Whilst the reciprocal nature of 

moving between the literature and data fits with my interpretive epistemology, the aim of my 

research is to explore the thoughts and views of professionals, with the aim to make 

recommendations for practice therefore grounded theory was not used in my research.  

Ethnography is an observational method, which is suited to gathering naturally occurring data. 

The researcher may be present within the field of study or observe from a distance as an 

outsider with no involvement (Green et al. 2018). This method is useful for understanding 

social context, with the aim of the research to understand a phenomenon rather than peoples 

account of it (Green et al. 2018). In my research, I was more interested in dietitians and exercise 

professionals’ own perceptions and experiences of the situation (role diversification) rather 

than the actual situation itself. Additionally, the role did not exist and therefore I was seeking 

to understand the perspectives of a hypothetical role, which I believe could not be observed 

through natural observation. 

A case study approach is useful for gathering data from a small, targeted population to 

investigate naturally occurring cases. For larger samples a survey is advised. Case studies can 

provide depth and accuracy of data collection. This approach was considered however, the 

purpose of my research was to explore the opinions and perspectives of the dietitians and 

exercise professionals on the potential role of the dietitian offering exercise advice. This role 

does not currently exist therefore case-study approach was not possible. Additionally, dietetics 

is a diverse profession, with nuances relating to individual experiences and roles, therefore I 

wanted to capture a range of perspectives. My research aimed to capture both depth and breadth 

of data across a professional group, therefore a survey was not used due to the lack of depth, 

and case study approach not used due to its lack of breadth. 

A generic qualitative framework is a relatively new concept in qualitative research, and is 

becoming more common for research genres and research questions where the research does 

not fit neatly within one framework (Kahlke, 2014). A generic framework allows researchers 

to be flexible with methods and approaches that can be taken from different established 

methodologies, and create a research design that fits their epistemology, discipline and research 

question (Kahlke, 2014). Generic studies may draw upon more than one methodological 

approach, but retain a rich description of the phenomenon under investigation. It can be argued 

that there is no such thing as a perfect fit within established methodologies and therefore a risk 

that researchers ‘make their research fit’ within the confines of the methodological ‘rules’ 

(Kahlke, 2014). Generic frameworks therefore offer the potential to answer the interesting 
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questions that fall in-between the walls of the established methodologies, find new theoretical 

perspectives and open up the opportunities to find new questions (Kahlke, 2014).  

Therefore, a generic framework was chosen as the most appropriate approach to explore the 

possibilities of an emerging role amongst professionals. My research studies epitomise the 

characteristics of qualitative research, to seek to discover and understand a phenomenon, a 

process or the perspectives and worldviews of the people involved (Caelli et al. 2003). There 

is some criticism of the generic framework with the assumption that it does not engage in a 

deeply theoretical and sophisticated methodology. To ensure rigour in this research approach, 

Caelli and colleagues (2003) recommend basic requirements including noting the researchers 

position and identifying the researcher’s analytical lens from the outset as well as ensuring 

congruency in the theoretical and philosophical approaches (Kahlke, 2014). I have outlined 

these further in this chapter.    

There are two proposed designs in the qualitative framework: qualitative description and 

interpretive description (Kahlke, 2014). Qualitative description tends to take a constructivist 

epistemology and seeks to explore individual’s interpretations of experiences, usually taking a 

broad insight approach to sampling to gain maximum variation (Kahlke, 2014). Data tends to 

be collected through semi-structured interviews or focus groups. Data can be analysed 

concurrently whilst data is still being collected, and uses data generated codes that use language 

drawn directly from the data (Kahlke, 2014). Interpretive description is a technique derived 

originally from research in nursing, and takes a pragmatic and contextualised approach and has 

been described as a research method to bridge the theory-practice divide (Kahlke, 2014). This 

approach also takes a constructivist approach in that knowledge is socially constructed through 

the subjective perspective of the person who experiences it. Interpretive description encourages 

data collection and triangulation from different sources. In my research, I explore the 

perspectives of the same phenomenon but from two different perspectives (dietitians and 

exercise professionals) therefore attempting to make sense of the findings and draw 

conclusions through triangulation. Using this approach, data analysis takes a broad, 

comparative nature that attempts to locate the findings within the larger perspective of existing 

literature (Kahlke, 2014). To maintain rigour within such an open framework, it is important 

to ensure congruence throughout the epistemology, theoretical, methodological and methods 

of the research paradigm. This will be discussed in the following sections.  

3.7 Rigour 

Rigour in qualitative research refers to the measures in place to reduce influence of the 

researcher, and errors throughout the research process (Bowling, 2014). The consolidated 

criteria for reporting qualitative research (COREQ) is a 32 item checklist for interviews and 

focus groups (Tong et al. 2007). My research was benchmarked against the checklist to ensure 

all reasonable efforts were made to ensure rigour and quality of the study methods in order to 

enhance the trustworthiness of the data. Methods to ensure rigour are discussed below: 

3.7.1 Reflexivity 

Reflexivity is a continuous process of self-reflection that the researcher engages with, in the 

context of the research to gain better awareness of how their actions, feelings and perceptions 

may interfere with the research process (Green at al 2018). Reflexivity enhances rigour and 

adds credibility to the research findings by recognising the subjectivity of the researcher 

(Darawsheh 2014). It clarifies the philosophical position of the researcher in relation to the 
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research question and provides transparency for the reader, thus increasing the confidence, 

congruency and credibility of findings (Darawsheh 2014).  

Reflexivity recognises the researcher’s subjective role as a continuous, comprehensive process 

used at all levels of the research process, from designing and conducting research to analysing 

data (Darawsheh, 2014). It is important that the researcher becomes critically conscious of any 

potential bias they may have (Underwood et al. 2015). The aim of reflexivity is not to eliminate 

bias but to bring it to the forefront (Underwood et al. 2015). Reflexivity is discussed in the 

context of each aspect of the research process in this section.  

Researcher lens 

My lens is one of a health care professional, and in particular my identity as a dietitian. As a 

dietitian, I have a ‘native’ perspective when it comes to exploring perspectives of dietitians and 

more widely health care professionals. Through my lens as a dietitian, I can relate to the 

participants with empathy and a shared professional understanding, thus appreciate their 

motivations, dilemmas, and priorities (Green et al. 2018). My experience working with the 

older adult population within the community setting, and experience of multi-disciplinary 

working alongside physiotherapists allowed me to appreciate the professional relationships and 

politics that may exist when it comes to professional boundaries. An ‘insider’ perspective 

enables consideration of the logic and rationality that an outsider may disregard as misguided 

or irrational beliefs (Green et al. 2018). I also have a personal interest in exercise and believe 

the benefits of regular exercise for the maintenance of health and prevention of disease are 

extremely important as part of a healthy lifestyle. I enjoy participating in a range of exercise 

types including strength training, cardio type exercises such as hiking, running and cycling, 

and competitive sports as a recreational hockey player. I also have a bachelor degree in Biology 

and Sports Science, which allowed me to underpin my interest in exercise physiology with a 

scientific framework. Therefore, I came into the research with opinions and values that formed 

part of my personal subjectivity in relation to the research topic. I am also a female, mid 30’s 

and of white British heritage. Race, gender and age may pose methodological challenges in 

qualitative research where the researcher may influence the recruitment, responses, as well as 

influence how the data is interpreted and analysed (Underwood et al. 2015).  

Reflective journal 

I am aware that I have my own presumptions and opinions on the topic, as well as expectations 

and predictions for the findings (Darawsheh, 2014). It is important that these are acknowledged 

throughout the research process, therefore a reflective journal was kept to record how these 

views changed over time (Bowling, 2014). This allowed me to reflect on my interaction with 

the research setting and to ensure my perceptions did not interfere with the interpretation of the 

research outputs.  

My background as a health care professional in a profession that has a strong affiliation with 

values around patient centred care, holistic approaches and using motivation and behaviour 

change theory to underpin the discipline, may naturally draw me to qualitative research that 

places emphasis on people’s thoughts, emotions and opinions (Cooper et al. 2007).  

Using reflexivity allowed me to situate myself in relation to the research question. Using my 

reflective journal, I considered the knowledge I had at the start of my research journey and my 

motivations when formulating the initial research question and for conducting the study. My 

passion and belief in the effectiveness of exercise, and my personal experience as a dietitian 
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working with older adults, led me to believe that dietitians should take a more proactive role in 

delivering physical activity advice to older adults in the prevention of sarcopenia. However, I 

recognised in my own practice, that certain barriers may prevent them from doing this – 

including concerns around exceeding professional boundaries and going beyond the scope of 

practice, infringing the professional roles and crossing professional boundaries that may cause 

conflict with other professionals, and the risk of causing unintentional harm to patients as a 

result of the exercise. This also resonated with me as a lack of confidence and self-efficacy in 

my ability, knowledge and competencies to be able to offer this advice without sufficient 

training or qualifications.  

The development of the research question 

This section outlines the theoretical positioning of the research and the process of formulating 

the research question. Theoretical positioning refers to the researcher’s motives, 

presuppositions and personal history that leads them toward, and subsequently influences, a 

particular area of inquiry (Caelli et al. 2003). Here, I have used reflexivity (through my lens as 

a researcher and a dietitian described above) to situate myself in relation to the research 

question (Darawsheh, 2014). My journey of how I arrived at the research question is described 

below.   

Initial motivation for the study using reflexivity 

My first role after qualifying as a dietitian was as a public health specialist from 2009-2014. 

My remit was mainly in prevention of disease, working with deprived communities in low 

socio-economic status areas, targeting vulnerable groups (based on age, ethnicity, gender, 

disability etc.) that have higher risks of poor health outcomes. I then began working in a clinical 

role as a community dietitian from December 2010 to June 2014, specialising in nutritional 

support, working in the community setting in order to prevent and treat disease related 

malnutrition. Many of my patients had age related declines leading to malnutrition, and I 

managed a caseload of patients who received home enteral feeding. Most of these patients had 

disease related malnutrition due to chronic illness such as cancer, stroke or neurological 

conditions. Many of my patients were house bound, frail and varied in their independence to 

carry out activities of daily living. Patients would often report a desire to build back their 

strength, regain their independence and confidence in doing simple tasks such as socialising 

with friends and family, visiting places outside their house, shopping, doing housework or 

gardening for themselves. Their mental and emotional health was regarded as important to 

them, with feelings of loneliness, isolation, lack of social connections and feeling a burden on 

others reported frequently to me.  

Within both of my roles I used behaviour change approaches to empower people to make 

changes to their diet and lifestyle. I used a holistic and patient centred approach, recognising 

the holistic care for the person, to understand the wider determinants of health and the 

psychosocial aspects that may influence their lifestyle choices and motivation. This provoked 

my curiosity to investigate the effectiveness of dietetic counselling and nutritional support on 

achieving outcomes beyond the standard clinical outcome measures of weight loss, BMI and 

weight maintenance (as defined in NICE criteria for malnutrition) (NICE, 2006) and to asses 

more functional and patient important outcomes such as quality of life, independence and 

physical function. Based on my observations as a community dietitian, patients anecdotally 

prioritised outcomes such as quality of life, activities of daily living and mobility as important 

goals for treatment over measures such as weight or clinical biomarkers (such as blood 
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biochemistry results). In my role, I observed that patients who were not able to carry out 

adequate physical activity (or were sedentary or immobile) despite following nutrition support 

guidance were less likely to see improvements in their functional capacity, regardless of 

successful weight restoration. During my time in clinical practice, there was a growing 

availability of research on the phenomenon of sarcopenic obesity (see background chapter), 

which raised the question within my own mind of whether the nutritional interventions that 

were achieving weight gain in patients, were actually contributing to sarcopenic obesity. This 

led me to investigate this in more detail and seek consensus from the literature to determine if 

a combined exercise and nutrition approach to malnutrition and sarcopenia was more effective 

than nutritional intervention alone on sarcopenic outcome measures. The literature (as 

discussed in my background chapter) suggests nutrition alone may not lead to increases in 

strength and physical function, therefore resistance exercise training should be considered for 

all older adults at risk of sarcopenia, alongside adequate nutrition. From my personal 

experience in my own career and through my professional network, I had not known of any 

dietitians offering exercise advice to older adults in the context of sarcopenia. I have been an 

active committee member of the Older Peoples Specialist Group within the BDA, as well as a 

member of the committee for the European Federation of Association of Dietitians (EFAD) 

Older Adults subgroup for the past 4 years. Being a member of these committees has allowed 

me to build a strong network of practitioners and researchers with my subject field both 

nationally and internationally. 

My interest in the literature and my passion for advancing the profession of dietetics was the 

starting point for coming up with my research question. However, before recommendations 

could be made for dietitians to provide exercise advice to the older adult patient group, the 

attitudes and opinions of dietitians and exercise professionals need to be explored to understand 

the barriers and facilitators in practice. The findings of my research will help inform practical 

recommendations for future practice.  

Scoping the literature  

Scoping of the literature was carried out to identify the evidence base on the topic of sarcopenia 

treatment and management (see background chapter). From the scoping phase, I realised that 

many systematic reviews had been published on the combined effects of nutrition and exercise 

in achieving outcomes associated with sarcopenia. However, I also observed that the 

population of older adults are a heterogeneous population, as well as heterogeneity in the study 

design and interventions studied, which vary greatly in the type, dose, duration and frequency 

of supplementation as well as intensity, type, duration and frequency of the exercise 

intervention (see background chapter). In addition, a lack of consensus for identification and 

diagnosis of sarcopenia, and cut off points for measurements associated with sarcopenia 

outcomes makes it difficult to quantify prevalence, and measure effectiveness of interventions 

in trials. Moreover, it is difficult to combine or compare study findings to draw conclusions. 

However, since 2010, there have been several working groups internationally who have 

published consensus guidelines (see background chapter), with the most recent consensus 

definition published in 2019 (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019), therefore this poses an opportunity to 

investigate how these guidelines may be implemented in practice. My research will contribute 

towards achieving this.  
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Re-framing the research 

Based on the current traditional role of dietitians within the UK and worldwide, the delivery of 

exercise advice alongside nutritional counselling is not widely considered within the scope of 

common practice within the dietetic profession (see background chapter). Therefore, before 

any recommendations could be made to change practice on a large scale, there would need 

further exploring into the opinions and thoughts of the dietitians and exercise professionals 

whom this may affect. Additionally, no studies to date have studied this topic with UK 

dietitians or exercise professionals. Therefore, this led me to investigate through qualitative 

research, the views, attitudes and opinions of dietitians and exercise professionals on the 

extended role of the dietitian in providing exercise advice for the management of sarcopenia in 

older adults within the UK health care system.  

Recruitment and reflexivity 

The researcher’s position can influence various aspects of the research process. One aspect 

related to this is the recruitment of participants. In the first study, the dietitians were recruited 

from a local geographical area using convenience sampling. My role at Coventry University as 

a visiting tutor for dietetics students means many dietetic departments within the West 

Midlands may know me. I have also worked as a community dietitian within the local area 

(Dudley NHS trust) therefore have a well-established network of dietitians working in the area 

of older adults and community dietetics. I used purposive sampling to recruit community 

dietitians working with older adults, therefore my recruitment pool were also my peers. Being 

a researcher who is known to the participants may help or hinder the recruitment process. The 

first pilot focus group I conducted with my previous work colleagues, therefore ethical 

implications included maintaining confidentiality and anonymity were important. In some 

respect, I felt more comfortable knowing the group and the personalities of the participants; 

however, I also felt more pressure and perceived higher expectations by people who know me. 

I also considered that the participants might have felt obliged to participate in fear of letting 

me down, which may also have influenced the responses they gave in the focus group. 

Participants that are known to the research may feel reluctant to provide honest responses in 

fear that it may offend the researcher, or that it may affect the relationship with the researcher 

outside of the research, therefore this could introduce some undue influence in the findings. I 

made every effort to ensure there was no expectation or pressure placed upon participants to 

participate by being clear about this is my recruitment communications. I remained 

professional and treated all participants equally by using standardised email templates, 

procedures for organising and carrying out the focus group, and a standard topic guide for the 

facilitation of the focus group. I also ensured all recruitment material was peer reviewed by my 

research team. I used reflexivity through documenting in my reflective journal, to acknowledge 

potential undue influence from the research-participant relationship, power dynamics or 

rapport.  

For the second study, I was conscious that my participants were from a different professional 

background to me, therefore a risk that this would reduce engagement, however I used mutual 

ground as a HCPC registered allied health professional and used champions within the 

networks to disseminate and promote my recruitment flyer. I also used my social media 

presence on twitter to disseminate the recruitment flyer through a snowballing effect. My social 

media professional network of followers gave me credibility in the recruitment of participants 

outside of my professional field.  
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Gender, race and age can pose methodological challenges when recruiting participants. The 

dietetics profession is predominantly female (93% females) as is physiotherapy (74% females) 

(HCPC 2020). Due to the under representation of males in both professions, as well as my own 

gender as a female, I wanted to ensure I included both male and female participants in my 

study, therefore I consciously used gender-neutral references and language in recruitment and 

targeting. Having a male supervisor as part of the research team allowed peer review of the 

recruitment process to eliminate any gender bias or discrimination (Underwood et al. 2015). 

However, the profession of exercise professionals (non-physiotherapists) is predominantly 

male, therefore I was also aware of this when targeting recruitment of exercise professionals 

(non-physiotherapist) to recruit both genders using my networks.  

Data collection and reflexivity 

Personal values, beliefs and experience of the research can bring about subjectivity in the 

research. Darawsheh (2014) suggests qualitative researchers should celebrate their subjectivity 

rather than see it is a contamination. The researcher’s personality, values and professional 

position can be used in data collection to help participants feel at ease, and create a comfortable 

environment to encourage participants to be open about sharing information, thus generate 

relevant findings (Darawsheh, 2014). I believe my empathetic, compassionate and relaxed 

demeanour provided a safe and comfortable environment for participants to express themselves 

openly and honestly. Participants fed this back to me informally during the data collection 

process.  

Dietetics is a profession that requires the skill of listening to, and understanding of others 

perspectives in a non-judgemental manner, therefore this allowed me to conduct interviews and 

maintain a neutral persona as well as building trust and rapport quickly with participants. My 

emotional intelligence allowed me to read non-verbal cues such as body language, facial 

expressions and tone of voice, and I was able to adapt my communication to provide empathy 

and reassurance to participants and encourage them to share information more willingly.      

Having insider knowledge of the dietetics profession helped me feel relaxed when conducting 

research with participants in the first study. However, being close to the participants and the 

research can also influence the data that is collected from participants due to perceived or 

historical power dynamics that may exist with participants who knew me (Underwood et al. 

2015). Additionally, factors such as race, gender, ethnicity and age can affect the relationship 

between the researcher and the participants, for example, participants may respond to the 

questions in ways they believe will make sense to the researcher (Underwood et al. 2015). 

Research outcomes therefore are the result of collaboration between the researcher and the 

participants. I used neutral but encouraging minimal cues to the participants responses, rather 

than using ‘yes’ which may be perceived as me agreeing with their response, I used ‘mmm’ or 

‘ok’ as a verbal cue to demonstrate active listening and encourage the participant to elaborate. 

In the face-to-face focus groups, I was able to use eye contact and body language to 

demonstrate listening. Although this was harder to achieve in the online interviews, using the 

video conferencing option, I achieved this through nodding, smiling and open body language 

to show I was listening. I used paraphrasing, repetition and summarising to demonstrate active 

listening and to confirm my understanding was correct (Underwood et al. 2015). To reduce the 

likelihood of the Hawthorne effect (whereby participants behave or respond differently because 

they are being observed) (Green et al. 2018), a period of familiarisation (icebreaker) took place 
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at the start of the session to make participants feel at ease and relax into natural conversation 

flow.   

I used reflexivity in my communication with participants to ensure my intentions were open 

and transparent and to reduce participants from holding back on sharing their true opinions. 

My amenable personality and sense of humour helped to set the scene at the beginning of the 

focus groups, by providing an introduction about my role as a researcher and facilitator, being 

open and honest as to my previous experience in the field, and outlining the research methods. 

I facilitated a short icebreaker activity to allow all participants to speak and introduce 

themselves, as in some of the group’s participants did not know each other. Providing clear and 

detailed information about my philosophical position, reflexivity and details of the study 

methods was intended to ensure participants were able to express themselves fully, thus 

increasing credibility of the findings (Smith et al. 2016). All participants in each focus group 

were treated the same to ensure consistency. I used a standard PowerPoint presentation to 

deliver the introduction and ground rules, as well as a peer reviewed semi-structured topic 

guide to pose open questions to the groups. This provided rigour and increased internal validity. 

In study 2, a challenge with conducting interviews within a virtual platform was that I had not 

met the participants before, therefore building rapport and creating a comfortable environment 

was important. I used my verbal communication skills to build a rapport with participants when 

opening the interview through using small talk to find common ground. Prior communication 

via email to arrange the interviews had also allowed me to start to build a rapport. Participants 

were provided with a background to the research purpose, aims, and objectives, through the 

participant information sheet, and I reiterating it at the start of the interview. I was open about 

my background as a dietitian, my experience with older adults and my motivations in my 

research. To ensure I remained consistent in my approach to all participants, I followed a semi-

structured topic guide using peer reviewed questions. Using the online interview platform 

allowed participants to be recruited from a much wider geographical reach, and therefore the 

participants were less likely to be known to me.  

Creating the topic guide and reflexivity 

A topic guide was co-created with my research team. This team consisted of my main 

supervisor (DL) along with my other two supervisors (BT and MD). Two of these are dietitians, 

and one is an exercise physiologist. Two were females, one male. Having a broad range of 

expertise within my research team ensured multiple perspectives were drawn upon to develop 

the topic guide questions. Scoping of similar research studies were used initially to establish 

common questions asked within interviews for similar study types. Guidance from Green and 

Thorogood (2018) was used to formulate the questions, such as asking open questions, asking 

participants to draw on relevant experiences rather than abstract concepts, avoiding questions 

that imply judgement, and using clear language that is not ambiguous. The questions were 

carefully considered to align with the aims and objectives of the research, and to ensure 

questions were directly related to the research question. There were some ‘warm-up’ questions 

to understand the context and background of each participant, and to make participants feel at 

ease with the process. My supervisory team are experienced facilitators in qualitative research 

therefore were able to provide constructive feedback on the formulation of the questions. The 

topic guide was prepared as a semi-structured guide; therefore, the researcher had some 

flexibility within the interviews to allow the natural conversation to lead the direction of the 

interview, whilst ensuring all of the questions had been covered.  
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Data analysis and reflexivity 

Analytical lens refers to the methodologic and interpretive presuppositions that will dictate 

how a researcher engages with their data (Caelli et al. 2003). To ensure transparency and to 

reduce subjective influence from me during the analysis process, the themes were peer 

reviewed by my supervisory team. The original transcripts and audio recordings were available 

for checking where necessary. During the analysis, I was conscious not to assert my own 

interpretations on participant’s accounts and I used my supervisors for peer review of the 

themes. Additionally, during data collection, I was conscious of my role as an interviewer or 

moderator; therefore, I did not share any of my own experiences or opinions with participants, 

or cast judgement. I kept a reflective journal for each stage of the data collection and analysis 

to record my assumptions, interpretations and feelings at each stage of the research process. 

This awareness allowed me to bring my thoughts and actions to a conscious level and become 

aware of their influence on the data analysis outcomes. I ensured that the conclusions drawn 

from the data were supported with relevant quotes, and that a range of perspectives and views 

were included equally in the findings write up. The analysis was peer reviewed by my 

supervisors, and regular peer discussions allowed different perspectives on the data analysis to 

be considered.  

3.7.2 Peer review and peer debrief 

Observer bias refers to the accuracy of reporting of the research by the observer collecting and 

interpreting the data (Cooper, 2007). Testing for observer bias can be achieved through 

checking for inter-observer bias. In my research, the interviews and focus groups were recorded 

using a Dictaphone or video recording and transcripts were typed verbatim. Following 

familiarisation of the data, I coded the data independently using semantic and latent coding. 

The themes were then peer reviewed by my supervisors (DL, BT, MD) to offer a balance of 

perspectives (MD is an exercise physiologist. BT and DL are both dietitians). Being personally 

responsible for conducting all of the interviews and focus groups, transcribing the data, and 

coding by hand, I was able to immerse myself in the data. I used field notes to record the non-

verbal communication or inferences that I had observed during the data collection. This was 

not formally analysed but helped understand the context in which the data was reported. 

Regular discussions were held with my supervisory team using an inductive approach to 

discuss the interpretations of the findings and reaching a consensus through peer review.  

3.7.3 Transferability 

Transferability is the understanding of how the findings from the study will be relevant in other 

settings. A detailed description of the participant characteristics are provided within each study 

to allows the reader to compare the study participants and setting based on their own setting to 

decide how transferable the study findings are to their population. My research included 

participants with a range of professional experiences (as well as a broad geographical spread 

in recruitment of participants in the second study) through the use of maximum variation 

recruitment and sampling, therefore the findings can be applied to other dietitians and exercise 

professionals in similar roles (working in the community with older adults).  

Conceptual generalisability is another term referred to in qualitative research as being able to 

generalise the ‘concept’ discovered in the research findings to other settings rather than the 

findings themselves (Green et al. 2018). In relation to my research, the concept of the barriers 

and enablers as well as the attitudes and opinions around role cross over and the extended role 
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can be generalised to other health care professionals, not limited to dietitians and 

physiotherapists. 

3.7.4 Credibility and confirmability 

Throughout the research process, I maintained a detailed account of the research process (using 

an audit trail), to provide transparency that the approach was as described in the methods 

section (Cooper, 2007). An audit trail documents a clear and transparent rationale of the 

decision-making process as the researcher moves through the research study. A detailed 

account of the methods for each study are provided in the next section. 

3.7.5 Dependability  

Dependability refers to the ability of the research to account for the ever-changing context that 

the research is set. In my research, I have provided a detailed account of the current climate in 

which the research is collected. This includes the global pandemic (COVID-19) which has 

produced large-scale societal and political changes worldwide, and has huge consequences in 

the subject of health care (see introduction chapter). Additionally, a background has been 

provided (see background chapter) to outline the gradual changes and trends within the health 

care setting and within the profession of dietetics over the past 5-10 years which drives the 

motivation for the study. This helps the reader understand the context in which the research 

findings will fit.  

Triangulation is a comparative strategy to allow an objective assessment of the study findings 

(Green et al. 2018). It is important to view the study from more than one perspective, therefore 

in my research this was achieved through obtaining qualitative data on the same research 

phenomenon from two different professional perspectives; exercise professionals and 

dietitians. Other forms of triangulation include data triangulation (using as many different 

forms of data) which in my research, I have used findings from similar studies to compare my 

findings. This is discussed in the synthesis of findings chapter.  

3.8 Methods 

3.8.1 Recruitment and sampling  

Purposive sampling 

In both studies, purposive sampling was used to identify potential participants with relevant 

experiences to provide deep insights into the research question (Green et al. 2018; 

Unwuegbuzie et al. 2007). Purposive sampling is used when the purpose of the research is to 

generate insights into a phenomenon. Therefore, the research specially targets individuals, 

groups or settings that maximise understanding of the phenomenon (Unwuegbuzie et al. 2007). 

A clear inclusion criterion was set to include a specific target audience (Study 1: HCPC 

registered dietitians working in the UK and Study 2: HCPC registered physiotherapists or 

qualified exercise professionals working in the UK). Relevant experience working with older 

adults aged over 60 years in the community setting was advantageous, therefore, this was 

outlined in the inclusion criterion. Recruitment was targeted through societies, networks and 

organisations that were relevant to the older adult specialism. This included the British Dietetic 

Association (including specialist older people and parenteral and enteral nutrition sub groups 

and local West Midlands Network branch), the Chartered Society of Physiotherapy and AGILE 

(specialist sub-group of physiotherapists working with older people) (and from here 

snowballing recruitment through word of mouth) and BASES (Trotter 2012).  
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Convenience sampling was applied for study 1 as the focus groups were carried out face-to-

face, therefore to make it feasible I held the focus groups at four different locations within the 

West Midlands area and targeted recruitment within local departments and professional 

networks. Homogenous sampling (Unwuegbuzie et al. 2007) was used to select participants 

and group them based on similar sub-groups that they belong to. For example, participants 

from the same or closely related NHS trusts were grouped together, for both convenience for 

participants and the researcher, as well as generating conversation and topics that all 

participants could contribute.  

Study 2 did not require convenience sampling as the interviews were conducted online, 

therefore were not constrained by physical attendance. This allowed a wider geographical 

spread of recruitment. I used a multi-stage purposive sampling strategy to recruit 

physiotherapists and exercise specialists with experience in the field of exercise provision in 

older adults (Unwuegbuzie et al. 2007). This approach was chosen for the second study, as I 

was less familiar with the working practices of professionals in the exercise arena compared to 

the dietetics sector. Initially, maximum variation sampling was used to obtain multiple 

perspectives from a range of individuals to gain insight into the complexities of the topic. 

Recruitment was initiated through approaching national bodies such as BASES (British 

Association of Sport and Exercise Sciences) and CSP (Chartered Society of Physiotherapy) as 

well as my local network of contacts. Due to limited access to physiotherapist and exercise 

professional networks (compared to my extensive network of dietitians), I used snowball 

sampling (Unwuegbuzie et al. 2007) to reach participants that I would not know to reach. An 

example of this was through contacting the Chartered Society of Physiotherapists, I was 

provided with contact details of key informants/ gatekeepers who would be able to recommend 

relevant people for recruitment including the AGILE (subgroup of the CSP specialising in older 

adults). This led to the recruitment of a range of professionals within the field who were 

considered ‘rich data’ for my study. Participants were included as study participants if they met 

the inclusion criteria and provided consent to participate. Once my minimum target recruitment 

was reached (eight participants), I used stratified purposeful sampling to complete my final 

recruitment. I had a waiting list of four participants who were interested and met the inclusion 

criteria. At this point, it was felt information redundancy had been achieved, therefore I selected 

my final interviewee based on under-represented characteristics within the existing sample (an 

exercise physiologist).  

Sample size 

Quantitative research takes a probabilistic approach to sampling using statistical calculations, 

with the goal to obtain large, representative samples to generalise findings to populations 

(Onwuegbuzie et al. 2007; Trotter 2012). However, in qualitative research, the aim is to gather 

in-depth and purposive insights from smaller samples. Different theoretical frameworks utilise 

different methods to agree a realistic sample size (Green et al. 2018). In qualitative research, it 

is important to select a sample size sufficient to yield data that is likely to reach data saturation, 

theoretical saturation or information redundancy (Onwuegbuzie et al. 2007). For individual 

interviews, a sample size between 6-12 participants is considered adequate for a narrow 

research question within a well-defined community (Green et al. 2014; Unwuegbuzie et al. 

2007). Focus groups tend to recruit between 4-10 participants, and it is suggested to aim for 3-

5 focus groups within a study to obtain a range of perspectives and to reach information 

redundancy (Smith et al. 2016; Unwuegbuzie et al. 2007). Sample size for recruitment in my 
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research studies was provisionally agreed at the beginning of the study with my supervisory 

team. A sensible recruitment target range was agreed to enable me to plan and schedule 

interviews. Based on other similar studies, I decided to aim for 3-4 focus groups for study 1, 

and 8-10 interviews for study 2, however ongoing recruitment was assessed based on the 

perceived level of information redundancy.  

The length of the interviews and focus groups were decided at the start of the study 

(Unwuegbuzie et al. 2007). This was discussed within the supervisory team and was based on 

the number of participants, the amount and depth of questions, as well as balancing realistically 

the available time commitment (of the researcher and the participants), and comfort levels for 

engagement (long enough to capture sufficient data, but short enough to maintain concentration 

and enthusiasm). Timings were tested in the pilot interview as a benchmark for subsequent 

interviews. Focus groups were scheduled for 2-hour blocks, with the aim for data collection to 

last 60-90 minutes. This allowed for a short introductory period of familiarisation with the 

participants, explanation of ground rules and the purpose of the study. It also allowed flexibility 

in timings for more vocal or larger groups. Individual interviews were scheduled for 90 

minutes, however the assumption that data collection would take 60 minutes.  This is consistent 

with other studies of a similar nature in the field (see background literature).  

Reaching information redundancy  

Generally, in qualitative research, sample size approach should be decided with the overall aim 

to reach information redundancy (Unwuegbuzie et al. 2007). The emergent theory utilises the 

saturation-sampling model whereby participants continue to be recruited until it is believed that 

no new data or concepts are emerging from the data (Trotter 2012). Once this point has been 

reached, recruitment stops (Trotter 2012). The process involves a continuous review of the data 

throughout the data collection period. It is believed that qualitative reliability can be addressed 

through this basic data redundancy test (Trotter 2012).  

In my research, I conducted continuous analysis of the data to determine when information 

redundancy had occurred. This was achieved through initial review of the data following each 

interview or focus group as I was transcribing the data. I recorded brief notes of commonly 

occurring topics and codes that were appearing in the data. As the data collection progressed, 

the decision to cease further recruitment was made along with my supervisory team, once it 

was felt that no new data was emerging from the interviews, or that the same responses were 

being generated. Towards the end of the data collection period, I was able to deliberately select 

my final participants to complete my data collection based on those who I thought were most 

likely to offer a new perspective (Green et al. 2018). Selecting participants may exert undue 

influence from the researcher and therefore reflexivity was used to acknowledge the reasons 

for the selection, and be mindful of any undue influence that may have been introduced from 

selection of participants based on physical characteristics. Additionally, the selection and 

recruitment process were discussed with my supervisory team to gain multiple perspectives 

and opinions that contributed to the final decision on participant recruitment and inclusion.  

3.8.2 Data collection 
Focus groups  

Focus group interviews were the preferred method for my first study to explore the opinions 

and experiences around exercise prescription amongst dietitians to allow a range of views and 

perspectives to be collected in a group setting, to allow the opportunity for discussion and 
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challenge from individuals with a diverse range of perspectives. As health care professionals, 

dietitians are used to reflecting, discussing and debating topics, using active listening and 

exploring deeper understandings and meanings from others perspective with clients and peers, 

therefore the group setting was not deemed to be intimidating or uncomfortable. Additionally, 

the subject topic was not considered to be a sensitive or highly emotive topic that would 

discourage participants from being open to discussion within a group setting (Smith et al. 

2016).  

I had anticipated both opposing and agreeing arguments from participants as well as possible 

ambiguity from those who may not have considered this phenomenon before. Many factors 

influence the dietitian’s personal views towards exercise prescription, including personal 

preference to exercise, their knowledge and confidence on the subject area, their perceived 

skills and competencies, existing qualifications, as well as their general interest in the topic 

(Crisford et al. 2018).  

Focus groups are used to generate talk and interactions among group participants (Smith et al. 

2016). It is important within group settings to ensure all participants are able to have relevant 

and sufficient contributions to the data; failure to collect an adequate sample of words would 

in essence be a crisis of representation and legitimation (Unwuegbuzie et al. 2007). The 

challenges faced with group interviews are to prevent dominating characters within the focus 

group having disproportionate contributions or length of contributions at the expense of others, 

therefore the interviewer must encourage contribution from all members of the group to ensure 

complete coverage (Unwuegbuzie et al. 2007). My role in facilitating the focus groups was to 

create a safe and secure environment in which participants feel comfortable to open up and 

share their experiences, as well as being able to challenge others but be open to considering 

others’ views and opinions. In each focus group, I started by setting ground rules with the 

participants to create a supportive environment (see appendix 2). A topic guide was used to list 

open-ended questions (see appendix 2), with the conversation direction then being led by the 

group. I used prompting questions to follow up on points discussed by the group to encourage 

them to expand on their points and provide deeper insights. My prior experience of facilitating 

group discussions in teaching, and group education for patients, meant that I was confident and 

experienced moderating the discussions, therefore encouraged all participants to contribute.  

Interviews  

In qualitative enquiry, the purpose of interviews is to create a conversation to invite the 

participant to tell their story and share their opinions, perspectives and experiences (Smith et 

al. 2016). Therefore, it can be argued that the interview cannot be a neutral or objective event. 

The interactions between two people will be influenced by (and not limited to) personality, 

history, emotions, age, gender, race as well as non-verbal interactions, the context in which the 

interview is being conducted and where and when it is held (Smith et al. 2016).  

My research used a semi-structured interview approach, using a topic guide (see appendix 3) 

to ask open questions around a specific topic, but flexible to allow the participant to steer the 

conversation in a direction relevant to them and their experiences. I asked follow up questions 

to probe further and gain a deeper insight into their answers.  

In my research, I arranged the interviews at a time that was mutually convenient for both the 

participant and I, and I made sure that I was flexible around their preferences, such as offering 

times during the day, evenings or weekends. This allowed a shift in control and power to the 
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participant to allow the interview to take place on their terms (Smith et al. 2016). The purpose 

of the interviews was explained in the recruitment advert, and once participants had expressed 

an interest in taking part, a participant information sheet along with the consent form was sent 

to participants to sign and return before an interview was scheduled. Once an interview had 

been scheduled, the topic guide was sent to the participants in advance to allow them to become 

familiar with the nature of the questions.  Again, the intention was for participants to feel 

comfortable and prepared, and have time to reflect on the questions before the interview. This 

would mean that the responses to the questions were well thought out, and that the participant 

was able to be relaxed and open in the interviews, to allow me to probe further and deeper into 

their responses. However, I also acknowledge that allowing participants to see the interview 

questions beforehand may mean their responses are not natural reactions but may have been 

researched and evaluated beforehand. Some participants had reported they had discussed their 

responses with their peers prior to the interview, which again may have influenced their 

response. To ensure the response was their true and personal response, I reiterated the 

importance of this at the start of the interview. I allowed flexibility in the topic guide by 

changing the order of the questions in response to the participant’s responses. I carefully framed 

follow up questions to probe further, encouraging the participant to respond naturally to my 

follow up questions and therefore seek the truth.  

3.8.3 Data analysis  

Thematic analysis 

Thematic analysis (TA) is an analytic approach to identify patterns across datasets (Smith et 

al. 2016). TA is not attached to a particular methodological approach or philosophical position 

therefore can be applied with great flexibility (Smith et al. 2016). My analysis used an inductive 

approach to generate themes from the data. This is consistent with my subjective 

epistemological and relativist ontological positioning.  

Thematic analysis is a recursive, iterative and reflexive process that requires the researcher to 

move backwards and forwards through the data (Smith et al. 2016). The analysis is formulated 

through the involvement of the theoretical assumptions, disciplinary knowledge and the content 

of the data (Smith et al. 2016). Reflexivity is important during analysis, as the analysis process 

requires conscious choice, thought and decision-making. Reflexivity will be discussed below 

in relation to each stage of the analysis process.  

The analysis of my data followed Braun and Clarke’s six-phase model of thematic analysis 

(Smith et al. 2016). Phase one involved familiarisation of the data and becoming fully 

immersed in the data set. I achieved this through a variety of ways; initially through data 

collection, (I kept a reflective journal to reflect on my observations and thoughts following 

each interview). I then gained further in-depth insights by listening back to the recordings 

several times (critically questioning the data to start to identify concepts and ideas that 

addressed my research question). Finally, I transcribed all of the interviews by hand which 

involved deep concentration and intensity of engagement (hearing the interviews as well as 

writing the transcripts provided an immersive connection with the data). To provide reflexivity 

at this stage, I kept a reflective journal and had many discussions with my supervisory team to 

articulate my thoughts. This process of ‘peer debriefing’ aids credibility to the research findings 

by questioning the subjectivity of the researcher and inviting other perspectives. This phase 

involved critical engagement with the data but in an informal way, making notes and having 

discussions. 
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Phase two of TA used a formal and structured approach to analysis, moving on to coding the 

data. Initial coding was carried out by hand whereby a list of codes was generated as they 

emerged from the data. Once my initial codes were agreed with my supervisors, ‘tagging’ was 

carried out using a computerised coding software (NVivo). At this stage, new codes were added 

in if existing codes did not fit, some codes were merged together, and some data were assigned 

more than one code if they represented two meanings. As I became more analytically immersed 

in the data, the coding evolved. This allowed me to achieve a systematic, coherent and robust 

set of codes (Smith et al. 2016). I used both semantic and latent coding to code the data; 

initially, semantic coding was used to code phrases based on the actual key words within the 

phrase. Later, I used latent coding to code phrases based on interpretations of the meaning of 

the phrase. Using both semantic and latent coding can provide more criticality and depth, 

interpreting the data in relation to its importance to the research question (Smith et al. 2016).    

Phases 3-5 involve a more in-depth and critical engagement with the data in order to answer 

the research question (Smith et al. 2016). At this stage, relevant codes that answer the research 

question were grouped into sub-categories with similar meaning or intention using latent 

coding. This process allows a robust and detailed analysis. The sub-categories were then 

clustered into themes. The theme is the ‘higher-level’ category capturing the broader nuances. 

The theme has a central organising concept, but contains many ideas that are represented by 

that theme (Smith et al. 2016).  

Once the themes were provisionally agreed, a reviewing process took place which involved 

working first with the coded data, and then going back to the whole data set to check i) does 

the analysis fit well with the data and ii) is the story coherent and compelling, and addresses 

the research question (Smith et al. 2016). This was an iterative process, which involved peer 

review discussions with the supervisory team and myself.  

Once I was confident the themes told a coherent story and answered the research question, the 

scope and boundaries of each theme were defined to describe the unique and specific elements 

of that theme (Braun and Clarke, 2006). Overarching themes that capture an idea underpinning 

several themes represent the overall story of the data. A conceptual map was created which 

provides a visual diagram of the overlap and relationships between themes (Smith et al. 2016). 

Phase 6 is writing up the analytical interpretations with the data. A range of quotes are used 

from the data that support the analysis. Both illustrative approaches (providing examples from 

the data to support the description) as well as analytical approaches (requiring interpretation) 

to the write up were used to convey the findings from the research (Smith et al. 2016). I ensured 

quotes from all participants were included, and a balanced view was presented to demonstrate 

the full range of opinions expressed.  

This comprehensive, systematic approach ensured trustworthiness of the results through 

credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability. 

3.8.4 Ethics considerations 

Ethics approval was submitted to, and granted by, Coventry University Ethics Committee prior 

to the commencement of the research. Ethics considerations for this research include following 

a robust research approach and good ethical practice throughout all stages of the research 

process from recruitment to analysis and dissemination of results. Protecting the participant’s 

wellbeing and the researcher wellbeing is of utmost importance, therefore careful consideration 

of the methods and approaches were necessary to ensure confidentiality, anonymity, safety and 
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respect (Hammersley and Traianou 2012). As data collection for study one was conducted at 

various NHS locations, housekeeping and health and safety protocols were followed 

specifically for the location, and meeting arrangements were agreed with all participants who 

signed up to attend. The perceived risks associated with participation in the research for 

participants was very low. During the focus group introductions, participants were reminded 

of confidentiality arrangements to include patient and colleague anonymity, as well as 

confidentiality of the discussion unless patient safety or professional indemnity was considered 

a concern. The research required a short time commitment from participants, and for face-to-

face data collection, it required travelling and physical attendance. Participants were not 

reimbursed for their time commitment with monetary reward therefore for some, this may have 

required agreement with their employer, and for others, they may have taken time out of their 

personal time. I allowed for a short de-briefing period at the end of the interview to thank 

participants for their time, inform them of the next steps and to offer them a chance to ask any 

questions about the research process. My contact details were provided for participants to 

contact me if they had any further questions. Benefits to the participating in the research 

including the building of professional networks, and the opportunity for participants to 

contribute to future knowledge generation for the benefit of patients and the profession. 

Incidentally, some participants showed an increased interest following participation in the 

interviews, with some requesting further information on the topic of sarcopenia, nutrition or 

exercise, therefore I signposted them to evidence or guidance. Some participants reported an 

increased motivation to explore their role and influence in sarcopenia management further 

within their local settings and service delivery. These outcomes were not captured formally but 

informally noted in my reflective journal. 

Participants had free choice to participate in the research, and informed consent was obtained 

from all participants (Hammersley and Traianou 2012). Participants were informed about their 

rights for withdrawal from the study in the participant information sheet. Participant 

recruitment was carried out through gatekeepers who agreed to cascade my email to their 

networks on my behalf. Data collection, storage and management was carried out following 

the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) principles for managing data, for example 

anonymising data, storing in a secured location, sharing data only with those who need to have 

access (i.e. research team), and only collecting data that is relevant and appropriate for the 

research purpose.  

Interviews were recorded with the permission and consent of participants, using either a 

Dictaphone (for face-to-face interviews) to record audio only, or video recorded using the 

teleconferencing platform to generate an MP4 media file. All files were saved to the 

researcher’s password protected university ‘one drive’ account. Only the researcher had access 

to the files. Demographic data was collected from participants, as well as signed consent forms. 

Paper files were scanned digitally and then destroyed. Electronic forms were returned by email 

and stored securely on the password protected one drive account. Verbatim transcripts of the 

recordings were stored on the password protected one drive and anonymised before data 

analysis commenced (Hammersley and Traianou 2012). No identifiable data that could link 

back to the participant was shared publicly, and participation in the research was confidential 

and not shared with anyone outside the research team.  

Researcher conduct is an important part of the research process. I ensured that I was honest and 

transparent with participants, which is congruent with my personal values of honesty and 
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integrity. I maintained honest conduct throughout the data collection, transcription, and data 

analysis stages, through accurate reporting of data and consciously avoiding asking leading 

questions. It was important that I ensured a balanced report of the key findings, and that I 

provided extremes of views from participants, even when I may not have agreed with the 

comments, or if the data collected did not represent the findings I was expecting. Peer review 

and open discussions with my supervisory team allowed me to explore my own thoughts on 

the research findings, and also to sense check to ensure a range of opinions and a fair 

representation between participants voices had been portrayed and represented in the findings.  

 
 

Chapter 4: Dietitians self-reported determinants of practice in 

providing advice on physical activity alongside usual dietetic 

counselling in the context of sarcopenia management in older adults: 

Qualitative study 1 
 

4.1 Introduction  
This chapter provides a detailed summary of the first qualitative research study within the 

thesis. The chapter outlines the research question, aims and objectives of the study, and a 

description of the methods. The findings present an interpretive narrative of themes, with the 

conclusion summarising the main findings and implications for practice.  

The aim of my research is to explore the views, opinions and attitudes of dietitians and exercise 

professionals on the extended role of the dietitian in the management of sarcopenia in older 

adults. The research takes a qualitative viewpoint in order to help inform recommendations for 

the professional body and education sector, to shape the evolving role of the future dietitian in 

sarcopenia management. 

This chapter aims to answer the research question through the following objective: 

Study 1: A qualitative study investigating the attitudes and opinions of dietitians on the role 

of prescribing exercise to older adults alongside nutritional advice, for the management of 

sarcopenia. 

4.2 Abstract 
Background 

This article explores dietitians’ determinants of practice in delivering advice on physical 

activity in older adults, alongside nutritional counselling to prevent sarcopenia. Evidence 

suggests additional benefits from combined nutrition and exercise for the prevention of 

sarcopenia, however dietitians are not often considered as providers of advice on physical 

activity. Dietitians are in an ideal position to maximise every opportunity to provide 

comprehensive, holistic advice and ultimately reduce the amount of professionals patients have 

to engage with.  

 

Methods 
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This study used a qualitative methodology to explore the perspectives of dietitians working 

with older adults on providing advice on physical activity. Participants were recruited using 

convenience and purposive sampling. Focus groups were audio recorded, transcribed and 

analysed thematically.  

 

Results 

Four themes emerged from the data: i) existing practice in relation to physical activity advice 

ii) stakeholder influence on role determinants iii) pre-requisites for an extended role in exercise 

prescription, and iv) the emerging role of the dietitian in the future climate. Crosscutting themes 

that emerged from the data were barriers and enablers to providing physical activity advice to 

older adults. Perceived barriers were reported by the dietitians as limited knowledge and 

confidence in providing specific exercise interventions, limited knowledge of assessing 

exercise capacity and contraindications, lack of time including the need to prioritise nutrition 

advice, perceived risk of causing harm to patient, and concerns around professional indemnity 

and liability. Perceived enablers included training, guidance and resources, support from 

managers and professional bodies, closer multi-disciplinary team working, and being able to 

demonstrate effectiveness by measuring outcomes.  

 

Conclusion 

Physical activity advice should be included for all older adults at risk of sarcopenia as an early 

intervention for prevention, therefore, dietitians should offer advice on physical activity as part 

of the Making Every Contact Count initiative as a minimum. A specific screening tool for 

sarcopenia could identify those at risk and allow a targeted approach to prevention. If dietitians 

are to confidently discuss physical activity with patients, significant barriers in working 

practice need to be overcome and additional training needs met.   
 

4.3 Background 
With life expectancy increasing due to advances in health care, there is an increasing aging 

population and with it a greater need to maintain functional health and reduce susceptibility to 

illness during the aging process. Sarcopenia is a geriatric syndrome defined by a loss of muscle 

strength with ageing and results in a significant impact on physical performance, reduced 

independence and higher mortality (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019).  
 

Evidence has suggested a small but limited benefit of nutritional supplementation alone on 

muscle mass, strength and physical function in older adults. With ageing, older adults 

experience a blunting effect on muscle protein synthesis (MPS) to anabolic stimulus (such as 

protein or resistance exercise) (Kim et al. 2010) therefore higher amounts of protein or specific 

amino acids are required to achieve gains in MPS in older adults. Resistance exercise has been 

found to have significant benefits on muscle mass, muscle strength and physical performance 

in older adults (see background chapter) (Liu and Latham, 2009). Therefore, resistance exercise 

is recommended for older adults to prevent or treat sarcopenia. In frail, malnourished or 

sarcopenic older adults, a combination of increased protein intake alongside resistance training 

may be more beneficial than either intervention alone (Cheng et al. 2017; Cermak et al. 2012) 

(see background chapter). For older adults, poor nutritional status may limit a person’s capacity 

to achieve the potential gains from exercise, therefore maximising nutritional status in older 

adults is equally crucial (Campbell, 2007).  

 

Dietitians are experts in the field of nutrition, however are not often considered as providers of 

advice on physical activity (Manore et al. 2017; Crisford et al. 2018). A strong link exists 
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between exercise and diet, particularly for achieving changes in body composition and 

therefore having a marked effect on sarcopenia. As part of the Making Every Contact Count 

initiative, dietitians would be ideally placed to provide advice on physical activity alongside 

nutritional counselling (HEE, 2020). For some dietitians this may be seen as an integral part of 

their role, however for others it may be seen as a more specialised field of expertise and thus 

an extension of their role (Manore et al. 2017). In some circumstances the dietitian may be the 

only allied health professional a patient will have involvement with, however others may also 

be seeing exercise experts like physiotherapists. Regardless of this, the best chance of reducing 

sarcopenia is to maximise every opportunity with a health care professional to provide 

comprehensive and holistic advice to maintain muscle health. Role flexibility and merging of 

professional roles offer holistic advice to patients and make the most of every contact to ensure 

consistent and repeated exposure to health-related messages (HEE, 2020). This will ultimately 

lead to better care for the patient and streamline the number of health care professionals 

involved in a patients care (Stanley and Borthwick 2013). Research suggests dietitians are 

likely to offer physical activity advice for patients who are overweight or for osteoporosis risk 

however they are less likely to provide advice on exercise for strength and muscle mass 

(Stanley and Borthwick 2013; Manore et al. 2017). A UK based survey by McKenna, 

Henderson and Baic, (2004) investigated dietitians’ current practice around providing advice 

on physical activity however this did not solely focus on dietitians working with older people. 

There is no in-depth qualitative research that has been conducted with dietitians in the UK on 

the role of exercise prescription in older adults therefore this research will provide novel 

findings.   

 

4.4 Research aims 
This research aimed to explore the views, attitudes and opinions of dietitians on providing 

exercise advice to older adults in the context of sarcopenia management.  

4.5 Research objectives 
The study used a qualitative research methodology to gain in-depth understanding of the 

perceptions of dietitians working with older adults in the community setting. Dietitians were 

interviewed using focus groups to gain a deeper understanding of the barriers and enablers 

around providing exercise advice to older adults.  

 

4.6 Methods 
A qualitative research design primarily using focus groups assumed a relativist ontological 

approach underpinned by an interpretivist epistemological position (explained in chapter 3).  

My relationship as a facilitator to the participants was acknowledged, and taken into account 

during data collection and analysis (see methodology chapter for reflexivity). As I am a 

registered dietitian with experience of working with older people in the community setting, to 

avoid undue influence from this, the focus group topic guide, coding and development of 

themes were peer reviewed by my supervisory team.  

 

4.6.1 Ethics approval 

Ethics approval was granted from the Coventry University Ethics Committee prior to collecting 

any data. Informed consent was obtained from participants prior to taking part in the research. 

Data was anonymised following transcription to maintain confidentiality.  
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4.6.2 Recruitment and sampling 

Participants were purposively sampled to include only those who were Health and Care 

Professions Council (HCPC) registered dietitians working in the UK. Participants had to be 

currently working or have recent experience (within the last 3 years) of working with people 

over 60 years old in the community or acute setting. For convenience, focus groups were 

conducted in the West Midlands region. Email invitations were sent to all dietetic department 

managers within an already established local network as well as members of the British Dietetic 

Association via the following sub groups: West Midland branch, the Parenteral and Enteral 

Nutrition Group (PENG) and Older People Specialist Group (OPSG) to target recruitment of 

dietitians with relevant experience across the UK.  

 

4.6.3 Data collection 

Focus groups 

Focus groups were chosen as they allow a wide range of ideas to be discussed. Focus groups 

provide a natural environment for collective sense making where participants negotiate, 

challenge, agree with or dispute each other’s opinions (Green et al. 2018). As health care 

professionals, discussions of this nature are commonplace.  A topic guide (see appendix 2) was 

used to ensure consistency across focus groups, and to focus the topic of discussion around the 

research question. A pilot focus group tested the feasibility of the topic guide in relation to 

timings and suitability to gather sufficient data to address the research question. Participants 

were selected for the pilot study based on ease of access and participation; therefore, the pilot 

study was conducted with a team of dietitians known to the researcher. Participants were 

recruited following the same recruitment protocol and all participants were required to meet 

the inclusion criteria and sign consent forms following reading the participant information. The 

pilot study was used to test the timing of the focus group questions, as well as test the feasibility 

of the questions to elicit information that was relevant to the research question (Green et al., 

2018). The results of the pilot focus group were included in the data analysis as there were no 

changes made to the topic guide following the pilot. The same moderator conducted all data 

collection to reduce facilitator bias. The entire focus group was recorded using a Dictaphone 

and transcribed verbatim by the author to gain familiarisation with the data. 

 

4.6.4 Data analysis 

Data was analysed using thematic content analysis based on Braun and Clarke’s model (Braun 

and Clarke, 2006), with the aim to present the key elements of a participants’ accounts. 

Following transcribing and familiarisation of the data, data was coded by hand using hard 

copies of the transcripts. This provided an alternative mode of interaction with the data 

allowing for a different conceptual perspective for conducting analysis. A computerised 

qualitative analysis software (NVivo) was then used to record the codes and organise for 

analysis. Complete coding was carried out initially to identify all significant pieces of 

information from the data using semantic and latent coding (see appendix 4). Selected codes 

were then summarised and grouped into commonly occurring concepts, and organised into 

themes that captured the essence of the responses voiced by the participants. Codes and themes 

were peer reviewed with the supervisory team to increase rigour and credibility. Once the 

themes were agreed, themes were described, to capture the discrete focus and boundaries of 

each theme. Quoted extracts from the data were used to narrate the themes. The relationship 

between different themes were then plotted out into a thematic map to identify overlapping 

concepts and connections between themes, for example, some aspects came under more than 

one theme as they were discussed in multiple contexts. The thematic mapping allowed the 
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combined approach of physical activity and nutrition interventions to maximise muscle health, 

and they acknowledged the need for dietitians to take a proactive role to address the increasing 

prevalence of sarcopenia, particularly as the ageing population increases. There was 

uncertainty between individuals around whose role it is to deliver advice on exercise/physical 

activity. Some participants were open to the possibility of dietitians delivering exercise advice 

to older adults in the management of sarcopenia, however some expressed reservations about 

role crossover and conflict with other health care professionals, as well as concerns over an 

already maximised workload capacity. For the dietitians interviewed, the constant quandary 

between perceived barriers and facilitators to take on such a role were salient throughout all 

themes. These are summarised in the conclusion with recommendations for future action. The 

four themes are defined in this section to provide context and a deeper understanding to the 

discussions surrounding the identified determinants to practice. Direct quotes from the data are 

provided to illustrate the analysis.  

 

Theme 1: Existing practice in relation to physical activity advice 

In this theme, participants reflected on their current practice drawing on their own observations, 

experiences, attitudes and preferences. Here participants discussed current limitations to their 

role in providing physical activity advice, drawing upon their experiences. Dietitians referred 

to the engagement and motivation of patients towards physical activity, specifically dietitians 

felt that the patients did not always understand the benefit of exercise or were fearful of falling, 

particularly if recently discharged from hospital. Additionally, they felt low mood, fatigue, co-

morbidities, low motivation and low income were significant barriers to patient engagement in 

physical activity. This is similar to the findings of another qualitative study into health care 

professional’s views on frailty (Obbia et al. 2019). 

 

“Low income patients, sometimes they struggle to even buy milk… their priorities are 

completely elsewhere” (Interview 1) 

 

“they might also just recently be out of hospital and they get quite frightened… they 

don’t want to go anywhere in case they have a fall and go back in, so there is that 

mental barrier for them.” P2, FG1 

 

“Depression which is a barrier because they are on their own, they are lonely, a lot of 

them may have lost their husband or wife, some have lost their children” P2, FG4 

 

Dietitians expressed their own fears that prevent them providing exercise advice. These fears 

originate from their self-reported limited knowledge of assessing an individual’s exercise 

capacity and providing specific tailored advice on physical activity. Huntington et al. (2020) 

also found dietitians reported lack of knowledge to be a barrier for providing exercise advice 

to patients.  

 

 “I don’t feel confident enough to do it [give advice on physical activity] myself so, I 

probably need more information, knowledge on it” P4, FG1 

 

“not knowing how to adapt for a person’s various medical conditions or injuries or 

abilities” P1, FG2 

 

In addition, dietitians perceived risks associated with the frail nature and cognitive impairment 

of the older population, and a fear of increasing their risk of falling or causing harm. This has 
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not been identified in other studies due to the lack of focus on exercise prescription in frail 

older people in previous studies. 

 

 “[The patients are] too frail …[Dietitian is] too scared to give them specific advice 

in case it hurts them or damages them” P4, FG1 

 

 “I would fear that my exercise advice may lead to fall or fracture or pain” P2, FG4 

 

 “well its cognition for a lot of older patients it might take into account, because they 

might lack insight into what their true abilities are” P1, FG4 

 

This fear of causing harm was linked with a fear of litigation and liability. Dietitians are 

governed by the HCPC and work within a defined scope of practice. Within the NHS, a blame 

culture has been presented in the past (Francis 2013), with practitioners afraid of repercussions 

from stepping outside of their scope of practice. This fear of blame was brought to the forefront 

in the Public Enquiry into the Mid Staffordshire NHS Trust report (Francis, 2013). The report 

aimed to identify learnings from mistakes resulting in needless deaths (Francis, 2013). The 

report recommended a complete change in culture and total reform of health care systems; to 

put the patient first in everything that is done, to embody the NHS constitution and values, to 

create an open and supportive environment without fear of blame, thus sharing accountability 

at all levels, as well as the need for structured leadership (Francis, 2013). This seminal report 

has been a catalyst for change within the NHS since its publication; however, it was clear from 

dietitians within this study that the fear of litigation is still a concern.  

“it’s a liability thing, who’s going to be responsible for when they are in the middle of 

an exercise and they topple over, and they end up going into hospital with a fall” 

(Interview 1) 

 

Participants identified concerns that advising on physical activity might cause further weight 

loss and exacerbation of malnutrition if patients are nutritionally compromised. Dietitians were 

also worried about sending confusing messages to patients or family who may also perceive 

physical activity as counterintuitive for patients who are losing weight or underweight.  

 

“are they burning more energy, wasting calories, getting more malnourished but not 

building any muscle?” P2, FG2 

 

 “If there are issues like cancer or COPD, we see a lot of those and they obviously are 

burning more calories so its kind of counteracting what we are trying to achieve with 

the nutrition support” (Interview 1) 

 

“if you are underweight and someone is telling you to do more exercise, it might send 

a bit of a mixed message” P3, FG4 

 

Whilst physical activity will increase overall daily energy expenditure, exercise can provide 

additional benefits to older adults, in particular, benefits to mental health (Callaghan, 2004). 

Dietary considerations should be addressed in unison to ensure adequate energy and protein 

provision in combination with exercise (Deutz et al. 2014). The concerns of dietitians around 

the exercise having a more profound effect on worsening malnutrition is offset by evidence to 

support overall benefits of exercise in older adults (Deutz et al. 2014). Therefore, the concerns 
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expressed may reflect the limited knowledge or misconceptions of dietitians with regards to 

the effects of exercise in older adult, frail or malnourished populations.  

 

Dietitians questioned the effectiveness of exercise inventions in patients who had chronic 

illness, poly-morbidity, or are extremely frail. Specific patient related barriers to exercise were 

described by participants, such as physical limitations and the physical capability of the patient 

to carry out exercise. Participants reported a fear of causing further harm as a result of advising 

physical activity. Dietitians also questioned the benefit versus the perceived adverse effects of 

exercise such as pain, worsening of condition, or delayed recovery. There could be a 

misconception from dietitians on the potential risks of exercise in older people, which may be 

an unnecessary barrier for dietitians in prescribing advice on physical activity. Evidence from 

exercise intervention studies have reported very few adverse effects, and report the benefits of 

physical activity far outweigh the risks (Gine-Garriga et al. 2014).  

 

“we would be dealing with very frail bed bound or chair bound individuals and I 

would be thinking how much good can we actually do here … a lot of those who we 

see are sort of palliative. How appropriate is it?” P5, FG4 

 

“Oedema, swelling and things. I saw a gentleman the other day and his feet were like 

balloons, they were literally on the verge of popping so he couldn’t stand up let alone 

anything else… pressure sores, again, would it cause them, kind of rubbing against if 

you are doing chair exercises and things” (Interview 1) 

 

Participants identified logistical challenges such as the limited time they have to spend with 

patients and the already maximised workload capacity to meet the current demands on the 

service. Dietitians felt that they are experts in nutrition and therefore should prioritise the time 

they spend discussing nutrition advice over other advice. There was also a concern about the 

time needed to follow up the exercise advice once it has been prescribed. This indicated a 

concern around the size of the task that they would be taking on.  

 

“It’s maybe the time limit as well. You are trying to get the priority for the nutrition 

and then if you are going to have to go through the exercise as well it might take a lot 

of time” P3, FG4 

 

“We might give exercise advice but how do we follow it up, I try, and you know if 

there is no need for me to go back and see someone I try and see them once and then 

who knows” P2, FG2 

 

There was a sense of frustration from one participant, who expressed their feelings regarding 

the high amount of work asked of dietitians without recognition from commissioners about the 

time it takes. Whilst the participant did not explicitly describe who ‘they’ were, it is likely the 

‘they’ is referring to service commissioners, higher managers who are in decision-making 

roles. This tension between ‘us’ and ‘them’ reflects the hierarchical conflict that may be present 

in the management structure.  There was an underlying feeling from dietitians that more 

dietitians are needed to match the demands of the workload, however decision makers who 

manage workforce capacity do not often recognise this request. The tone of voice that 

accompanied these statements indicate feelings of anger and frustration.     

 

“you need staff don’t you, you can’t do more with the same staff. That’s what they 

keep asking” P2, FG4 
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“There aren’t enough dietitians” P2, FG2 

 

Furthermore, some dietitians were disillusioned at the fact that commissioners do not seem to 

factor in dietitians when forming rehabilitation teams. There was a feeling that dietitians are 

often “forgotten about”, or not seen as being valuable members of the MDT. This led to some 

resentment around taking on a more extended role. Another study found one of the limitations 

to dietitians providing advice on physical activity to patients is time limitations (Spidel et al. 

2004), therefore dietitians would require adequate time allocated to allow them to take on the 

additional role.  

 

“they [commissioners] cross the dietitian off… they thought they could do it 

themselves. So they can give the exercise advice themselves” P2, FG4 

 

Most dietitians agreed that they currently provide generic exercise advice to patients who want 

to lose weight, and some dietitians reported they promote weight-bearing exercises for the 

prevention of osteoporosis. This is consistent with other research findings conducted around 

dietitians advising on physical activity. The participants used other examples to illustrate that 

in certain patient groups, exercise prescription was considered part of the dietitian’s role. This 

realisation was an opportunity for the participants to then reflect more deeply into why they do 

not prescribe exercise to older adults with general frailty. This is consistent with the findings 

from a similar study with dietitians in Canada, who found dietitians reported they did not feel 

confident in prescribing specific advice on physical activity but would encourage and motivate 

clients to be more physically active through generalised advice on physical activity (Spidel et 

al. 2014). A systematic review by Crisford et al. (2018) also found that a lack of self-efficacy 

of dietitians in PA promotion, as well as PA promotion training were the main factors 

associated with engaging with PA promotion.  

 

“the only exercise that I encourage is more for weight reduction patients” P7, FG1 

 

 “I do vaguely recommend weight bearing activity, and that would be any age group, 

to try and minimise the risk of osteoporosis” P3, FG1 

 

There were mixed views as to which setting was more conducive to offering advice on physical 

activity. For example, both limitations and opportunities were identified for patients who are 

seen in outpatient clinics, on hospital wards and in long term residential care or domiciliary 

patients. Dietitians assumed that patients able to attend clinics are more mobile and therefore 

have more capacity and scope to engage in exercise, however, in contrast, patients in hospital 

or care homes were seen as a ‘captive audience’ therefore offered more opportunity for input 

in structured exercise. Participants perceived those patients in their own homes feel more 

comfortable exercising in their own surroundings therefore perceived this setting to be an ideal 

opportunity to offer exercise advice to patients seen in this setting.  However, there were some 

reservations over house bound patients being at a greater risk of falling.  

 

“in clinic I would be less worried [about the risks of the exercise advice], as they are 

already living at home and out of hospital” P3, FG3 

 

“[inpatients setting] they are a captive audience. And our patients, even though it’s 

acute, they can spend a long time… not because of us but because of because we can’t 

move them on” P3, FG2  
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“[domiciliary patients] I think it would work wonders because it gives them something 

to do on a weekly basis …It’s a reason to get out of the house, if they are stuck in the 

house and the family don’t come round often, it kind of gives them something else to 

do” (Interview 1) 

 

Theme 2: Stakeholder influence 

This theme looks at the influence others may have on current dietetic practice, as well as the 

impact on future practice in relation to the dietitian and the prescription of exercise in older 

people. Stakeholders described in the focus groups included members of the multi-disciplinary 

team (MDT) such as nurses, doctors and other allied health professionals. Some dietitians 

anticipated conflict that may arise or has arisen between physiotherapists and dietitians because 

of physiotherapists/ exercise professionals protecting their unique role identity. Mainly 

dietitians working in specialist clinical settings where physiotherapists/ exercise professionals 

provide a service to all patients reported this. Whereas some dietitians were optimistic in 

regards to the possibility of role crossover in how it would be perceived by other professionals. 

Dietitians made predictions about other professional’s attitudes towards the role of the dietitian 

in exercise prescription.  

 

“[we would be] Stepping on the feet of the physios… and you don’t want to do that 

here” P3, FG2  

 

“I don’t think they’d [physiotherapists] like me giving [exercise] advice” P2, FG4 

 

 “You start World War three [between dietitians and physiotherapists] in here 

[hospital ward]” P3, FG2 

 

During the focus groups, dietitians reflected on the question from the perspective of a role 

reversal.  They turned the question around to consider how they would feel if physiotherapists/ 

exercise professionals started giving nutrition advice to older adults. Most dietitians objected 

to the role of other allied health professionals giving nutrition advice to patients, particularly 

in relation to more specialised advice around oral nutritional supplements or enteral feeding. 

There was a defensive sense from dietitians around the need to protect their role and unique 

identity. This was a strong thread that emerged in every focus group. This protectiveness for 

their own profession may have influenced their anticipated perceptions of physiotherapists on 

the role of dietitians prescribing exercise.  

 

“that’s our area [nutrition]…that’s what we’re [dietitians] an expert in’ P2, FG3 

 

“Would we [dietitians] be up in arms if they [physiotherapists] started giving out tube 

feeding advice?” P2, FG3 

 

“Most of them [physiotherapists] wouldn’t know what the patient needs 

[nutritionally] necessarily in the same way we [dietitians] don’t know what exercises 

they need” P4, FG4 

 

Some dietitians reported a positive response towards perceived patient demand for exercise 

interventions. Dietitians reported views that there are many older adults at risk of sarcopenia, 

and a feeling that the current health care system is stretched in capacity to manage all of these 

patients. With the likelihood of increasing demand on services as the population ages, dietitians 
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did not believe that an extension of their role would impact negatively on physiotherapists’ 

workload or demand. A workforce demand study to establish a framework for analysing supply 

and demand for specialist roles within dietetics was published in USA (O’Sullivan Maillet et 

al. 2012). A similar workforce scope and plan within the UK dietetics workforce to establish if 

there is a need for dietitians offering specialist advice, for example in the area of geriatrics. 

This workforce survey would need to take into account wider services and AHP provision 

outside of dietetics.  

 

“I think there is enough work for all of us.  We don’t need to be territorial” P1, FG2 

 

On reflection of the potential role reversal of physiotherapists offering nutritional advice, some 

dietitians felt there was a potential to ‘trade off’ between different professionals in training, to 

empower each other to offer first line advice on both nutrition and exercise.  

 

“But I think that we can still work together. Because we can do a trade-off” P3, FG2 

 

“They [physios] need to have a greater understanding of the role of nutrition in terms 

of exercise” P5, FG1 

 

Some dietitians felt that physiotherapists would welcome dietitians taking on basic exercise 

advice to allow physiotherapists more time to focus on cases that are more complex. Based on 

other studies regarding role merging and cross over, professionals do not report conflict when 

there is perceived to be a clear demand that cannot be met through the current provision 

(Stanley and Borthwick, 2013).  

 

 “Their [physiotherapists] resources that might be limited. They could focus on 

something that would be more crucial” P1, FG4  

 

Current working relationships between the physiotherapists and the dietitians was viewed 

mostly as positive, however there was agreement from dietitians that there is scope for a more 

integrated working relationship.  

 

 “Definitely room for us to work better and closer with the physios” P4, FG3 

 

Dietitians were very passionate about the patient being at the centre of the care, and so 

discussions alluded to the patient’s perception of physical activity advice from the dietitian.  

Dietitians felt that the majority of patients do not distinguish between different professional 

roles, particularly if they are seeing multiple professionals, therefore the patient would be 

happy to receive any lifestyle advice from the dietitian.  

 

 “I don’t think they [patient] would necessarily make a demarcation between one role 

and another. We are just another person that turns up in their house” P5, FG1 

 

 “they [patient] value the fact that you’ve come to see them”  (Interview 1) 

 

The role of the family in relation to the influence they have on the patient was discussed. Some 

dietitians shared their experiences of working with patients in the community setting, which 

often involves the family input. Some experiences were described where the family have 

provided a supportive involvement in regards to motivating the patient and compliance with 

the advice, and on the contrary, some dietitians described experiences where the family 
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involvement has been a hindrance. Some dietitians reported that although the intention of the 

family is often intended to be supportive and caring, the intervening of the family to carry out 

tasks on behalf of the patient such as cooking, cleaning, shopping, can hinder the patient’s 

ability to gain independence. Barriers to older adults participating in physical exercise is 

explored in the qualitative synthesis by Franco et al. (2015), whereby ‘encouragement by 

others’ including family, was reported as an important factor in determining behaviour.  

 

 “In some of them [patients] you would have to have family support to encourage 

them to carry on with the advice” P5, FG4 

 

 “[Family] keep them in the sick role... can put the patient a little bit backwards when 

they should take the step back and allow them to do what they can. A lot of families 

will intervene and do things for them when it’s not necessary” P2, FG1 

 

 “Some of them have very minimal support from families” (Interview 1) 

 

 “And if you haven’t got the family support, If the family are couch potatoes, you are 

not going to get the encouragement” P5, FG4 

 

Theme 3: Pre-requisites  

This theme brings together the aspects identified by dietitians in relation to the changes that 

would need to be implemented to enable dietitians to carry out a role of exercise prescription 

with older adults. The needs identified by the dietitian’s, link in very closely with the 

determinants of practice that were identified in theme one as barriers to current practice. Many 

of these factors relate to the fears and confidence of the dietitian. Dietitians link increased 

feelings of confidence with the positive actions they describe. These included resources such 

as guidelines around exercise prescription in older adults; leaflets that they could provide 

patients with to enable patients to continue the exercise self-directed; a detailed screening and 

referral pathway to identify patients who were suitable for exercise advice by the dietitian, and 

to be able to refer patients who require more specialist advice to a physiotherapist. This is 

similar findings to the enablers identified in a systematic review of factors influencing AHPs 

advising on PA (Crisford et al. 2018).  

 

“Like [for example] an NHS choices, a picture, description, picture, description for 

chair based exercises, or very simple exercise at home... validated by the NHS, 

[therefore] we haven’t had to take any risks by using it ourselves” P2 FG2 

 

“a checklist in terms of guidelines, if there was a national policy and guidelines, BDA 

or something that said Dietitians can give exercise advice, NICE or something, that 

said that we can and it was policy, I’d be more inclined to do it and feel safer” P2, 

FG3 

 

“there would be a list of exclusions… if patients are exhibiting any of these symptoms 

or you should not be giving them any advice” P5, FG3 

 

Dietitians had identified that knowledge was a barrier to them feeling confident to offer 

exercise advice in older adults currently. Therefore, they reported their willingness to undertake 

additional training to upskill them on their knowledge of exercise prescription. Dietitians felt 

having training would enable them to deliver individualised physical activity advice to patients. 

Training was requested for all aspects of exercise prescription, involving assessment, 
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prescription and monitoring. Dietitians described the use of competency frameworks to ensure 

appropriate standards and levels of knowledge had been achieved. Training has also been 

identified as a facilitator to determine practice in other studies (Spidel et al., 2004; Crisford et 

al. 2018). 

 

“if we had more experience and knowledge then I’d be more confident to actually 

give advice” P7, FG1 

 

“you would need as part of the education and training some competencies” P4, FG4  

 

 “training on how to assess risk and appropriately manage for a given patient” P5, 

FG1 

 

Dietitians were keen to evidence clinical outcomes to demonstrate the impact of a dietetics 

service on patient related outcomes. The Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) make 

decisions locally regarding funding for services. Participants requested that further funding of 

dietitians time would be required to offer an extended service providing exercise advice 

alongside usual nutritional care. However, additional funding requires evidence of cost 

effectiveness and outcome measures to demonstrate clinical effectiveness. Outcome measures 

may include a reduction in hospital admissions, reduction in falls, improvements in nutritional 

status or health condition. The BDA published an outcomes framework which outlines how to 

measure and report outcomes (BDA 2019). There was a concern that offering exercise advice 

without allocating extra staffing would result in less patients being able to be seen by the 

dietitian department and therefore be viewed negatively by commissioners.  

 

“a lack of understanding by the commissioners that if we did this it would affect the 

number of contacts that we would have with patients or the number of clinics/ clinic 

appointments that we are able to offer, they want us to be able to do every contact 

counts but it does take up time” P4, FG3 

 

“there’s a financial implication to that and I don’t think that the commissioners 

because of the pressures everybody is under to save money, they would want us to 

squeeze it in within our current role and within our current time with patients” P4, 

FG3 

 

Theme 4: Emerging role 

This final theme summarises the dietitians understanding and views of a potential extended 

role in providing exercise advice in older adults. They discussed the role of screening, 

prevention and measuring outcomes as possible avenues for an extended role. Between 

participants, there were opposing views of whether physical activity prescription should be part 

of the dietitians role as part of holistic care, or whether dietitians should focus on ‘getting the 

nutrition right’. Dietitians agreed that there are patient benefits of exercise in the prevention 

and management of sarcopenia. Based on the dietitian’s experiences of working with the older 

adult population, they felt there is a higher demand for effective interventions for sarcopenia 

than current available provision. There was a concern that the number of patients that would 

benefit from early interventions would be beyond the capacity of a dietetics team as it may be 

too late (in the clinical decline) by the time they were referred to a dietitian. However, there 

was recognition of the ideally placed skills and knowledge of a dietitian who would already be 

working with nutritionally vulnerable people in the older adult population and the potential to 

offer a holistic approach to rehabilitation. Consensus guidance for sarcopenia recommends 
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patients are referred for dietetic and exercise interventions as early as possible, therefore 

screening for sarcopenia risk may help identify the patients who would benefit most from 

intervention (Cruz-Jentoft et al. 2019).  

 

“It is an aging population, we have to do something” P3, FG2  

 

“I think it’s something we need to do, and it’s something we need to push” P6, FG1 

 

Dietitians identified that the nature of the patients that are likely to be at most need for 

interventions within the community setting are those who are house bound with limited 

mobility. This is also consistent with the barriers to exercise reported by older adults as being 

limited mobility and access to services (Franco et al. 2015). Accessing community exercise 

classes is very difficult for these patients and they are not likely to receive any exercise 

intervention unless they are referred to the physiotherapist. Dietitians were concerned that the 

number of patients that come under this category are too many for physiotherapists to manage 

alone under current service availability.  

 

“a lot of people I see are going to be house bound, so they’re actually not available 

for anything in the community, and somebody’s kind of got to flag it up that it’s a 

problem.” (Interview 1) 

 

Furthermore, there was anecdotal agreement that malnourished patients referred for dietetic 

input are not simultaneously referred to a physiotherapist however there is no publicly available 

data available to support this.  

 

 “thinking of all the district nurse referrals that we get for patients with a MUST of 

more than 2 that need advice for nutritional support, I don’t imagine that they are all 

referred to the physio for similar advice” P4, FG4 

 

 “all those patients that we’ve done a brilliant job of keeping them out of hospital and 

nursing homes and they’re sitting at home looking at the wall 24 hours a day. And 

they maybe get carers in for 15 minutes four times a day, barely do they have time to 

feed them let alone do any kind of exercise. Like what are we going to do with all of 

them? Cause they really need it” P1, FG2 

 

Some dietitians felt that nutrition and exercise go ‘hand in hand’ and the two need to be 

discussed in unison. Many of the dietitians currently do this as routine practice and therefore 

view providing holistic advice as part of their role; however, the level of advice reportedly 

given to patients is generic PA advice rather than individualised prescription.  

 

“I think there is also a role for us as dietitians to be more realistic with our patients 

and say, right you are having this extra nutrition, but unless you move around…and 

you might be sat their watching TV all day, and you’ve got the capabilities to move 

around. That nutrition is not going to be any benefit for you apart from putting on 

extra fat” P4, FG3 

 

 “I can’t see anyone talking about diet without talking about exercise with my older 

patients” P3, FG2  
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However, some dietitians stated that they currently did not think about exercise when 

supporting older people in nutritional support.  

 

“When you see older patients, you don’t think asking about their activity, you just 

think nutrition, as that’s what you focus on” P4, FG1 

 

Dietitians were concerned that many older adults do not meet their protein or energy 

requirements, therefore to manage sarcopenia it is equally important for dietitians to take more 

of a proactive role in addressing diet before commencing exercise programmes.   

 

“That we need to train other health care professionals like OTs and physios on 

sarcopenia. And actually, making them aware, you know, patients may need being 

referred for NS. They might not be making the connection” P2, FG1 

 

“They [physios] need to have a greater understanding of the role of nutrition in terms 

of exercise” P5, FG1 

 

The role of the dietitian was discussed in relation to whether the role is associated with 

treatment of sarcopenia or in the prevention of sarcopenia. Many participants considered the 

role of providing first line exercise advice should be considered a public health role, focusing 

on the promotion of healthy lifestyles and prevention of disease.  

 

“I would have thought that’s maybe where a dietitian’s role with exercise is, in 

prevention” P2, FG1 

 

“by the time we get to the people it might be too late” P2, FG2 

 

“Pre-retirement courses, you know a lot of people in their 60’s and 70’s these days 

are pretty healthy, pretty well. They are not coming to see us in outpatients because of 

things like frailty, so perhaps a public health message” P1, FG3 

 

They agreed that first line advice on increasing physical activity levels is everyone’s 

responsibility and can be incorporated as part of the Making Every Contact Count (MECC) 

initiative.  

 

“I think exercise, similar to nutrition is everyone’s responsibility. Like I don’t think 

just one profession should be talking about it” P1, FG2 

 

Dietitians are concerned that patients at risk of sarcopenia may not be identified through routine 

malnutrition screening tools, and likewise would not meet the criteria for a referral to a dietitian 

from sarcopenia alone. There was a concern that these patients may fall through the net, and 

that a change in screening tools or referral criteria that included sarcopenia measures is needed 

to identify appropriate patients to target the advice on.  

 

“there is nothing about strength on there [MUST], they might be well nourished to 

look at, have a BMI of 23, not lost any weight but their exercise tolerance is really 

poor and they are very weak. Do we need to add sarcopenia with that description, you 

know the criteria, does that need to go on GP our referral forms cause it’s not” P2, 

FG2 
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There was some positive intention to consider a role extension in the future, but a recognition 

that there would need to be some organisational changes in order to ensure dietitians have the 

capacity. It is possible that there is scope to re-prioritise other work and consider new ways of 

working, as it was recognised that it is unlikely they would be able to increase staff levels, it is 

more about changing the way they work with the resources they have. Evidencing positive 

outcomes of dietetic intervention were seen as key drivers, therefore considerations of how to 

measure, assess and follow up outcomes of physical activity such as measuring and monitoring 

strength, muscle mass, physical function and quality of life will need to be considered.  

 

“before you took the role on you would have to assess your capacity. what changes 

are feasible and what resources we need to make it happen” P1, FG1 

 

 “…whether we should prioritise other work or the way that we do things. if we think 

this is really valuable. If it’s got great outcomes that we can demonstrate, the CCG 

would like to see, and we think it’s beneficial to the patient then it might be worth 

some kind of service redesign.” P5, FG1 

 

Whilst the majority of dietitians were open to the possibility of an extended role of the dietitian 

in exercise prescription, some dietitians were ambiguous as to whether exercise prescription 

should be part of the dietitian’s role. This is also consistent with the findings from a qualitative 

study in Canada, whereby the majority of dietitians felt only basic PA promotion was part of 

their role, with assessing PA levels, advising on vigorous activity, and demonstrating exercises 

were outside of the scope of dietitians (Huntington et al. 2020).  

 

“I’m not sure if it is our role” P3, FG4 

 

4.8 Discussion 

Statement of principal findings 

Four main themes were found to influence the provision of physical activity advice by 

dietitians. These were i) existing practice in relation to physical activity advice ii) stakeholder 

influence on role determinants iii) pre-requisites for an extended role in exercise prescription 

iv) the emerging role of the dietitian in the future climate. A crosscutting theme highlighted 

aspects that hinder and support providing this advice. Perceived barriers included lack of 

knowledge on exercise prescription for older adults, lack of time and the need to prioritise 

nutrition advice over exercise advice, perceived risks of providing exercise advice, professional 

indemnity and liability, and being able to identify risk in individuals, particularly those with 

chronic conditions or contraindications for exercise.  

Dietitians identified features that would increase their confidence and enable them to carry out 

advice on physical activity as part of their role. These included improving knowledge on 

exercise principles, having written guidance or resources, support from BDA, closer team 

working with physiotherapists, and being able to evidence the effectiveness of the interventions 

by measuring outcomes. Dietitians recognised the many benefits of providing exercise advice 

in this population group as well as the increased need to intervene, however they perceived 

many barriers that may prevent the advice being received and implemented by the patient and 

family. There was discussion around the role of exercise prescription needing to be an early 

intervention with the aim to prevent sarcopenia, and a need to identify those with sarcopenia 

early using appropriate screening tools.  
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Strengths and limitations of the study 

To increase the reliability of my findings, I used reflexivity to reflect and acknowledge my 

background as a community dietitian, and someone with a personal interest in exercise in 

relation to my position as a researcher. I reflected on the professional relationship I had with 

some of the participants (see reflexivity in Methodology chapter). While this insider 

perspective was an advantage, I was careful not to lead focus group discussion or analysis to 

fall in line with my own views, but instead provide open prompts following a topic guide to 

allow participants to express themselves fully. Additionally, a second researcher peer reviewed 

the codes and themes to reduce any undue influence I may have on the analysis. I kept a 

reflective journal throughout the research process to acknowledge my own assumptions and 

values throughout.  

The findings of the study represent the views of dietitians working with older people in 

nutritional support, in both the community and in-patient setting from a range of geographical 

areas and demographics within the West Midlands. However, due to the small sample size and 

nature of the qualitative research methods, the findings are limited in the generalisability across 

other geographical areas within the UK. A more representative sample using survey data would 

be recommended to support the generalisability of the findings.  

A further limitation of my study is that the data represents only the perspective of the dietitian. 

Further studies to include other stakeholder views including patients, other allied health 

professionals, dietetic managers and clinical commissioners would strengthen the findings and 

provide a more holistic view point.  

Another limitation to consider from my research is that whilst it provided an in-depth 

understanding into the determinants of practice in this field for dietitians, the study has not 

measured the actual effectiveness of the implementation of prescriptive exercise provided by 

dietitians in practice compared to exercise professionals; something participants mentioned as 

a concern. However, this was not a primary aim for the research and therefore randomised 

controlled trials would be recommended to measure the effectiveness of dietitian intervention 

in physical activity/ exercise prescription.  

The terminology used between the participants and the researcher regarding ‘physical activity’ 

and ‘exercise’ may have led to misinterpretation of the meaning of these terms if it was not 

explicitly clarified at the start of the focus groups. It is possible that clarification and agreement 

of terminology prior to the focus groups would have provided a more consist use of 

terminology and understanding of meaning.  

 

Consistency of findings with wider literature 

The dietitians reported their perceived and observed barriers to older adult’s participation in 

physical activity. Their perceptions and observations were consistent with the patient reported 

barriers summarised in a systematic review by Franco et al. (2015), which included 132 

qualitative studies on older adult perspectives of physical activity. The study used thematic 

analysis to identify six themes; social influences, physical limitations, competing priorities, 

access difficulties, personal benefits of physical activity and motivation and beliefs. Dietitians 

reported many of the patients that are seen by the dietitian will have acute or chronic illness, 

co-morbidities, pain, or restricted mobility preventing them from being able to engage in 
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physical activity. It was also reported by dietitians that most of their patients are house bound 

and therefore struggle to get transport to activity centres or organised group exercise classes. 

Therefore, improving access to physical activity advice through a dietitian may eliminate some 

of the physical barriers to accessing exercise advice. Fear of falling was expressed as a concern 

for the dietitian as well as the family and patient, which was reported in the studies by Franco 

et al. (2015). However, many of the studies reporting exercise interventions in older adults have 

not reported significant adverse events as a result of the exercise (Gine-Garriga et al. 2014). In 

fact, evidence supports the view that the benefits of exercise in this population group outweigh 

the risks to the patient of adverse events (Finger et al. 2015). Research into the effects of 

exercise interventions in frail and institutionalised older adults have demonstrated positive 

outcomes in relation to gains in muscle strength and function (Gine-Garriga et al. 2014; Lopez 

et al. 2017). One of the limitations of the existing evidence is that many studies exclude 

participants with pre-existing illness, therefore making the results less generalisable to the 

general older adult population. The review by Franco et al. (2015) excluded papers focusing 

on specific health conditions such as diabetes or heart disease. As many older adults have co-

morbidities, it could be argued that excluding these studies may have restricted the insights that 

would be relevant to patients with these conditions. However, the authors provided sound 

rationale for their reason for exclusion, that being patients with specific health conditions may 

have perceptions on physical activity unique to the general population of older adults.  

A systematic review by Saxon et al. (2014), looking at the extended roles for AHPs compared 

patient satisfaction for patients treated by an AHP with those treated by a medical professional. 

The satisfaction scores showed no significant difference in patient satisfaction between 

professionals providing the advice. Whilst this study did not include dietitians, the study 

findings can be generalised to other allied health professionals, therefore supporting the 

findings from my study where dietitians reported the patient being satisfied with any health 

professional providing holistic advice on multiple elements.  

Dietitians in my study raised the concern of stepping on the toes of physiotherapists and 

potential conflict with role crossover. However, a qualitative study conducted in Australia 

interviewed health care professional and medical professionals to understand their perceptions 

of the extended scope of practice for a dietitian-led gastroenterology clinic (Ryan, Pelly and 

Purcell 2017). The findings did not report any negative views of the other professionals, in fact 

they were supportive of the dietitian-led clinic (Ryan, Pelly and Purcell 2017). Similarly, a 

qualitative study by Stanley and Borthwick (2013) into the extended role of the dietitian taking 

on a medical role of inserting gastrostomy tubes, found that role flexibility and extension of 

professional role boundaries is encouraged with the changing culture of the NHS and growing 

financial pressures. They reported that diversification of roles within the multi-disciplinary 

team usually came about following a ‘vacancy’ or gap within the team. Positive outcomes were 

reported around dietitians feeling an increase in professional status and very little conflict 

between professionals. The dietitians in the study reported that community nurses and 

consultants were in support of dietitians taking on an extended role as it improved access to 

expertise for patients, helped manage workload capacity and fill a vacancy gap within the 

service provision.  

A study by Manore et al. (2017) conducted a survey with exercise professionals and dietitians 

in the USA.  The majority of dietitians (83.2%) reported that providing ‘government guidance 

on PA’ was part of their scope of practice, however only 13.2% reported ‘PA guidance to 
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increase strength or size of various muscle groups’ was within their scope of practice, and 

22.8% of dietitians viewed ‘PA guidance for a specific disease/ condition’ were within their 

scope of practice. This is consistent with my research findings whereby most dietitians were 

happy to provide basic first line advice on physical activity but felt they lacked knowledge and 

training to provide more specialised advice. Findings from my study found the majority of 

dietitians were open to providing more prescriptive advice should they receive adequate 

training. 

In the Manore survey, dietitians were asked to report which activities they currently undertake 

in regards to PA advice with clients. A small proportion, 16.2% reported they do not offer any 

guidance PA to any of their clients, whereas a third reported offering it to less than half of their 

clients, and just one fifth offering PA advice to more than half of their clients. 38.6% of 

dietitians reported currently providing PA advice to achieve weight goals in the majority of 

their clients, compared to only 7.3% of dietitians reported offering PA for increasing strength 

or muscle size to the majority of their clients. Most of the dietitians reported they do not offer 

advice on strength or muscle size to any of their clients. This is consistent with my research 

study which also found that dietitians were more likely to offer exercise advice for overweight 

patients than for the purpose of muscle building in older adults. However, the Manore study 

was conducted in the USA, therefore the role of dietitians and physiotherapists/ exercise 

professionals are different to the UK as they work under a slightly different scope of practice, 

and training.  The Manore study did not specify dietitians working with older adults therefore 

is not specific to the older adult population.  

The findings of my study around the attitudes and opinions of dietitians are consistent with a 

qualitative study conducted in Canada investigating the dietitian’s perspectives on providing 

exercise prescription to patients alongside nutritional counselling (Spidel et al. 2004). In the 

Canadian study, dietitians reported they did not feel confident in prescribing specific advice on 

physical activity but would encourage and motivate clients to be more physically active through 

generalised advice on physical activity. There was agreement for enhanced collaboration 

between exercise professionals and dietitians, and the need for more education to improve 

knowledge on physical activity to promote it effectively. Barriers identified included a lack of 

self-efficacy in their knowledge of exercise physiology, as well as reported concerns over 

public and other professionals’ perceptions, and challenges balancing time for nutrition 

education with physical activity advice (Spidel et al. 2004). In the Canadian study, dietitians 

did not see their role in monitoring physical activity. These findings were reflected in the 

findings from my study, where by barriers identified were a perceived lack of knowledge on 

physical activity, and assessing patients exercise capacity. Dietitians in my study did not feel 

they had time to follow up and measure outcomes associated with exercise and the 

effectiveness. Dietitians also mentioned concerns over risk such as causing harm or patients 

falling. This was further emphasized with concerns over liability and indemnity to protect their 

professional registration and working outside their scope of practice. Dietitians in the Canadian 

study highlighted a need to work more closely with other professionals, and considered a 

potential role of the dietitian of providing first line exercise advice and signposting to trained 

exercise experts. The Canadian study was set in the context of exercise to the general 

population and did not focus solely on provision of exercise advice to older adults. Dietitians 

in my study recognised the importance of exercise counselling to prevent sarcopenia in older 
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patients, and would be more inclined to take on an extended role if they could demonstrate 

positive outcomes of treatment and the effectiveness of the dietitian. 

Impact 

My research offers new and unique findings to explore and critically analyse the determinants 

of practice for UK dietitians working with older adult adults in the context of exercise 

prescription for the prevention and treatment of sarcopenia. Role merging and the concept of 

extended roles is encouraged within the NHS based on the long-term plan (NHS 2019) and 

recent COVID-19 pandemic (see background section). With increasing life expectancy and an 

ageing population, there is a need for interventions that improve quality of life, promote 

independence, reduce morbidity and hospital admissions, and ultimately reduce the financial 

burden on the already stretched health and social care system. The findings have been presented 

to the Older Peoples Specialist Group within the British Dietetic Association, and will be used 

as a starting point to consider changes to the role of the dietitians in geriatric populations. From 

the study findings, dietitians reported that they would want the backing from professional 

bodies such as the BDA and to work with other colleges such as Chartered Society of 

Physiotherapy to work together to produce guidance for dietitians, training, protocols or 

pathways at a national level. Using knowledge and experience from other countries such as 

USA, Canada and Australia who have embedded the advanced practitioner role for dietitians 

within clinical practice will help shape an extended role, specialist role or advanced practitioner 

role in the management of sarcopenia prescribing physical activity or conducting functional 

assessments with patients.  

Dietitians in my study reported the practical implications and logistics for dietitians taking on 

an extended role as a concern about workload capacity and training. I would therefore 

recommend a feasibility study to assess the practical implications such as resource 

management, organisational infrastructure, of the extended role, before further 

recommendations to practice can be made.  

4.9 Conclusion 
The qualitative findings of the study explored the views, opinions and attitudes of UK 

registered dietitians to understand the determinants of practice for dietitians to undertake the 

role of exercise prescription with older adults in the context of sarcopenia management. A 

growing ageing population places more importance on interventions to maintain independence 

and prevent sarcopenia in older adults. Evidence has demonstrated nutrition interventions 

significantly benefit clinical outcomes in older, frail and malnourished patients, and the 

addition of exercise training for older adults as been shown to have further outcomes on muscle 

strength and physical function related to sarcopenia compared to nutrition interventions alone 

(see background section). Dietitians welcomed more integrated working alongside 

physiotherapists to agree referral pathways that identify and prevent sarcopenia in the older 

adult population. Dietitians in the study were open to a potential role for dietitians to provide 

tailored advice on physical activity promotion for older adults to prevent sarcopenia, however 

would require further training, knowledge and resources to facilitate this. Dietitians recognised 

benefits for patients to receive timely, holistic advice as early as possible to prevent further 

decline in muscle health. Additionally, potential cost and efficiency savings resulting from 

more joined up working between dietitians and physiotherapists were a motivating factor for 

exploring the emerging role. However, for dietitians to feel confident to provide more detailed 

advice on exercise, dietitians would require specialist training on assessing exercise capacity 
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and appropriateness, exercise training principles and methods for monitoring. They also 

reported a need for more clinical guidance on exercise prescription, resources such as leaflets 

or videos with exercise programmes for patients to follow, and support from service 

commissioners. Patient safety and appropriateness of exercise in more frail patients were of 

concern to dietitians and therefore, risk assessment and screening of patient for exercise 

suitability will need to be considered. Dietitians reported a desire to collect more robust 

outcome measures to demonstrate their effectiveness in sarcopenia management, as well as a 

need to use appropriate screening tools for identifying patients at risk of sarcopenia to 

complement existing malnutrition screening tools.  

The study provided an insight into the fears, barriers and motivations of dietitians surrounding 

an extended role in exercise provision for older adults. This is the first study that has explored 

this topic within the UK. Recommendations from this study findings propose a review of the 

scope of practice and extended role of the dietitian in the management of sarcopenia in older 

adults to consider the most effective use of dietitian’s time and skills. A competency 

framework, training and credentials should be explored to formalise and recognise the unique 

role that dietitians can have in the management of sarcopenia. However further quantitative 

research to include a larger, more representative sample is recommended before practical 

recommendations can be made. In addition, a wider range of perspectives including 

physiotherapists, exercise professionals, dietetic managers, commissions and patient/ public 

involvement is recommended in future research.  

 

 

 

 

Chapter 5: Qualitative Study 2: Dietitians prescribing exercise – 

perceptions from exercise professionals.  
 

5.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a detailed summary of the second qualitative research study within the 

thesis. It outlines the research question, aims and objectives of the study, with a description of 

the methods. The findings are presented as an interpretive narrative of themes, with a 

concluding summary of the main findings and implications for practice. The study aimed to 

answer the research question:  

“What are the thoughts, attitudes and opinions of dietitians and exercise professionals, about 

dietitians extending their scope of practice to deliver exercise advice in the context of 

sarcopenia management?” 

The aim of the thesis is to explore the opinions, attitudes and experiences of dietitians and 

exercise professionals on the extended role of the dietitian in the management of sarcopenia in 

older adults. The research takes a qualitative viewpoint in order to help inform 
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recommendations for the professional body and education sector, to shape the evolving role of 

the future dietitian in sarcopenia management. 

This chapter aims to answer the research question through the following objective: 

Study 2: A qualitative study investigating the attitudes and opinions of exercise professionals 

on the role of dietitians prescribing exercise advice to older people, in the context of managing 

sarcopenia.  

5.2 Background 

Within the UK health care system, there has been a shift towards merging of professional roles 

(NHS 2014; NHS 2019). With advances in science and medicine, the role of a dietitian is 

rapidly expanding in response to changes in health care delivery, and changing health demands 

of the population (HEE 2017). One of the drivers for change is that people are living longer 

and therefore more patients are living with complex long-term health conditions into older age 

(NHS 2019). The emphasis of health care is placed on supporting and empowering patients to 

self-manage their conditions and a shift to multi-disciplinary team working, particularly in the 

community to provide support to patients in their own homes (NHS 2019). There is also more 

emphasis on public health initiatives, focusing on encouraging people to engage with healthy 

lifestyle behaviours to prevent ill health, and strive for positive health and wellbeing (NHS 

2014; NHS 2017). The AHPs into action report, written in response to the initial NHS five year 

forward plan (NHS 2014), describes a framework to transform health care and wellbeing with 

the patient at the centre (Chief Allied Health Professions Officer, 2017). The framework 

outlines four key areas for impact. The first is to improve the health and well-being of 

individuals and populations. The second is to support and provide solutions to ease pressures 

on general practice and urgent and emergency services to address demand. The third is to 

support integration of services and professions, to address historical service boundaries to 

reduce duplication and fragmentation. The final area is to deliver evidence-based practice to 

address unexplained variances in service quality and efficiency (Chief Allied Health 

Professions Officer, 2017). The report is a call to action for AHPs to lead change and further 

develop their skill set to enable them to respond to the changes. Dietitians are well placed to 

respond positively to this, having the skills to work flexibly across boundaries, adapt and 

manage change (BDA, 2020). 

Dietitians are often seen as experts in the field of nutrition, however are not often considered 

as providers of advice on physical activity (Spidel et al. 2004; Manroe et al. 2017). There is 

evidence to support the effectiveness of a combined approach of exercise and nutrition 

interventions to improve the outcomes of sarcopenia (Denison et al. 2015; Cermak et al. 2012; 

Finger et al. 2015; Shad et al. 2016; Beaudart et al. 2017; Cheng et al. 2018, Liao et al. 2019). 

It has been suggested that dietitians would be ideally placed to provide prescriptive advice on 

physical activity to complement nutritional counselling in order to improve outcomes for 

patients (Spidel et al. 2004; HEE 2020). For some dietitians this may be seen as an integral part 

of their role, however for others it may be seen as a more specialised field of expertise and thus 

an extension of their role (Manore et al. 2017; Huntington et al. 2020). Furthermore, exercise 

prescription in older adults who are frail or sarcopenic could be seen as a clinical treatment that 

should be delivered by an exercise professional, however, there is evidence to support physical 

activity interventions as public health strategies that should be offered to the entire population 

in the prevention of disease (NICE, 2013). As part of the Making Every Contact Count 
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initiative, all health care professionals have a duty of care to offer first line advice on physical 

activity, alcohol intake, smoking and diet for the prevention disease (HEE, 2020).  

Role flexibility and merging of professional roles offers opportunities for holistic advice to 

patients and makes the most of every contact to ensure consistent and repeated exposure to 

health-related messages. This will ultimately lead to better care for the patient and streamline 

the number of health care professionals involved in a patients care (Stanley and Borthwick 

2013).  

As practitioners become upskilled in areas outside of their normal scope of practice, role 

merging and role crossover occurs (Saxon et al. 2014). Whilst there are many benefits to 

upskilling practitioners to take on more advanced roles, this could potentially lead to conflict 

or resentment between professionals who feel their own roles are being threatened, or that their 

profession is being trivialised or undervalued (Hardy et al. 2021). As a result, it may lead to 

role conflict, thus reducing collaboration and cooperation and further increasing silos working 

(Saxon et al. 2014). Role merging and organisational change must be managed effectively to 

ensure practitioners see benefit, understand why changes may be needed, and continue to feel 

valued as independent practitioners. Therefore, to avoid professional conflict, it is important to 

understand how other professionals involved in providing exercise within this population feel 

about the possibility of the expanding role of the dietitian prescribing exercise advice, which 

may cross over into their role.  

5.3 Research aims 
This study is concerned with the views, thoughts and opinions of exercise professionals and 

physiotherapists on the prospect of dietitians undertaking a role in prescribing exercise to older 

adults in the context of sarcopenia alongside nutritional counselling. It aims to determine the 

fundamental considerations that are important from the perspective of those currently involved 

in prescribing exercise interventions. The term ‘exercise professional’ will be used to be 

inclusive of physiotherapists for the purpose of this study unless explicitly stated otherwise (for 

example when referred to other exercise professionals as non-physiotherapists).  

Understanding the opinions of exercise professionals (dietitians’ counterparts in relation to 

exercise), is important as it will help inform the development of the dietitians’ role, skills and 

competencies for providing prescriptive advice on physical activity. The findings will provide 

insight into how the role will be perceived and received by other professionals, therefore, 

identifying any political or professional tensions, to consider a management strategy prior to 

implementation.  

5.4 Research objectives 
Using a qualitative methodology, I conducted online individual interviews with exercise 

professionals. The interviews sought to gain deeper insights into the opinions, attitudes and 

experiences of exercise professionals in relation to providing exercise to older adults in the 

context of sarcopenia management, and their perspectives on the potential role of dietitians to 

prescribe exercise to older adults alongside nutrition counselling to prevent or treat sarcopenia.  

5.5 Methods 

5.5.1 Ethics approval 

Coventry University Ethics Committee approved the protocol prior to the study commencing. 

Amendments to the ethics was submitted and approved due to COVID-19 pandemic and 
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restrictions on face-to-face contact (see methodology chapter). Informed consent was obtained 

from all participants prior to data collection. Data was anonymised to maintain confidentiality 

of participants.  

5.5.2 Recruitment and sampling 

A purposive sampling method was used to recruit participants based on their experience and 

expertise. This is to ensure participants were able to provide in depth and informed experiences 

and opinions to contribute relevant and significant insights to the research area. Recruitment 

took place using a snowballing method by disseminating an advert throughout the following 

channels; social media (my personal twitter account), professional organisations (AGILE and 

the Chartered Society of Physiotherapy (CSP), British Association Sport and Exercise Sciences 

(BASES)), and using my immediate professional network. Snowballing was used to recruit 

appropriate participants through professional networks, word of mouth and gatekeepers. 

Participants met all of the following inclusion criteria to be included in the study: 

1. UK based  

2. HCPC registered physiotherapist or degree qualified exercise professional  

3. Experience of working with older adults in the context of exercise prescription 

A sample size target of between 8-10 participants was set with the aim to achieve an appropriate 

balance between obtaining a sufficient range of experiences and perspectives, whilst 

maintaining a manageable amount of data for analysis (Green et al. 2018). Maximum variation 

sampling was used to obtain the widest range of professional ‘types’ that would be found in 

the wider population to ensure the variation across the population group was captured (Green 

and Thorogood, 2018). In this population, the study intended to recruit both physiotherapists 

and non-physiotherapists, with a mix of gender, experience, and setting type (working in 

research, charities, academia, large and small hospitals, community, day hospitals and 

commercial exercise providers). Participants were scheduled for interview in the order in which 

they responded to the recruitment advert, however as the minimum recruitment target was 

reached, participants were prioritised based on achieving a variation of ‘types’ (see table 4). 

5.5.3 Data collection 

Interviews were conducted online due to travel restrictions during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The online nature of the interviews removed any physical or geographical barriers to 

participation therefore assisted in recruitment of a diverse and purposive sample of participants. 

Interviews were conducted via teleconferencing platforms (Zoom, Microsoft teams or Skype) 

and video recorded. The same researcher conducted and transcribed all interviews to reduce 

inter-researcher bias. Field notes were recorded to capture the non-verbal communication, time 

gaps and tone to assist in the analysis of data. A peer-reviewed semi-structured topic guide (see 

appendix 3) was used to guide interviews however, the general flow and order of questions was 

participant led.  

5.5.4 Data management 

After nine interviews had been completed and transcribed, an initial interpretation of the data 

was conducted to assess the richness of the data and to reflect on the extent to which the 

responses were answering the research question. I carried this out through familiarisation of 

the data whilst transcribing the interviews. The initial analysis identified broad themes and 

assessed the extent to which themes were reoccurring. In qualitative research, it is likely that 

when no new data is emerging from the interviews, ‘theoretical saturation of data’ has been 
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Findings 

Exercise professionals take a holistic, patient centred approach to assessing and prescribing 

exercise to older adults. The opinions, experiences and attitudes of exercise professionals were 

explored to understand their perceptions towards dietitians in managing sarcopenia and 

prescribing exercise. Four main themes emerged from the analysis and are explained in more 

depth in this section. The four themes that were created to represent the ideas were 1) We want 

them to! 2) Exercise prescription is multi-dimensional 3) So let’s work together putting the 

patient at the centre 4) But first we must consider. Exercise professionals expressed a desire to 

work more closely with dietitians in the management of sarcopenia and recognised the need 

for early interventions to prevent further decline in age related muscle health. They 

acknowledged the importance of considering both nutritional intake alongside providing 

tailored exercise programmes for older adults to achieve beneficial clinical outcomes on 

strength and physical functioning. The four themes are discussed in more detail below, with 

direct quotes from interviews provided to illustrate the analysis.  

Theme 1) We want them to! 

This theme captures the desire of exercise professionals to see dietitians more involved, in 

providing advice on exercise to older adults for the prevention and management of sarcopenia. 

There was a sense that exercise is crucial for maintaining muscle health and therefore the more 

professionals advocating evidenced based advice with patients the better. There was also an 

aspiration for exercise professionals and dietitians to work more closely together.  

“We would want them too! [Give advice on physical activity]” (Participant 1) 

“The answer is I would LOVE to work more with the dietitian” (Participant 2) 

“I mean, you look at the way that the world is going now with like social media 

influencers and all manner of like really bad advice that's out there. So why would we 

as physios stop somebody who's also a health professional giving out what could be 

very valuable advice” (Participant 3) 

 

Making every contact count 

There was a consensus from all participants that providing simple messages of ‘move more’ 

and ‘reducing the sedentary behaviour’ was a minimal expectation of dietitians and other health 

care professionals, and that this should happen for all patients as part of the ‘Making Every 

Contact Count’ initiative. For some participants, there was an assumption that dietitians were 

already talking about physical activity with patients as part of their treatment.  

 “It will be unethical if they [dietitians] didn't do anything at all” (Participant 9) 

 “Something is better than nothing” (Participant 2) 
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“I think any health care professional has a duty of care to be Making Every Contact 

Count with this patient, and maybe that would lead us to a more preventative society 

and population rather than us being reactive and trying to firefight all the time” 

(Participant 1) 

The majority of the participants were comfortable with dietitians going beyond the initial 

‘move more’ messages and felt that advice on exercise does not have to be complicated for it 

to be effective.  

“The evidence actually suggests it can be an incredibly simple intervention 

approach…. It makes me think that maybe if more people knew how simple it was, then 

anyone could in theory apply it” (Participant 8) 

Qualifications needed 

Participants felt confidence in the dietitian’s knowledge and skills to offer holistic advice to 

patients including advice on PA. Most of the participants mentioned they felt reassured 

knowing dietitians are HCPC registered practitioners, as this indicated a level of quality of 

training and professional standards. They were confident that dietitians will have completed a 

science degree and therefore have the skills to appraise and critique the science, to be evidence-

based practitioners, and will have the clinical knowledge associated with managing conditions, 

as well as the interpersonal skills and behaviour change skills to initiate patient centred exercise 

programmes.  

“So assume that if you're a qualified dietitian, you're meeting the same HCPC 

standards [HCPC Standards of Conduct, Performance and Ethics] as a qualified 

physio” (Participant 3) 

Most of the participants thought additional exercise qualifications for dietitians were not 

necessary in addition to the dietitian’s degree qualification. Physiotherapy teams often have 

unqualified assistants working with them who will prescribe exercises to older adults under the 

supervision of the qualified exercise professional therefore it was felt that this approach should 

be applied, to allow dietitians to prescribe exercise within an agreed scope of practice 

negotiated with the exercise professionals.  

“I don’t think you need an official qualification to advise somebody to be physically 

active to participate in regular movement and exercise, particularly if it is of a low risk 

method” (Participant 1) 

“We can't be precious about somebody giving general advice when we have people 

who aren't degree qualified delivering exercises” (Participant 3) 

Benefits to patients 

Most of the participants felt the patient’s familiarisation with the dietitian through existing 

engagement would be beneficial for the patient, as they will have already established trust and 

rapport with the dietitian. Participants felt this to be an important factor in determining patient 

compliance and adherence to the advice, which is one of the challenges to implementing 

exercise interventions.  

“If a dietitian was able to [give advice on exercise] because they are in that 

professional role anyway, and they come under the umbrella, and the older generation 
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again have that trust - big thing… And of course, number one is the patient can actually 

benefit from your advice” (Participant 9) 

“Because they totally trust you and you are a medical professional… sometimes it takes 

somebody in your tunics or whatever you wear or somebody with an NHS badge to go 

I'm prescribing you to eat this, but I'm also prescribing you to exercise as well. And so 

it comes as a medical thing… as you’re a dietitian…really trusted person…you're the 

care navigator…” (Participant 6)  

Participants believed that dietitians were well placed to be able to offer advice on physical 

activity to those who require it, particularly those patients that are often harder to identify 

through normal referral routes. There was an assumption that dietitians may see patients that 

may never be referred to the physiotherapist, or exercise referral schemes, or they may see 

patients earlier, therefore will be able to provide a preventative approach.  

“it's the problem with any of these kinds of interventions, it’s inherently the ones who 

do it are normally not the ones who would benefit most from doing it. And then getting 

those hard to reach groups is, is just so difficult” (Participant 8) 

 “we don't see every single older person who might be at risk. And, you know, obviously, 

and yourselves as dietitians might be more involved in seeing certain patients that might 

be coming into that at risk group” (Participant 4) 

 “The patients that potentially come to us too late, I think it would allow maybe an 

earlier intervention if a dietitian has been involved” (Participant 1) 

 

Theme 2) Exercise prescription is multi-dimensional 

Following on from the first theme where exercise professionals welcomed input from dietitians 

in providing exercise advice, this theme unpicks the reservations held by a minority of 

participants. Considerations described by participants included the importance of applying 

evidence based exercise training principles to ensure effectiveness of the exercise programme. 

Participants described the importance of a detailed assessment in order to tailor exercise 

programmes to patients, as well as the importance of carrying out a risk assessment to ensure 

a safe and effective practice. They felt it was important that the dietitian should have knowledge 

of this to ensure the safety and wellbeing of patients.   

Exercise training principles 

As part of the interview, participants were asked to explain what prescriptive exercise means 

to them. When discussing exercise programmes, participants described exercise principles 

(frequency, intensity, type and time (FITT)) as the framework for prescription. The frequency 

of professional input appeared to vary depending on the patient needs and the setting. For those 

requiring more supervised or intense intervention, they will be seen more frequently (such as 

daily, or 2-3 times a week), however more independent patients may only be seen once per 

week or once every couple of weeks, and are expected to continue the exercise programme at 

home, self-directed.  

“So say somebody who is quite weak after coming out of hospital, they could have two 

or three sessions in a week, or somebody who is quite independent, you could let them 

continue on and not see them for a couple of weeks” (Participant 3) 
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The frequency of performing the exercise programme was reported as key to seeing gains in 

muscle strength therefore patients are advised to do exercises regularly. This varies from daily 

exercise to two-three times per week, completing a specified number of repetitions for each 

exercise. Exercise programmes usually were prescribed for a minimum of 6-12 weeks duration, 

with follow up ranging from monthly to one year.  

“the majority is a 60-90 minute initial assessment, which is more information 

gathering, subjective and the initial objective assessment.  But then they would get seen 

for those 6 sessions for about 25-30 minutes.” (Participant 1) 

“we would give a variance, so we would always give the patient, for example, perform 

between 5 and 8 reps, or 8 and 10.” (Participant 1) 

The type of exercise was considered important, with load bearing and resistance exercises 

being most commonly prescribed for sarcopenia. 

“When it comes to prescribing the exercise as I mentioned, if it's a perhaps more 

complex patient, it might be that I would start them off with some specific exercises.” 

(participant 5) 

“the background to what we do with all of our physiotherapy really is resistance 

training. Obviously quite a few of them have fallen so there is balance training as well 

and we do use some of the evidence based pathway, and exercise programmes for falls, 

so the otago programme, the Fame programme” (Participant 2) 

Where possible the interventions use minimal resources such as using home equipment or body 

weight resistance, and focus on simple, functional exercises. Progression and intensity of effort 

were described as necessary to achieve physiological adaptations. All participants highlighted 

the importance of keeping up to date with the latest evidence base.   

Detailed assessment 

All participants agreed the initial assessment was an important starting point for any 

intervention. Strength, balance and endurance featured in most assessments, using protocols 

and validated tests that focus on functional fitness.  

“…specifically for physio assessment, we look at strength, balance, walking, and then 

looking at their goals that they want to achieve.” (Participant 3) 

There was some recognition of the sarcopenia guidelines with some of the participants for 

assessment, however these were are not routinely documented.  

“In community…the falls clinic they do handgrip strength. They do a timed up and go 

and 6 minute walk. But not specific, like sarcopenia specific. It's more strength and 

balance, generally that we look at.” (Participant 3) 

“from a sarcopenia point of view at the moment, we don't actually formally assess grip 

strength with the hand dynamometer, but with the pulmonary rehab population we're 

wanting to start doing that more” (Participant 4) 

Some participants reported that nutrition featured in their initial assessments however, 

participants felt that this was an area of knowledge that could be strengthened for their own 

assessment, particularly in relation to prevention and treatment of those with sarcopenia.  
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“So it's about access to food to get more at the function… are they able to prepare food 

and have carers to do that…we do check, weight but then in relation to osteoporosis 

and the FRATS. So check height and weight… if the clothing is looser, or if they feel 

that they are losing weight, or if teeth are loser and so on. We pick these issues up, but 

it's from a different perspective.” (Participant 5) 

Scales and screening questionnaires such as frailty assessment (Rockwood) and MUST 

screening tool featured in a minority of assessments for triaging to the appropriate pathway or 

service but mainly in those participants who worked in falls prevention services. It was also 

commonly reported by participants that muscle mass is not routinely measured. A holistic, 

subjective assessment included the patients’ medical condition and takes into account any 

comorbidities or contraindications for exercise.  

The key components that are assessed by exercise professionals when assessing an older adult 

for frailty tend to include functional fitness such as balance (tenetti or berg balance), strength 

(sit to stand), timed up and go, gait speed, and occasionally hand grip but not routinely. In terms 

of falls risk, the non-physiotherapist participant working in the community falls service 

described some of the tools they use including an Electronic Falls Index (EFI) database, and 

the Falls Risk Assessment Tool (FRAT).  

“…not sarcopenia specific we use, like the berg balance and the tenneti quite regularly. 

And the timed up and go, a mark of people's walking, but they're all very kind of general 

functional activities and scales” (Participant 3) 

“physical assessment we look at balance, which we use tenneti, gait and balance 

outcome measure. To find out which the main areas I will need to focus on. And look 

at global strength, specific strength, upper limb, lower limb, trunk, any neurological 

deficit. Leg length discrepancy …And coordination…neurological fields, and mobility 

indoors; outdoors if we can, stairs” (Participant 5) 

One participant working in the community service also assessed mental wellbeing using the 

Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale (WEMWBS). The IPAQ questionnaire was 

reportedly used to assess current physical activity levels. Other anecdotal information collected 

around medications, sleep and nutrition (looking at visual signs of weight loss, asking questions 

and using the mid upper arm circumference (MUAC) band). A ‘functional MOT’ was 

described by the community services provider, which have been designed by later life and 

assesses endurance and flexibility.  

“we do something called a functional MOT, and this was designed by later life. We 

look at how many sit to stands they can do in 30 seconds, what flexibility’s like for a 

back reach, what their flexibility is like lower, their one legged balance, then we 

monitor it. So it's actually a functional thing” (Participant 6) 

Patient centred approach 

All participants described a person centred, tailored approach as an important factor when 

prescribing an exercise programme. Participants described that patient preferences drives the 

personalised approach.  

“We look at them from, what matters to them point of view. So looking at what they 

want to achieve and where they want to achieve it” (Participant 3) 
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Complexity 

A small number of participants felt that the need for a person centred, personalised approach 

created complexity for prescribing individualised exercise programmes, which some of the 

participants felt requires a higher level of knowledge of exercise physiology. Something 

dietitians would need to ensure they had knowledge of.  

“When it comes to sarcopenia and weight training, you probably need a little bit more 

of the specialised knowledge because you need to know how to apply it, where to start. 

There are so many guidelines and nuances around resistance training that that’s 

heading towards a more specialist population” (Participant 2) 

Safety 

Safety was mentioned by all participants as a key factor when working with older adults. Risk 

assessment was seen as very important in this patient population, with different exercises 

offering varying levels of risk, for example, chair based exercises being seen as low risk.  

“A chair based exercise programme where a patient is seated at a low risk of falling. 

It is low risk, and has more benefits than it does of risks” (Participant 1) 

“It comes back to appropriate exercise selection, and the way in which the exercise is 

performed, because of concerns about injury risk, or, you know, other issues relating 

to co-morbidities… It's more the concerns about other adverse events that might occur 

from engaging in that specific activity, versus being able to deliver a similarly effective 

stimulus in a safer way.” (Participant 8) 

All participants highlighted an expectation that dietitians would need to be able to carry out a 

risk assessment and manage the risk to ensure patient safety. Some participants felt that this 

was a positive way of ensuring dietitians could safely and effectively carry out exercise 

prescription using their clinical judgement to appropriately prescribe a safe intervention. 

However, some participants felt that the level of risk per se with the older adult population 

meant that dietitians should not be able to prescribe exercise, only to advise on basic messages 

around being more active and reducing sedentary behaviour.  

Theme 3) So let’s work together  

This theme recognises the interconnections between exercise and nutrition in relation to 

sarcopenia management. It discusses the need for more interdisciplinary working between the 

dietitian and exercise professional, and suggestions of how the professions can work together 

in the interests of the patient.  

Two pronged approach 

Participants repeatedly referred back to the strong link between nutrition and exercise for the 

management of sarcopenia. Evidence supporting sarcopenia treatment is clear that a ‘two-

pronged approach’ is needed and participants were about to reflect on many instances where 

they have recognised a gap between the nutritional management of the patient which has had 

an impact on the patient’s ability to engage with the exercise programme, or limit the positive 

outcomes of the exercise.  

“We very much recognise we could exercise somebody to within an inch of their life, 

and if their nutritional intake isn’t good enough they are not going to build muscle. So 

we do recognise we need a two pronged approach” (Participant 2) 
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There was concern amongst some participants that due to lack of joined up working and lack 

of dietetics provision, their patients may not get the nutritional advice they require to gain 

optimal benefits or be able to carry out the exercise prescribed by the exercise professional.  

“My worry is that, and I have worried about it for a long time, particularly in 

community that we’re not optimising these patients by neglecting to attend to their 

dietary needs…the worry is that we are actually causing them a deficit and potentially 

deconditioning these patients by not addressing it” (Participant 1) 

Therefore, in order to achieve the desired outcomes in the context of sarcopenia, there was 

agreement that many patients require input from both nutrition and exercise interventions 

simultaneously. This could be provided by one practitioner, or multiple practitioners and the 

benefits to both were considered.  

There was a recognition of the demands on NHS services and the limited capacity for provision 

of services compared to the high patient demand. All participants were supportive for the two 

professions to work more closely together. Participants suggested joined up working, which 

might include sharing of caseloads, joint pathways, and better communication and sharing of 

knowledge. It was felt that working together would improve service provision and ultimately 

improve patient outcomes. 

“[Suggestion] So we run like a virtual frailty ward, we just decide who a patient best 

sits with [dietitian, physiotherapist, occupational therapist]” (Participant 1) 

 

“Because I find that when you all work together, god the results are amazing” 

(Participant 6) 

Knowledge of the dietitian’s role 

As the individual interviews progressed, it was clear that participants were battling an internal 

conflict and changing mind-set, with an ambiguity regarding the dietitian’s role in exercise 

prescription. Some participants appeared to be very reluctant initially, but as discussions 

continued, there was notably some change in attitude towards it. Particularly when they were 

asked about their experiences to date, working with dietitians. Many participants reported they 

lacked awareness of the role of the dietitian, however all of these participants expressed an 

interest in learning more about the dietitian’s role. Few participants had a good knowledge of 

the dietitian’s role, for some this was based on their experiences in other roles where they had 

worked more closely with dietitians. The majority of participants reported a lack dietetic 

provision within their services, which impacted on their patients. All participants said they 

would welcome more dietetics provision, recognising the benefits and value of a dietitian 

within the MDT.   

 

“It’s knowing what other professions do and how they can then help your patient. 

Something I'm going to have to think about when I go back, I'll maybe ask the dietitians 

when I go back, can I spend some time with them” (Participant 3) 

 

“I would love to work more but the capacity isn’t there without employing more 

staff….And at the moment there isn’t capacity in the dietetics service to support that.” 

(Participant 2) 
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Reinforcing the messages 

It was felt that there would be additional benefit from multiple professionals discussing both 

physical activity and nutrition in terms of reinforcing the key messages. It was felt if multiple 

professionals (such as dietitians) discuss physical activity and check patient’s progress with 

their goals, this may improve compliance. 

“I think it's that kind of drip drip approach isn't it? It's layering on. Someone keeps 

hearing the message, hear it from a different professional and another professional 

then more likely to, to act on it” (Participant 5) 

“motivational element and the accountability, if a patient knows that we are coming to 

see them, they are much more motivated to get up and do the exercise” (Participant 1) 

Efficiency 

Offering combined physical activity and nutrition advice was considered to be a more effective 

and efficient delivery that would be cost effective, make better use of resources, increase 

capacity of services, reduce waiting times for patients and deliver a combined intervention to 

achieve greater results for the patient.  

“I think sometimes the NHS struggles because they'll have so many people delivering 

lots of services to a person instead of one person doing it all for that person. So it could 

be a more effective use of time” (Participant 6) 

Additionally, participants felt it would be beneficial for patients who would rather see one 

professional than multiple professionals, to achieve consistency in care for patients.  

“They don't want to speak to one person about that and one person about that” 

(Participant 6) 

“Reducing the number of professionals involved, it can be beneficial for that patient 

because it’s less stressful, less traumatic, less appointments.” (Participant 1) 

 

Theme 4) But first consider… 

The final theme identifies the components that need to be considered in order for the dietitian 

to prescribe exercise to patients. In order for dietitians to be able to do this effectively, exercise 

professionals explained their vision for the role, as well as the scope of practice and 

professional boundaries that they felt should be applied.  

Level of advice 

Participants were divided in their opinions on the level of advice or intervention and the scope 

of practice that they would deem as appropriate for the dietitian to take on. However, all 

participants felt very comfortable with dietitians offering basic exercise advice.  

“I don’t think I would have any kind of hesitation with a dietitian giving out basic 

exercise advice” (Participant 1).  

However, a minority of participants felt that going beyond the simple ‘move more’ messages 

requires specialist knowledge and training and therefore dietitians should refer patients on to 

an appropriately trained exercise professional rather than giving advice themselves. These few 
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participants expressed strong views towards reservations for dietitians providing any type of 

exercise advice.  

 “I strongly believe if dietitians don't have an up to date qualification on prescribing 

exercise for older adults, they should not be doing it. And they should be referring on 

like any other professional would do” (Participant 9) 

The participants described the confidence and competence of dietitians as being crucial in 

determining the likelihood of the emerging role. As health care practitioners, one of the HCPC 

requirements (HCPC Standards of Performance, Conduct and Ethics) is to be able to work as 

an independent practitioner within the scope of their own practice. This requires the practitioner 

to make their own judgement regarding their competence. It will depend on the individuals 

experience, training and knowledge obtained throughout their career. Participants agreed it 

should be the responsibility of the individual practitioner to decide on their own level of 

competence within their scope of practice. 

“It would be different for different individuals as to how when they feel confidence to 

deliver that” (Participant 5) 

“If you have somebody who's a dietitian, and has got 25 years’ experience of working 

with older adults, they're going to be able to give a different type of advice to 

somebody who's newly qualified or only a few years into their practice.” (Participant 

3).  

The individual practitioner’s personality and interest in exercise was viewed as an influencing 

factor to determine those who may be ideally placed to prescribe exercise and also which 

practitioners will be willing to offer advice on PA. Several participants viewed this as equally 

important as qualifications or expertise. It was considered that if professionals believe in the 

effectiveness and benefits of exercise, this would motivate the patient.   

“it really depends on the personality of the individual as well and how interested they 

are in delivering exercise and how much they believe it will actually make an impact” 

(Participant 5) 

Training 

Most of the participants felt that some additional training was required for dietitians before 

embarking on physical activity advice. There was some indecision over who should and could 

deliver the training. Whilst ‘in-service’ training (training delivered within the trust by exercise 

professional colleagues) was suggested by most of the participants, exercise professionals 

mentioned they also have access within their field to external accredited and recognised 

training programmes for advanced training in specialist populations. Most of the participants 

expressed they would be happy to offer informal training to dietitians, however for a minority, 

it was felt that training other professionals was not seen as a routine part of their role. External 

training providers are available and named providers were suggested by many participants as 

established training providers.   

“That is…not technically part of our role to train other professionals in exercise, our 

job description doesn't include that.” (Participant 4) 
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“There's obviously groups and organizations that do that…if I've got that, it doesn't 

mean that I'm qualified then to pass that training on, they'd still have to go in that 

course, to have that training. You know, it's all very official.” (Participant 4)  

“I know it sounds obvious as well, but it does make a difference between sharing 

training ideas, within services, and also if you know some and having conversations 

with other team members so that you sort of learn from each other.” (Participant 7) 

On the other hand, some participants felt that an accredited exercise training course was not 

necessary for the level of knowledge dietitians require. They felt that given the existing 

knowledge of dietitians, as well as the type of role they will be taking on (providing advice for 

patients to continue independently, rather than delivering the exercise programmes with the 

patients) the training would cover more information than is actually required for the role.  

“It should be tailored for dietitians. So you've got an exercise course which reflects 

knowledge of a dietitian.” (Participant 9) 

Cost verses benefit 

Recognising the limited resources and capacity for health care professionals, it was deemed 

important to consider the most effective use of the dietitian’s time, to consider if dietitians 

prescribing exercise was advantageous from a cost/ benefit point of view.  

“is it best use of the dietitian’s time to do the whole thing because they could do a 

little bit and then pass it on” (Participant 4) 

“So what you don’t want is dietitians saying I can’t offer dietetic advice to as many 

people as I normally do, because I am too busy giving exercise advice with them” 

(Participant 2) 

Some participants were concerned that there is limited time available to spend with the patient, 

therefore the practitioner may only be able to focus on one element, risking neglecting another 

area that isn’t their professional expertise. 

“Sometimes you only have so much time… you've got to get your agenda in first.” 

(Participant 6) 

There was consistent agreement that patient quality of care is at the forefront of any service 

provision. Whilst there are advantages for the patient as discussed above, there is also a 

concern that receiving multiple advice from a professional may be overwhelming for the 

patient to process large amounts of complex information. This is considered information 

overload.  

“I guess the risks are with any professional that the more information you're giving 

out, then the less is going to be taken on board and recalled.” (Participant 5) 

 

5.7 Discussion 

Summary of findings 

Exercise professionals overall were supportive of dietitians providing first line advice on PA 

to older adults for the prevention or management of sarcopenia. Exercise professionals 

recognised the importance of a two-pronged approach through nutrition and exercise 
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interventions for the management of sarcopenia, and were in full support of dietitians and 

exercise professionals working more closely together with the patient at the centre of the care. 

They identified a desire for more dietetic input with their patients to optimise outcomes, and 

felt that patients would benefit from a more holistic approach to interventions for sarcopenia. 

Participants felt it would benefit the patient and increase adherence to advice if both dietitians 

and exercise professionals were reinforcing key messages for diet and physical activity. As part 

of the making every contact count initiative, exercise professionals considered it a duty of care 

for all professionals to provide first line advice on both nutrition and exercise as a preventative 

approach, however, there was an expectation for health care professionals to refer complex 

patients to physiotherapists/ exercise professionals through locally agreed sarcopenia 

management pathways. Exercise professionals felt that dietitians should seek further training 

to enhance knowledge on exercise training principles before extending their scope of practice 

in this area, to ensure safe and effective practice. This could be informal or formal training or 

upskilling. Participants agreed that it was the responsibility of the individual practitioner to 

make a professional judgement concerning their scope of practice. Safety was at the forefront 

of most exercise professionals concerns therefore risk assessment and clinical judgement 

should be a pre-requisite prior to providing any type of prescriptive exercise advice. 

Participants were divided in their opinions regarding the level of intervention that the dietitians 

should prescribe. A minority of participants were protective of their specialist role and felt 

threatened by other professionals overlapping with their area of expertise. These participants 

believed strongly that prescribing exercise in older adults is a specialist area with higher levels 

of risk, therefore the belief that dietitians are not adequately trained to assess and navigate the 

nuances of complex exercise prescription in this patient group. However, in contrast, most 

participants were in full support of dietitians prescribing exercise providing they had sufficient 

training and felt confident in their knowledge and competency. Participants felt reassured that 

because dietitians are governed by the HCPC code of conduct and ethics, it provided some 

credibility and confidence that it is the responsibility of the individual practitioner to be aware 

of their own scope of practice. With this in mind, most participants regarded dietitians as 

evidence based, autonomous practitioners who should be trusted to make informed decisions 

on their scope of practice.  

Consistency of findings with other literature 

There have been no similar studies conducted with exercise professionals on this topic within 

the UK setting. This is also the first study that has interviewed physiotherapists and exercise 

professionals regarding the role of dietitians delivering exercise prescription for older adults. 

The uniqueness of this study is that it has used interviews to gather in depth insights into the 

perspectives of exercise professionals on role merging and role crossover to assess for potential 

conflict or protectiveness towards their professional territory. Additionally, this is the only 

study that has investigated the role of dietitians prescribing exercise amongst UK professionals. 

Other studies that have investigated the crossover and merging of roles within health care 

settings, have reported mixed findings when it comes to conflict or role protection (Stanley and 

Borthwick 2013; Saxon et al. 2014; Manore et al. 2017). Many studies have reported positive 

working relationships and the welcoming of role merging, particularly where there is a vacancy 

or gap in a service (Stanley and Borthwick 2013). In another study, other members of the MDT 

team welcomed the dietitian’s role extension in gastroenterology, when it allowed them to 

delegate or free up their capacity to manage a more complex workload (Simmance et al. 2019).  
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Manore et al. (2017) conducted an online survey in USA with registered dietitians and exercise 

professionals to investigate the knowledge and beliefs that promote or hinder collaboration 

among between the two professions. The study recognised that the two professions work 

closely, but have clear distinct roles, with neither trained to provide both nutrition and exercise 

advice. The study found that perceived knowledge of each other’s profession was mixed, with 

some participants reporting a good awareness of the other professions scope of practice and 

some unaware. Most participants in my study reported they had a limited knowledge of the 

dietitian’s role, although some participants had more experience than others working with 

dietitians within the MDT.  

The Manore study surveyed the views of exercise professionals on the potential for dietitians 

to prescribe exercise (Manore et al. 2017) and found only 3.3% of exercise professionals were 

against dietitians discussing physical activity with patients. This is similar to the findings in 

my research, where all participants agreed dietitians should be promoting basic physical 

activity and reducing sedentary behaviour as part of the MECC initiative. Results from the 

Manore survey reported exercise professionals’ views on the level of physical activity advice 

that was considered within the dietitian’s scope of practice. 63.8% of exercise professionals 

agreed dietitians should provide advice based on the government guidelines for PA within their 

scope of practice. However, only 5.9% of exercise professionals indicated agreement that 

providing guidance on a PA to increase strength was within the dietitian’s scope of practice. 

Additionally, only, 9.2% felt guidance on a PA routine for a specific disease/condition’ was 

within the dietitian’s scope of practice. The results from this study are similar to the findings 

in my study, whereby exercise professionals were supportive of dietitians providing basic 

physical activity advice, however participants had more reservations for dietitians providing 

prescriptive exercise programmes to patients who are higher risk of adverse outcomes. It is 

important to note the differences in qualifications and recognised roles for exercise 

professionals in USA compared to the UK therefore the results must be interpreted in the 

context of the role of exercise professionals within the USA health care setting. The results 

from the Manore study may not be directly transferable to the UK health care setting. In my 

research study, I included HCPC registered physiotherapists as well as exercise professionals, 

who have different training pathways, credentials and remits within their roles to equivalent 

roles in the USA.  

When discussing the potential for dietitians and exercise professionals to work closely together, 

all participants in my research study agreed there were benefits of more joint working between 

the two professions. This is similar to the findings of the Manore survey, who reported that the 

majority (55%) of exercise professionals ‘strongly agree’ that collaboration with dietitians is 

valuable. However only 35.7% of dietitians believed that exercise professionals are valuable 

colleagues to collaborate with. It is likely dietitians may see themselves more aligned with 

other health care professionals such as speech and language professionals due to the links with 

diet and swallowing difficulties. In the Manore study, participants did not mention other allied 

health care professionals, however this may have been because the focus of the study was on 

dietitians.  

The interdisciplinary nature of the health care setting should promote collaborative working, 

however there are consistent reports that this is not always the case, and that professionals 

sometimes work in siloes (Saxon et al. 2014). Barriers preventing collaborative or joined up 

approaches often come down to poor communication, protecting jobs and status, competition 
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for budget and finite resources leading to teams being under-capacity and forced to prioritise 

their ‘core’ professional duties at the detriment of a more holistic and joined up approach 

(Saxon et al. 2014). However, participants in my study did not dwell on the political and 

bureaucratic conflicts of role protection, they instead expressed a strong commitment to place 

the patient at the centre of the care. Most professionals agree, that the quality of care and 

achievement of patient related outcomes should be the main focal point of interventions, and 

recognise that patients have holistic health care needs that cannot be addressed by one health 

care professional in siloes (Saxon et al. 2014). Therefore, to maximise care quality and 

effectiveness, there needs to be overlapping and flexibility in roles to tailor the care to meet the 

patient’s individual needs (Saxon et al. 2014; Stanley and Borthwick 2013; Spidel et al. 2004).  

The advanced practitioner role is an emerging role, which recognises professionals who have 

extended their scope of practice, and who have demonstrated competencies or training in order 

to meet the standard criteria for advanced practitioner status. In the UK, the advanced 

practitioner role in dietetics is still an emerging area (Hickson, Child and Collinson 2017; HEE 

2017), however it has been more widely defined in countries such as Australia (Ryan, Pelly 

and Purcell 2017; Palermo et al. 2017), Canada (Wildish et al. 2010), and USA (O’Sullivan 

Maillet et al. 2012; Brody et al. 2015; Brody et al. 2014). Whilst most dietitians report offering 

basic PA promotion to patients (McKenna et al. 2004), it is still open to debate to whether the 

role of dietitians prescribing exercise is seen as within their scope of practice, or whether this 

is seen as an extended or advanced role. If dietitians are to carry out a role that involves 

prescriptive exercise, it was recommended by participants in my study that a well-defined 

framework of competencies and training requirements for the UK standards and scope of 

practice is agreed.  

Strengths and limitations of the study 

A strength to the methods, were that interviews were conducted online, therefore this removed 

physical or geographical barriers to recruitment and enabled a diverse range of professional 

experiences to be captured using purposive sampling. To increase rigour of the findings, I used 

reflexivity (see methodology chapter) to acknowledge the potential influence I may have on 

the validity of the data reported by research participants. As a dietitian, I was considered to be 

from ‘outside’ of the exercise profession which prompted the participants to explain their 

answers in detail without assuming any prior knowledge. It also encouraged me to ask probing 

questions to understand the role from their perspective within any assumptions. I also used my 

‘insider’ position as a fellow HCPC registered allied health professional, which allowed me to 

exhibit empathy and understanding of the professional experiences the participants were 

discussing. Another strength was that the topic guide was designed to understand each 

participant’s experiences of working with dietitians to understand how their responses may be 

influenced by their previous experience of working with dietitians. The topic guide was peer 

reviewed by the supervisory team to agree the phrasing and structure of the questions.   

 

A possible limitation was of my position as a dietitian influencing the participant’s responses 

leading to social acceptability bias (Smith et al. 2016). The research question was around the 

exercise professional’s perception of the dietitian; therefore, participants may have felt that 

they had to moderate their responses so as not to offend me. This was reflected upon in my 

reflective journal, which I used to acknowledge potential influence from me as a researcher on 
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the findings. I was aware of this possibility therefore if participants were describing a negative 

experience of dietitians, or saying something I did not agree with, I was conscious to remain 

neutral in my expressions and responses to allow the participant to feel comfortable to express 

their honest opinion. I also tried to mitigate against any potential influence of my position as a 

dietitian on the findings during the data collection by being open and honest with participants 

at the start of the interview. I disclosed my position as a PhD researcher, and background as a 

dietitian, as well as my motivation and personal interests in investigating exercise as a subject 

topic. I also, explained to participants the importance of their honest and open sharing of 

opinions and experiences. The participant information sheet and consent form outlined ethics 

considerations such as anonymity and the right to withdraw from the study, as well as the 

purpose of the study and the aim to capture a range or perspectives, recognising and respecting 

the variety of opinions that are based on an individual’s own perception and view of reality. 

This also fits in line with my relativist ontology.   

The terminology used between the participants and the research regarding ‘physical activity’ 

and ‘exercise’ may have led to misinterpretation of the meaning of these terms if it was not 

explicitly clarified at the start of the interview. It is possible that clarification and agreement of 

terminology prior to the interviews would have provided a more consist use of terminology 

and understanding of meaning and may have allowed for deeper exploration into the difference 

between providing PA promotion and prescriptive exercise.  

A further limitation was in the small sample size of participants. In qualitative research using 

in depth interviews, the focus is on collecting rich, in-depth insights into the participant’s views 

and perspectives on the topic, rather than emphasis on a representative sample and large sample 

sizes. However, the small sample size limits the generalisability of the findings to a wider 

population. A larger scale survey that includes a more representative sample of participants is 

recommended to support the findings.  

Implications 

The contextual findings from this study are in line with existing literature, however this is the 

first research within the UK that has specifically focused on exercise professionals’ opinions 

of dietitians providing physical activity advice in the older adult population therefore it is not 

possible to make direct comparisons. The potential impact of this research is to use the findings 

to make recommendations for the scope of practice in which the dietitian provides physical 

activity advice for older adults in the context of sarcopenia, however the nature of qualitative 

research and the small sample size, limits the generalisability of the findings to a wider 

population. The findings from this study will inform dietitians to allow them to pre-empt the 

response of exercise professionals in clinical practice to dietitians pursuing an extended role in 

exercise prescription in older adults. It also informs mitigation of any barriers or conflict, to 

allow positive acceptance and a conducive working relationship. Further research is required 

to understand if the findings from this study are similar to that of the wider population, therefore 

further research using survey data of a more representative sample is advised to allow for 

generalisation of the findings.  

My research has many commonalities with the research findings of a UK based study into the 

future direction for the dietetics profession (Hickson, Child and Collinson 2017). In particular, 

‘professional identity’ featured strongly in the Future Dietitian study, with the need for 

dietitians to promote their identity amongst other professionals as well as to patients (Hickson, 
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Child and Collinson 2017). My study found that the knowledge and awareness of exercise 

professionals on the role of the dietitian was mixed, therefore, dietitians need to communicate 

and demonstrate their role clearer to other health care professionals to improve working 

relationships and mutual professional understanding of role boundaries and scope of practice. 

Dietitians must evidence the importance of the role of the dietitian in health and disease by 

demonstrating clinically important outcomes and cost effectiveness. By taking on additional 

roles to improve patient outcomes, this can increase the credibility of dietitians with 

commissioners as well as within the MDT team.  

5.8 Conclusion 
The findings from this study provide dietitians with a deeper insight into the perceptions, 

attitudes and opinions of exercise professionals towards dietitians in the context of exercise 

prescription for older adults for the management of sarcopenia. This is the first study to 

interview exercise professionals regarding the role of dietitians and exercise prescription. The 

findings therefore contribute a new and unique insight into inter-professional attitudes towards 

role crossover and role merging between these two professions.  

Overall, exercise professionals were welcoming for dietitians to work more closely with them 

in the management of sarcopenia. Exercise professionals agreed dietitians are well placed to 

provide exercise advice to older adults alongside nutritional counselling to prevent sarcopenia. 

However, there was a recognition that referral criteria and pathways should be agreed to 

identify appropriate patients, and to triage patients into the right service to ensure they benefit 

from the correct level of support needed. The biggest priority of exercise professionals was to 

ensure the safe and effective delivery of advice that is appropriate for that patient, using 

evidence-based practice. Therefore, exercise professionals felt that dietitians would need 

further training to enable them to effectively, and confidently provide tailored exercise advice 

to older adults in a safe way. They reported that simple messages on physical activity and 

reducing sedentary behaviour would benefit all patients, and should be provided by all health 

care professionals in line with the making every contact count initiative.  

Further research is required to understand if the findings from this study are similar to that of 

the wider population, therefore further studies using survey data of a more representative 

sample is advised to allow for generalisation of the findings.  

 

 

Chapter 6 – Synthesis of results 

6.1 Introduction  

The previous two chapters provided an overview of the findings from the two qualitative 

studies conducted with dietitians and exercise professionals respectively. The study findings 

were critically analysed and discussed within the context of wider literature, to consider the 

impact of the research on the potential to shape future dietetic practice in the management of 

sarcopenia. This chapter aims to synthesise the findings from the two studies, to compare and 

assimilate the perspectives and views of both professionals in order to draw overall conclusions 

and make recommendations for the next steps.  
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We revisit the initial aim of the thesis, which set out to explore the views, opinions and attitudes 

of dietitians and exercise professionals on the extended role of the dietitian to provide exercise 

advice in the management of sarcopenia in older adults. The research used a qualitative 

viewpoint in order to help inform recommendations for next steps in the research, and to outline 

considerations for the professional body and education sector, to shape the evolving role of the 

future dietitian in sarcopenia management. 

The following sections will revisit the key findings from each study, and compare and contrast 

the viewpoints of the different professional groups by highlighting areas of similarity and 

agreement, as well as conflicting opinions or areas of contention or disagreement. A narrative 

synthesis approach identified overarching themes from the two studies. This chapter will 

interpret and discuss in more depth, the insights from the studies to inform practical 

recommendations for future dietetic practice. The final section reviews the strengths and 

limitations of the thesis, and makes recommendations for future research. 

6.2 Methods 

Qualitative synthesis refers to a process of comparing and contrasting findings from multiple 

qualitative studies to bring together learning and create a bigger picture narrative (Hammersley 

2013). Qualitative synthesis is different to a systematic review or meta-analysis which is more 

commonly associated with quantitative research; qualitative synthesis takes an interpretive 

epistemology rather than a positivist approach that is used in quantitative research 

(Hammersley 2013). A criticism to qualitative synthesis is that qualitative research is aimed at 

studying unique phenomena and therefore any generalisation means the value of the findings 

are lost. Another limitation of this process is the acknowledgment that qualitative research is 

influenced heavily by the researcher’s lens, positionality, and personal bias, therefore each 

study will be coming from different foci (Hammersley 2013). However, in my research, I have 

conducted both studies with the same lens, and brought any personal influence as a researcher 

to conscious awareness through reflexivity.  

There are many theoretical frameworks for qualitative synthesis, with grounded theoretical 

synthesis and meta-ethnography being two more closely related to qualitative synthesis 

(Hammersley 2013). Meta-ethnography is commonly used in healthcare to translate multiple 

study findings to a higher conceptual level and uses an inductive, interpretive approach (Sattar 

et al., 2021). Despite its name it does not only apply to ethnographic studies, but qualitative 

studies more broadly. This framework was used to synthesise the findings from my two 

qualitative research findings described in the previous chapters. This method for qualitative 

synthesis was chosen over grounded theoretical synthesis or other frameworks as it allows 

interpretative synthesis rather than mere integration of themes; however, there are some 

similarities between the frameworks.  

An adapted version of the seven-step approach was used to conduct the meta-ethnography 

synthesis and is outlined in table 5 below (originally from Noblit and Hare 1988, cited in Sattar 

et al., 2021).  

Table 5: Seven step approach to meta-ethnography (Noblit and Hare 1988, cited in Sattar et 

al., 2021) 

Phase 1: Getting started The original research question “What are the 

thoughts, views and opinions of dietitians and 
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exercise professionals on the role of the dietitian 

prescribing exercise for older adults in the 

management of sarcopenia” was used for the focus 

of the synthesis 

Phase 2: Deciding what is relevant The two qualitative studies from my research were 

purposively chosen for their inclusion in the 

synthesis due to their similar research design and 

focus 

Phase 3: Reading the studies I was already familiar with the findings of the two 

studies at this stage following individual study 

analysis. The data extraction was completed using 

a comparison table (see appendix 6) to draw out 

key codes verbatim.  

Phase 4: Determining how the studies 

are related 

Key concepts were identified using colour coding 

comparisons to cluster similar concepts. This was 

an iterative process. New theme names were 

created as part of the second order constructs. 

Themes were peer reviewed.  

Phase 5: Translating the studies into 

one another 

This stage involved comparing concepts in one 

study with those in the other study, and translating 

them further into third order constructs. A 

reflective journal was kept throughout to 

acknowledge the personal lens, and peer review of 

the process was used to minimise the influence of 

one researcher and ensure collaborative 

interpretations.  

Phase 6: Synthesising the translations 

a) Reciprocal and refutational 

synthesis 

b) Line of argument synthesis 

In this stage the studies are now viewed as a 

‘whole’ with the aim of developing a framework.  

Phase 7: Expressing the synthesis Findings are presented in line with eMERGe 

reporting guidelines (France et al., 2019), 

documenting the process and analysis stages, with 

a full interpretation and explanation of each theme.  

 

The comparison process is demonstrated in appendix 6, where similar codes have been 

highlighted and assimilated together into new higher-level themes. The process involves the 

researcher using a unique translation technique to reinterpret the codes and quotes used in the 

original studies to transcend the findings and create new higher order themes (Sattar et al., 

2021). The meta-ethnography involved ‘reciprocal translation’, used when findings from one 

study are similar to the findings in the other study; and ‘refutational translation’ when there are 

discrepancies or disagreement in findings between studies. Both reciprocal and refutational 

translation were used in my synthesis. The synthesis process and themes were peer reviewed 

with the research team to reduce any undue influence from the researcher. The findings are 

discussed in detail in the following sections.  
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6.3 Statement of principal findings 
This work, for the first time presents a unique perspective on the contrasting and common 

perspectives of exercise professionals and dietitians on the concept of role extension, role 

crossover and role merging. The research involved in-depth interviews using a purposive 

sample of participants from each profession, presented in two individual studies. No work to 

date has done this, and without such in-depth observations from dietitians and exercise 

professionals, it is likely that one-sided delivery of interventions, and silo working would 

persist. Therefore, the current work addresses a key shortcoming of the literature related to 

applied practice for combined exercise and nutrition approaches for older adults in the 

prevention and management of sarcopenia in the UK. 

The themes and subthemes from each study were synthesised using meta-ethnography (see 

appendix 6) to identify areas of crossover and similarity between the findings. A list of eight 

common themes were identified: Perceived patient benefits/ motivation; Two-pronged 

approach; Fears and concerns over safety; Training; Making every contact count; Exercise 

prescription; Cost effectiveness; and Operational considerations.  

Through further critical engagement with the data, the eight categories were then combined 

and summarised into four new overarching themes: (1) Barriers to exercise and the clinical 

benefits of a two-pronged approach; (2) Risk management, competencies and training 

requirements; (3) Levels of exercise intervention; and (4) Operational efficiency and 

effectiveness. The four themes are discussed below in relation to the overall research question 

and in the context of wider literature.  

6.3.1 Theme 1: Barriers to exercise and the clinical benefits of a two-pronged approach 

Older adults’ barriers to physical activity 

Dietitians in my research described their views of patient barriers to engage with physical 

activity based on their own experiences. These barriers included psychosocial factors that 

influence patient priorities, for example, for those on low income, budgeting was described as 

being of most importance to patients, therefore advice would need to be tailored around cost 

benefits and budgeting to meet their personal needs. A qualitative study exploring the 

experiences of multiple professions (including GP, nurse and physiotherapists) working with 

older adults in the community setting, also reported financial insecurities as a key factor to 

consider in patients with frailty (Obbia et al. 2019).  

In my study with exercise professionals, participants shared similar experiences to dietitians 

when commencing physical activity interventions, for example, if patients have other barriers 

or health priorities such as symptoms of pain, nausea or extreme fatigue, they may not consider 

physical activity as a main priority for them. Physical limitations such as pain or discomfort, 

concerns about falling, and co-morbidities such as musculoskeletal disorders were barriers 

described by older adults in the systematic review (Franco et al. 2015). Dietitians reported 

another barrier to exercise in the older population was the patient’s fear of falling. Some 

patients may have already experienced a fall, and therefore fearful of falling again. Many 

patients that dietitians treat are frail, usually because of recent or prolonged hospital admissions 

leading to deconditioning, limited mobility, or disease related malnutrition causing sarcopenia. 

This is similar to the findings in a qualitative study conducted with multiple professional groups 

on the views and experiences of professionals working with frail older adults (Obbia et al. 

2019). One of the emerging themes was the psychosocial nature of frailty, which highlighted 
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those multiple factors such as a fall or a bereavement can contribute towards frailty (Obbia et 

al. 2019).  

In my studies, both professionals mentioned depression and low mood as perceived patient 

barriers. Depression is common in older adults, particularly in relation to health concerns, 

bereavement, and loneliness, loss of independence or social isolation (Obbia et al. 2019). 

Depression can affect motivation to engage in physical activities, however, increasing physical 

activity can have positive improvements on mood. Findings from a review on the perceptions 

of older adults towards physical activity found that improved health and mental wellbeing was 

a motivating factor for participating in physical activity (Franco et al. 2015), therefore to 

motivate older adults to increase physical activity levels, professionals must promote and 

educate patients on the range of benefits of exercise. 

Two-pronged approach 

Patients aged over 65 years are likely to have multiple health care professionals attending to 

them due to the likelihood of poly-morbidities (Government Office for Science, 2016). 

Dietitians in my study reported that patients do not differentiate between different professionals 

who care for them, and based on their experience, reported that patients appreciated advice and 

input regardless of the professional providing it. They felt that for some patients, they would 

prefer to have one point of contact with a health care professional. Dietitians supported this by 

relaying experiences when the patient has mistaken them for a nurse, a doctor or another allied 

health professional. Similarly, exercise professionals also supported the benefits of single 

points of contact for patients, with individual professionals being able to provide advice in 

more than one area. They felt that having one professional being able to deliver both nutrition 

and exercise advice would allow a deeper rapport to be built between the patient and the 

professional, and once this trust is gained, the patient is likely to be more compliant with the 

advice. Additionally, both professionals agreed diet and exercise share equal importance in 

sarcopenia management and as the evidence suggests, exercise and nutrition interventions 

should be delivered in unison. Participants in both groups described this as a ‘two-pronged’ 

approach. They suggested diet and exercise advice discussed at the same time, will allow the 

patient to understand the importance of both elements of treatment together. In addition, if both 

professionals are discussing both exercise and diet, it was felt this will also reinforce the key 

messages to patients with the aim to enhance compliance.  

Exercise professionals felt that the benefits of dietitians being upskilled to offer advice on 

exercise alongside nutrition may mean patients can commence physical activity earlier for 

more of a preventative approach. If patients with sarcopenia are identified earlier through 

assessment, this will result in advice and monitoring being implemented at an earlier stage and 

therefore improving clinical outcomes. An early intervention was considered favourable by 

both professions to prevent any further decline in muscle health. Additionally, both 

professionals agreed it may reduce patients waiting time if they do not have to be referred to 

another profession (in this case physiotherapist), as they will be getting advice timely through 

the dietetics service they are already part of.  

6.3.2 Theme 2: Risk management, competencies and training requirements 

Risk management 

An important synergy of the findings between the two professional groups was the importance 

placed on patient safety and minimising risk. Exercise professionals reported avoiding harm 
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was the most important consideration when deciding on the appropriateness of providing an 

exercise intervention for an individual patient. A risk assessment conducted at every contact 

with the patient supports a safe and appropriate intervention. Exercise professionals describe 

the risk assessment for exercise to involve assessment of the patient’s capacity to perform 

physical activity safely. The risk assessment takes into account frailty score, balance, falls risk, 

injury or contraindications that would put the patient at risk of adverse health outcomes through 

perusing exercise (such as unstable angina, back or spinal injury, high blood pressure or severe 

respiratory disease). Exercise professionals were clear dietitians must acquire additional 

knowledge to understand the clinical risks of exercise prior to commencing exercise 

interventions. Low risk activities reported by the exercise professionals included supported 

balance activities, chair-based exercises, as well as supervised exercise, which was considered 

lower risk than exercise carried out by the patient unsupervised. Dietitians were concerned 

about liability should they be perceived to be working outside their scope of practice. This is 

an area that dietitians felt needed to be clarified, to ensure they were protected and supported 

professionally in order to take on an extended role. Both professions suggested the 

development of a competency framework, training and credentialing is required to formalise 

the extended role and agree the scope of practice.  

Training 

Both professions identified limited knowledge and training of dietitians as a barrier to dietitians 

taking on a role in exercise prescription. Dietitians perceived their limited knowledge of 

exercise training principles as something that influenced their confidence and likelihood of 

providing advice on physical activity in this patient group. Exercise professionals perceived 

dietitians lack of training as a limitation to dietitians being able to deliver safe and effective 

advice for patients to achieve beneficial outcomes. Exercise professionals expressed a concern 

for patient safety if dietitians were to prescribe inappropriate exercise advice that may be either 

futile or result in adverse harm to the patient (this was also raised as a concern of some of the 

dietitians). Both professional groups agreed that appropriate training was required for dietitians 

embarking on the extended role in exercise prescription in older adults, however a formal 

qualification was not felt necessary. Dietitians were keen to engage in in-house training from 

physiotherapists that they work with. They also recognised the potential to exchange training 

from exercise professionals with nutrition training in a ‘trade off’. However, some but not all 

of the exercise professionals, in contrast, did not perceive training other professionals to be part 

of their role. Physiotherapists reported they engage in formal post-registration external training 

courses to specialise in particular patient groups or exercise training programmes (such as later-

life training on falls prevention and frailty and exercise; level 4 exercise qualifications in 

specialist populations; or specific exercise programme delivery such as Otago, chair-based 

exercises, or as a postural stability instructor). Some exercise professionals recommended 

dietitians should consider these external training programmes in order to gain credentials/ 

formal qualifications. However, some of the exercise professionals felt the accredited training 

programmes were too detailed for the level of intervention the dietitian would need; thus, a 

bespoke training could be devised for dietitians to deliver exercise advice in the context of 

sarcopenia. Many of the exercise professionals expressed they would be happy to provide 

training for dietitians or write guidance.  

Both professional groups suggested the design of a competency framework to ensure 

consistency and quality standards. This would set a minimum benchmark standard for 
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competencies, and to distinguish the extended or advanced role of the dietitian in the 

management of sarcopenia, from a newly qualified role. Competency frameworks exist for an 

advanced practitioner role, in particular the clinical specialist role in frailty (BDA 2021). There 

are also specialist roles in gerontology that exist in other countries such as USA (Brody et al. 

2015) therefore these competency frameworks could form the basis for development of UK 

based standards.  

6.3.3 Theme 3: Levels of exercise intervention 

Both professions reported a similar approach to assessment and intervention planning with 

patients. This involves a detailed, holistic assessment, focusing specifically on the patients’ 

current health status, social circumstances, motivations and patient centred goals. The main 

differences between the two professionals was the focus of the assessment and outcome 

measures assessed. For example, exercise professionals as part of their objective assessment, 

reported measuring balance, strength and physical function (e.g., using gait speed). However, 

dietitians reported they did not routinely include strength or physical function as part of their 

routine assessment. For dietitians, a detailed assessment of dietary intake is carried out, as well 

as anthropometric measurements focusing on weight and BMI. In comparison, exercise 

professionals reported they do not assess nutritional intake in depth, however some exercise 

professionals reported they ask basic qualitative questions as part of their subjective assessment 

(such as enquiring about shopping, appetite, cooking). Neither profession assessed directly, or 

recorded a formal diagnosis of sarcopenia. Some exercise professionals assessed for frailty or 

similar assessments including activities of daily activities or quality of life.  

Following an in-depth assessment, appropriate prescribing of exercise that is safe and effective 

for the patient is something that requires specialist knowledge of physiology and exercise 

training principles, as well as the skills to personalise exercise programmes for individuals. 

Dietitians have the skills to devise an appropriate patient centred treatment plan based on 

assessment and diagnosis as part of the nutrition and dietetic care process (BDA, 2020). Both 

professions also use behaviour change approaches when formulating a plan, and negotiate the 

plan with the patient. This patient centred approach is at the heart of both professions practice 

(Huntington et al. 2020; Crisford et al. 2018). Therefore, dietitians could use their behaviour 

change skills to counsel patients on physical activity using a patient centred approach.   

Making every contact count is a health promotion initiative aimed at prevention of disease 

through positive lifestyle changes (HEE, 2020). The initiative encourages all health care 

professionals to provide first line basic advice on a range of lifestyle behaviours such as 

smoking, alcohol, diet and exercise at every opportunity. Both professional groups mentioned 

an awareness of this initiative and used it to frame discussions around expectations of other 

professionals to offer first line advice. Dietitians viewed themselves as having a duty of care 

to provide basic advice on physical activity as part of their role in prevention. Most dietitians 

confirmed that they would offer first line advice on physical activity for younger adults, weight 

management patients, and for some dietitians, they reported advising patients at risk of 

osteoporosis to carry out weight baring exercises, however most of the dietitians reported they 

did not currently offer advice on physical activity to older frail adults. Most dietitians admitted 

to not knowing the government recommendations for physical activity levels for adults over 

60 years of age, concerning strength training. Exercise professionals believed the government 

(CMO guidelines) advice for physical activity is information that all professionals should be 

delivering to all patients as a minimum, therefore better awareness amongst dietitians of these 
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guidelines are needed. Sarcopenia is a syndrome widely recognised by all professions as 

widespread and preventable. Exercise professionals and dietitians agreed that nutrition and 

exercise are interlinked and equally important in preventing and managing sarcopenia in older 

adults, therefore a two-pronged approach to management and prevention in older adults should 

be applied routinely as good practice.  

Exercise professionals were clear that their expectations of dietitians and other health care 

professionals was to offer the CMO recommendations for physical activity to all people as a 

minimum. They reported the ‘move more’ messages to reduce sedentary behaviour was 

appropriate for all patients and they encouraged all dietitians to reiterate this message. There 

was an assumption from exercise professionals that dietitians currently assess physical 

parameters such as blood pressure and physical function routinely with older adults. However, 

this was not the case as reported by the dietitians. Most exercise professionals were confident 

that dietitians would be able to provide basic advice on physical activity for older adults 

deemed low risk, with minimal training. However, some exercise professionals viewed tailored 

exercise programmes (considered high risk), delivered to older, frail patients with underlying 

co-morbidities (also considered high risk), should only be delivered by an appropriately trained 

professional with the expertise (i.e. a trained exercise professional).  

 

6.3.4 Theme 4: Operational considerations and demonstrating efficiency and effectiveness 

The HCPC governs both dietitians and physiotherapists therefore there was a recognition that 

both professions have the same ethical and professional standards to uphold. Participants felt 

that this shared belonging and identity as allied health professionals, facilitated a shared 

understanding and mutual respect between the two professions. Unlike dietitians and 

physiotherapists, exercise professionals (non-physiotherapists) are not governed by the HCPC, 

however there are similar quality monitoring and professionally recognised standards, which 

apply to exercise professionals, usually accredited through BASES.  

Dietitians reported concerns about role crossover and overlap, and the potential conflict this 

may cause with physiotherapists if dietitians were to provide exercise advice. Some of these 

pre-conceptions were informed by past experiences of conflict between professions, or from a 

fear of reciprocal professional cross over infringing on the dietitians’ role. Dietitians reported 

being protective over their own role in relation to doctors, nurses or other AHPs providing 

advice on nutrition. Therefore, the predicted conflict from exercise professionals described by 

dietitians may have been influenced by their own insecurities and role protection. Conversely, 

exercise professionals did not share this view, and overall, did not show signs of conflict. They 

were open to the concept of dietitians providing exercise advice, however with the caveat that 

dietitians have appropriate training and qualifications to do so, and work within an agreed scope 

of practice or competency framework. Both dietitians and exercise professionals were open 

and willing to embrace more joined up working and to develop closer professional alignment. 

However, one participant, a non-physiotherapist, felt dietitians would be encroaching on the 

role of a trained exercise professional. This participant also reported resentment towards 

physiotherapists, whom he perceived to be treated preferentially over exercise physiologists 

when it comes to health care commissioning within the NHS. Therefore, the participant’s 

reluctance towards dietitians prescribing exercise may reflect a previous negative experience 

of role conflict and pre-existing politics between exercise physiologists and physiotherapists.  
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Both professions agreed that an agreed referral pathway for joined up working would allow 

both professionals to work alongside each other in a more efficient way, ultimately benefiting 

patient care. Exercise professionals suggested a shared caseload, or triage system, whereby the 

two professions were integrated. The dietitians suggested a screening tool and treatment 

pathway agreed with the exercise professionals, to define the criteria for patients that were 

appropriate to be seen by a dietitian for exercise advice, and those who were not appropriate 

and therefore would need to be referred for more specialist advice from a physiotherapist. 

Exercise professionals also agreed with a referral criteria/ pathway approach. Some participants 

mentioned similar criteria exist within their local services, where patients are triaged to either 

community exercise classes, falls prevention services or specialist physiotherapy referral for 

example. Dietitians suggested a similar pathway to the MUST screening pathway for nurses 

and other health care professionals, who screen patients for malnutrition risk and act 

accordingly. Depending on the risk score, professionals either, take no action and continue to 

monitor (low malnutrition risk), follow first line advice (medium malnutrition risk), or refer to 

a dietitian (high malnutrition risk). It was suggested both professionals should use a similar 

screening tool for sarcopenia, with an agreed treatment and referral pathway.  

The common goal and focus for both professional groups were on improving patient care and 

clinical outcomes. In health care, commissioners require reporting on clinical outcomes to 

measure clinical effectiveness and value for money. Dietitians were aware that the outcomes 

reported currently do not sufficiently measure sarcopenia or physical function, therefore there 

was agreement that they need to consider outcome measures other than weight and BMI for 

older adults. Dietitians were also keen to take on an extended role, if it could enhance their 

clinical effectiveness and therefore demonstrate value for money. It was reported by dietitians, 

that they often feel they are not valued as a profession amongst other MDT members as well 

as commissioners. Dietitians reported they are often ‘forgotten about’ when it comes to 

incorporating a dietitian within an MDT team, an example given in falls prevention. Exercise 

professionals echoed this, as many of the participants did not have access to a dietitian as part 

of their MDT team, despite a desire for more dietitians.  

 

6.4. Comparisons with wider literature 
This section will discuss the findings from the qualitative synthesis in the context of 

considerations to shape future practice. The findings from my research alone cannot be used to 

support recommendations for practice, however can help inform future research. 

6.4.1 Formalising the extended role 

This section discusses the research findings based on the potential of an extended role for 

dietitians prescribing exercise advice to older adults. The findings from my research is 

discussed in relation to the developments of the HEE advanced practitioner framework (HEE 

2017), the future dietitian report (Hickson, Child and Collinson 2017) and the first contact 

practitioner role (NHS, 2019). My research findings are also considered in the context of the 

NHS long term plan (2019) and the AHP into action report (2017). A number of pathways exist 

for health care practitioners to enhance their role such as becoming a specialist within a field, 

working at an advanced level, or extended duties that may crossover into other professional 

areas. The Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education (IATE) have outlined the 

occupational standard for Advanced Care Practitioners (ACPs), described as “experienced 
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clinicians who demonstrate expertise in their scope of practice” (IATE, 2020). ACPs work at 

an advanced level, working across traditional professional boundaries in health and social care.  

The study by Hickson, Child and Collinson (2017) found dietitians envisaged bold leadership 

from the profession, and a strong foundation in post-qualification education that prepares the 

professional to work beyond the traditional roles (Hickson, Child and Collinson 2017). This 

complements the scope for the research in this thesis, which set out to explore an extended role 

for the dietitian, taking on the role of exercise prescription in the older adult population group. 

The study by Hickson, Child and Collinson (2017) found dietitians expressed a desire to have 

more visibility and influence in shaping health care (Hickson, Child and Collinson 2017). 

Therefore, dietitians have the potential to take a lead role in sarcopenia management and be at 

the forefront of advancing services to improve patient care.  

A UK based qualitative study investigated how ACP roles for nurses were being implemented 

into GP practices (Evans et al. 2020). The study conducted 26 telephone interviews with GPs, 

Nurse ACP and practice managers to understand stakeholder perspectives on the barriers and 

enablers to implementation, as well as the potential impact of the nurse ACP role. Participants 

generally viewed the role as cost effective. For ACPs they described the role as an opportunity 

for career progression and personal progression (Evans et al. 2020). In addition to the ACP 

role, a new role for dietitians of the ‘first contact practitioner’ is a role being explored though 

the BDA (BDA 2017) as a response to the NHS long term plan (NHS 2019) and AHPs into 

action framework (Chief AHP officer, 2017). This new role will sit within the primary care 

setting and will support the holistic assessment and triaging of patients to work alongside GPs, 

enabling a timelier service for patients (BDA 2017).  

Cost effectiveness is something that is not always measured in studies assessing extended roles 

within health care, however was raised as something that would be important for both dietitians 

and exercise professionals within my study. This is reinforced by Saxon et al. (2014), who 

based on their review of extended roles, recommended more studies should include measures 

of cost savings. The study by Stanley and Borthwick (2013) found dietitians taking on an 

extended role in gastrostomy care within the community reported benefits to patients such as 

preventing avoidable hospital admissions, increasing accessibility to experts within the 

community and a central point of contact for patients as well as effective cost savings. 

Similarly, a qualitative study in Australia, interviewed service leads across six participating 

health care networks to evaluate the impact of the advanced role of dietitians in gastrostomy 

tube management on services (Simmance et al. 2019). The study reported five out of the six 

sites successfully managed to implement an advanced practice role of the dietitian in 

gastrostomy tube management, reporting significant cost savings estimated at $185000 over a 

12-month period as well as reduced waiting times for patients (Simmance et al. 2019). Enabling 

factors for successfully implementing the role included strong management and stakeholder 

support, grant funding for additional resources and an established credentialing system 

(Simmance et al. 2019). 

The behaviour change wheel (Michie et al. 2011) has been used to consider some of the 

different aspects of dietitians taking on this role. The behaviour change wheel is a suggested 

method for categorising and developing behaviour change interventions (Michie et al. 2011). 

The systematic tool was created to guide interventions relating to lifestyle behaviours, and can 

be applied in the context of exercise prescription in older adults. The behaviour change wheel 
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is a systematic approach to designing and implementing interventions and can be used to 

identify key areas to focus on within the profession to enable the extended role of the dietitian 

to be realised. The behaviour change wheel centres on three essential components: capability, 

opportunity and motivation that are believed to determine behaviour (based on the COM-B 

model) (Michie et al. 2011). The outer layer of the wheel relates to policy, and has seven 

categories that will enable the intervention to occur. The policy categories include guidelines, 

regulation and service provision, which correlate well to the findings of my study. Dietitians 

and exercise professionals both reported that there was a need for regulation of competencies 

with regards to the role of exercise prescription to ensure a consistent quality and to protect the 

safety of patients. Dietitians suggested they would feel more confident to take on a role that is 

considered outside of their scope of practice, if agreed evidence-based guidelines were 

available to support their practice. These guidelines should be endorsed and supported by 

relevant professional bodies such as the CSP, BASES and BDA to ensure quality and 

professional consensus. Producing a competency framework that defines the scope of practice 

and activities that will be performed are in line with the recommendations of the behaviour 

change wheel (Michie et al. 2011). Service provision was raised by both dietitians and exercise 

professionals who acknowledged for integrated working to occur, there needed to be locally 

agreed referral pathways and triaging of patients between the two services. Some participants 

noted a lack of dietetic service provision within MDT teams, particularly where frailty, falls 

prevention and rehabilitation were concerned, therefore a service review would be required to 

adequately resource dietitians to fulfil an extended role. Additional time in consultations was 

highlighted as something that would need to be implemented for dietitians to be able to cover 

both nutrition and exercise assessment and advice. In addition, a plan for monitoring and 

following up patients to collect outcome data and provide continuity of support. Better 

communication channels, shared caseloads and more joined up working were all suggestions 

that came out of my findings. Therefore, a strategic approach is required to ensure a robust 

service can be provided by dietitians to ensure patients can be identified, and receive 

appropriate advice on both nutrition and exercise to prevent or manage sarcopenia. Another 

element of the behaviour change wheel that is relevant to my findings is legislation, one of the 

criteria in the policy layer. Dietitians were particularly concerned with legal responsibility for 

taking on an extended role which may be deemed outside of the usual scope of practice for a 

dietitian. Therefore, reassurance and guidance will be needed to ensure dietitians are 

adequately supported to perform an extended role. The competency frameworks and 

recognised credentials will also support the agreement of legislative standards.   

 

 

6.4.2 Development of credentials, training and competency framework 

The development of a competency framework for dietitians in the role of sarcopenia 

management emerged as an aspiration by participants within my study. Therefore, using 

examples from international practice, the following section discusses the process for 

developing an agreed framework for an extended role/ advanced role for dietitians within a UK 

setting.  
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Credentialing  

For an extended or advanced role to be implemented, the motivation and barriers for dietitians 

who choose to work towards an elevated status or recognised credentials must be considered. 

A qualitative study (Palermo et al. 2019) conducted in Australia set out to understand the 

barriers that prevent dietitians in Australia applying for and advancing through the 

credentialing and advanced practitioner (AP) pathway. The study identified four key themes to 

explain some of the reasons why dietitians did not apply for the AP accreditation (Palermo et 

al. 2019). The barriers included the requirement for fellows to exhibit high-level leadership. 

Dietitians reported that they perceived the credential to be out of reach, therefore dietitians had 

a perceived low self-efficacy in which they believed they would never be good enough. My 

research found similarities in relation to the confidence of dietitians around perceived 

knowledge, skills and experience to take on an extended role such as prescribing exercise.  

Additionally, the Australian study found a lack of recognition of the credential deterred 

applicants from applying due to the amount of work that is involved in working towards the 

accreditation (Palermo et al. 2019). Palermo reported that dietitians were deterred from 

progressing through the credentialing process due to the overwhelming number of 

competencies and volume of evidence required to support their application (Palermo et al. 

2019). This is something to consider when making recommendations for UK credentialing or 

professional development pathways, to ensure they are proportionate and achievable. In 

addition, dietitians in Australia must demonstration contribution to research at a high level, 

which was described by participants in their study as being unrealistic for clinically based 

dietitians whose roles did not facilitate the opportunity to conduct applied research. Therefore, 

the competencies for a role must reflect the skills and knowledge required in the extended role, 

and a generic competency framework for a range of roles may not be appropriate for all 

practitioners (Hardy et al. 2021). The four domains of the UK Advanced Care Practitioner role 

(HEE, 2017) include research and leadership as a key domain. Based on the research findings 

from Australia, it could be hypothesised that this element may deter dietitians from pursuing 

the ACP role for this reason. A broader definition of research could support for dietitians who 

mainly participate in service improvement, audit and evaluation as part of their clinical roles. 

It was clear from my study findings that both dietitians and exercise professionals felt strongly 

that an agreed competency framework is needed to define the parameters for the extended role 

of the dietitian prescribing exercise. There are existing competency frameworks for exercise 

prescription that can be adapted to be relevant for the role of the dietitian. A Delphi protocol is 

a method used in the development of competency standards (Wildish and Evers, 2010; Brody 

et al. 2014) and would be recommended as a method for gaining consensus and agreement 

within the profession. Therefore, it is recommended that a Delphi study with dietitians and 

physiotherapists working in the area of older adults be undertaken to help define competency 

standards and clearly defined tasks as part of the extended role.  

  

Training 

Training was recommended by both professional groups in my research as an enabling factor 

to allow dietitians to be able to confidently and competently, deliver effective and safe advice 

on exercise to older adults. Training requirements also included the detection and diagnosis of 

sarcopenia, as routine assessment for sarcopenia was not reported as common practice. 

Exercise professionals recommended a bespoke training to upskill dietitians and provide 
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knowledge of exercise training principles. Dietitians already have professional registration, and 

have knowledge of anatomy and physiology, medical conditions, clinical management and 

behaviour change techniques (BDA 2020a). In addition, dietitians are considered autonomous, 

evidence-based practitioners regulated by the HCPC and educated to a minimum degree level 

qualification, and therefore it was felt that additional formal exercise qualifications were not 

necessary. A UK based qualitative study explored the experiences of three trainee 

physiotherapists as they undertook a bespoke 12-month work-based training programme to 

become an advanced practitioner (Stevenson et al. 2020). They evaluated the reported 

experiences and reflections of the participants to understand the participant’s journey into 

becoming an ACP. The study findings highlighted the importance of support and mentorship 

to build emotional resilience and confidence as they transitioned into autonomous practitioners 

with increasing responsibility. A bespoke training programme allowed the co-creation of the 

training to meet the individual’s needs, supported and guided by medical experts and local 

service needs. The findings from this study are useful to draw upon alongside my own study 

findings to make recommendations for training towards the co-creation of an extended role or 

advanced role for dietitians that may require a bespoke training pathway.  

For dietitians providing basic healthy lifestyle messages based on the government’s 

recommendations on physical activity, as well as reducing sedentary behaviour, it was agreed 

by both professional groups that no specialist training was required to provide this level of 

advice for older adults. However, for more prescribed exercise advice, both professional groups 

in my research recommended further training for dietitians on risk assessment, functional and 

physical assessment, exercise prescription, and monitoring and evaluation. There are 

independent external training providers which covers these aspects. Exercise professionals in 

my study recommended ‘Later Life training’ (Later Life Training, 2021) as a reputable training 

provider endorsed by the Chartered Society of Physiotherapists (CSP). They provide training 

courses such as chair-based exercises and the Otago exercise programme, which are all suitable 

for health care professionals with no prerequisites for exercise-based qualifications, to enable 

more prescriptive exercise advice to be given.  

The Chartered Institute for the Management of Sport and Physical Activity (CIMSPA) has 

recently replaced the previous REPs (Register of Exercise Professionals) as the body to regulate 

and provide best practice and governance for organisations and individuals in the exercise 

sector. There is an opportunity for any health professionals to work towards a chartered status, 

recognised under the chartered ‘Activity and Health Practitioner’ title through a portfolio and 

work-based assessment. CIMSPA have created competency standards specific for different job 

roles, populations or types of exercises. For example, the standard for population specialism 

‘working with people with long term conditions’ (CIMSPA 2019) is a standard that would be 

useful to guide exercise prescription for older adults who are frail, sarcopenic or have poly-

morbidities (CIMSPA 2019). The standards outline the scope, knowledge, skills and training 

requirements to undergo exercise prescription in this population however they do not focus 

solely on the older adult population or sarcopenia, therefore there is still a need for a bespoke 

set of standards for dietitians working with older adults in providing exercise advice. However, 

these standards can inform the development of competency standards for the extended role of 

the dietitian.  

AGILE (originally known as The Association of Chartered Physiotherapists in Geriatric 

Medicine) are a professional network of the CSP for therapists who work with older people 
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(including physiotherapists, assistants, or allied health professionals). AGILE offer training 

workshops and webinars to their members however these are not accredited. My recruitment 

for exercise professionals used the AGILE network for advertising and inviting a purposive 

recruitment of participants for my study. Since completing my data collection, I have now 

joined this network as an associate member, and will work with the AGILE network to inform 

my recommendations for practice based on my research findings. Discussions have already 

taken place to facilitate more joined up working between the professions.  

BASES (British Society of Sports and Exercise Sciences) is the professional body for sports 

and exercise professionals in the UK. BASES award accreditations and certifications to 

professionals who have a sports or exercise science degree, or work in an exercise role, and 

applicants must demonstrate an advanced level of training and professional experience to gain 

accreditation. This would not be an obvious route for dietitians to gain accreditation unless 

their role predominantly focused on exercise, and they had gained relevant undergraduate or 

postgraduate qualifications in exercise. 

Based on the findings from my research, it was clear that as a minimum standard, dietitians 

need to be aware of the government guidelines for physical activity. Dietitians should be using 

this advice to recommend increasing physical activity levels in older adults, as part of the 

Making every contact count initiative. Therefore, further training and awareness raising for 

dietitians on the government guidelines for physical activity are recommended.  

 

6.5 Strengths and limitations of the study 
The uniqueness of this research is that it explored multiple perspectives of role merging by 

including two closely related professions. A qualitative methodology using in depth interviews 

allowed an exploration of the views, attitudes and opinions of dietitians and exercise 

professionals on a potential extended role of the dietitian in exercise prescription. The findings 

from the two qualitative studies were then synthesised and compared to identify commonalities 

and differences, which informed recommendations for future research and the potential to 

inform future practice.  

To date, no research has explored the determinants of practice surrounding dietitians in the UK 

prescribing exercise to older adults using in-depth qualitative methodology. Additionally, no 

UK research has compared the perspectives of the two professional groups (dietitians and 

exercise professionals). Therefore, the findings from this study provide a unique contribution 

to the body of existing knowledge within this field, and can contribute to inform future role 

developments in the context of managing sarcopenia in older adults.  

A robust methodology was used to ensure the trustworthiness of my findings. Reflexivity was 

used to recognise the subjectivity in my role as a researcher (and dietitian), to acknowledge my 

values, pre-conceived ideas and relationship with the participants and to be critically conscious 

of any potential bias. Being an insider enabled a more critical and in-depth understanding of 

the findings, and allowed these findings to be synthesised in relation to the current UK health 

context. One of my supervisors (MD) is an exercise professional therefore offering another 

insider perspective and helping to inform the research design and interpretation. The 

combination of insider insights within the supervisory team provided a well-rounded and 

balanced perspective throughout the entire research project. A reflective journal was kept 
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throughout the research, as well as an audit trail to document every stage of the research process 

to provide transparency and reliability. Peer review of the topic guide, recruitment process and 

data analysis provided additional credibility to findings. Triangulation of the data by comparing 

it to published research in other countries, as well as triangulation of perspectives from the two 

professional groups further increased credibility of the findings. 

An adequate sample size in study one (n=21) was achieved however, the relatively small 

sample of participants (n=9) in the second study may reduce confirmability of the study 

findings. Additionally, with a small sample size, non-response bias is a possibility, which 

reduces the credibility of the findings, as well as self-selection bias, with participants with 

active interests volunteering to take part in the research. The recruitment and sampling methods 

used snowballing and professional networks, therefore with the richness of the participants 

knowledge and experiences, as well as the diversity of the participants, diverse range of 

perspectives were captured. The narrow topic area and the length of time given for each 

interview allowed in-depth and rich data to be collected.  Furthermore, recruitment stopped 

when information redundancy was reached. Information redundancy is a commonly used 

method in qualitative research to capture a sufficient amount of data with a manageable sample 

size.  

The limited geographical spread of participants in my first study may reduce the 

generalisability of the findings to a wider geographical coverage, however a sound rationale 

for convenience sampling was given in the methodology chapter. Recruitment was 

disseminated on a national platform, and did recruit one participant from a different 

geographical area. The interview with the participant from a different geographical location 

enabled me to compare the information to see if there were differences or outlying opinions or 

experiences that were not aligned with other participants. However, the data collected was in 

line with the views of the other participants therefore the results are likely to be transferable to 

other geographical areas within the UK.  

This qualitative research has gained deep insights into understanding some of the complexities 

that might be involved in taking this forward into practice.  However, before this can be more 

widely implemented, there would need to be consensus and broader understanding of the 

relevance to the wider population of dietitians in the context of multidisciplinary health care. 

Therefore, a large-scale survey is recommended to build on the previous findings from 

McKenna et al. (2004), as well as a Delphi study to agree consensus on role boundaries and 

competencies (Boulkedid et al. 2011). 

 

6.6 Recommendations for future research 
Recommendation 1: Raise awareness and confidence in dietitians to advise on the 

government recommendations for physical activity for older adults as part of the Making 

Every Contact Count initiative.  
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Recommendation 2: Conduct further qualitative research with other stakeholders 

including; patient and public; NHS commissioners; dietetic managers to gain multiple 

perspectives.  

Patient and public involvement  

Involving patients and the public in the research process will add value to the research quality 

to make it more meaningful and ensure all research will ultimately benefit patients. It is not 

about including the public as research participants, but to involve patients and public 

authentically in decision making to inform the research design and dissemination. The Health 

Research Authority (HRA), published a policy framework in 2017 to guide research in health 

and social care, and sets out principles to ensure good practice in the management and conduct 

of research that includes ethical and legal requirements, as well as researcher responsibilities 

in terms of public involvement (HRA 2017). The National Institute for Health Research 

(NIHR) produced ‘UK Standards for Public Involvement in Research’ to guide good public 

involvement in research. The six standards are: 1. Inclusive opportunities; ensuring 

opportunities are accessible and can reach the groups that are most relevant to the research. 2. 

Working together; involving as many different perspectives whilst working towards the same 

common purpose. 3. Support and learning; providing learning opportunities to support the 

confidence and development of the skills needed for public involvement in research. 4. 

Communications; ensuring clear, relevant and well-timed communications with the public, 

making sure it is accessible. 5. Impact; to identify how public involvement can make an impact, 

as well involving public in deciding how impact will be assessed. 6. Governance; involving the 

public in the governance can ensure the research is more transparent, and gain public trust. 

These principles should be included when considering patient and public involvement.  

Managers and commissioners  

Stakeholders such as dietetic managers and commissioners will provide an insight into the 

feasibility and workforce capacity to address service demands and are important to include 

when exploring new ways of working (Chief AHP officer, 2017).  

Recommendation 3: Up-date existing survey data by conducting a survey with dietitians 

and other AHPs working with older adults to understand the perspectives and views of 

a larger and more representative sample of the population. 

Survey data conducted in 2004 by McKenna et al., did not specifically focus on dietitians 

working with older adults. This survey however provided useful insights into the practices and 

attitudes of dietitians using cross-sectional survey data. The profession of dietetics is an 

evolving and rapidly changing profession, as well as the health care provision within the NHS 

which is driven by government changes, and the changing health care needs of the population. 

Therefore, an update of the survey data, specifically targeted at dietitians working with older 

adults would provide more generalisable insights from a more representative sample of the 

population of dietitians and therefore build on the findings from my qualitative research.  

Recommendation 4: Conduct further scoping research into the current activities of 

dietitians around physical activity advice and exercise prescription.  

According to the HCPC register of dietitians and BDA records, it is not possible to find out if 

dietitians also possess additional qualifications in exercise prescription. There is a specialist 

voluntary register held by the BDA known as the Sport and Exercise Nutrition Register (SENR) 
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where accredited dietitians and nutritionists holding additional qualifications in exercise or 

sports nutrition can register, providing they meet the criteria and can provide evidence. These 

practitioners are likely to hold sports nutrition qualifications rather than exercise prescription 

qualifications, therefore this register has limited usability for identifying the scope of existing 

practice of dietitians prescribing exercise. A survey targeted to dietitians within special interest 

groups such as the BDA Older Peoples Specialist Group, the BDA Public Health Specialist 

Group or the BDA Freelance Dietitians Group to understand current activities around physical 

activity or exercise prescription in older adults would be recommended.  

 

Recommendation 5: Conduct a Delphi study to gain consensus amongst dietitians and 

exercise professionals working with older adults to agree competencies and activities for 

prescribing exercise.  

Using a Delphi study is one method to gain consensus views amongst experts (or key 

stakeholders) within a field and agree on competency frameworks (Boulkedid et al. 2011). Self-

selection bias is a potential limitation to recruitment of participants, therefore findings gained 

as a result of this method should be interpreted with this in mind (Boulkedid et al. 2011). This 

method, however allows a large number of expert opinions to be contributed independently 

and anonymously, thus reducing the potential for influence from group interactions (Boulkedid 

et al. 2011). The competency framework will be used to shape the role of the dietitian in 

exercise prescription, set benchmark standards and inform training and education.  

 

6.7 Conclusion 
Sarcopenia is a geriatric syndrome leading to increased disability, reduced independence to 

carry out activities of daily living, and can increase risk of morbidity and mortality. Evidence 

suggests combined nutrition and exercise interventions provide the most effective treatment 

for sarcopenia in older adults. With dietitians providing expertise in nutritional interventions, 

my research used a qualitative methodology to explore the views, attitudes and opinions of 

dietitians and exercise professionals on the potential role for dietitians to prescribe exercise 

alongside dietary counselling for older adults with sarcopenia. This chapter provided a 

qualitative synthesis using meta-ethnography to translate my two qualitative study findings to 

a higher conceptual level. The four overarching themes that emerged from the analysis were 

(1) Barriers to exercise and the clinical benefits of a two-pronged approach; (2) Risk 

management, competencies and training requirements; (3) Levels of exercise intervention; and 

(4) Operational efficiency and effectiveness. Both professional groups had positive 

affirmations towards dietitians taking on an extended role of exercise prescription in older 

adults for the prevention and treatment of sarcopenia, however further training and the 

development of a competency framework was recommended to ensure safe and effective 

advice can be delivered by dietitians. There was an agreement that more joined up working 

between the two professions is required to improve clinical outcomes for older adults with 

sarcopenia.  

My qualitative research has provided a unique, deeper insight into the views and opinions of 

dietitians and exercise professionals within the UK in relation to dietitians prescribing advice 

on exercise to older adults in the context of sarcopenia management. The findings can be used 

to inform the development for future research. Due to the limited generalisability of the 
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findings, larger scale quantitative studies are required before recommendations for practice can 

be made.  
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Appendix 2 – Focus group paperwork – study 1 

1. Topic guide 
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2.  Participant demographic data collection: 

 

3. Participant consent form 
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4. Participant information sheet 
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Appendix 3 – Interview paperwork study 2 

1. Participant information sheet 
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2. Participant consent form 
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Topic guide - interviews 
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Appendix 4 – Coding of data and generation of themes example (study 1) 

 

 

Appendix 5 – Coding of data and generation of themes (study 2) 
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